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Abstract 

Intensification of permafrost disturbances such as active layer detachments (ALDs) and 

retrogressive thaw slumps (RTS) have been observed across the circumpolar Arctic. These features are 

indicators of unstable conditions stemming from recent climate warming and permafrost degradation. In 

order to understand the processes interacting to give rise to these features, a multidisciplinary approach is 

required; i.e., interactions between geomorphology, hydrology, vegetation and ground thermal conditions. 

The goal of this research is to detect and map permafrost disturbance, predict landscape controls over 

disturbance and determine approaches for monitoring disturbance, all with the goal of contributing to the 

mitigation of permafrost hazards.  

Permafrost disturbance inventories were created by applying semi-automatic change detection 

techniques to IKONOS satellite imagery collected at the Cape Bounty Arctic Watershed Observatory 

(CBAWO). These methods provide a means to estimate the spatial distribution of permafrost disturbances 

for a given area for use as an input in susceptibility modelling. Permafrost disturbance susceptibility 

models were then developed using generalized additive and generalized linear models (GAM, GLM) 

fitted to disturbed and undisturbed locations and relevant GIS-derived predictor variables (slope, potential 

solar radiation, elevation). These models successfully delineated areas across the landscape that were 

susceptible to disturbances locally and regionally when transferred to an independent validation location. 

Permafrost disturbance susceptibility models are a first-order assessment of landscape susceptibility and 

are promising for designing land management strategies for remote permafrost regions. Additionally, 

geomorphic patterns associated with higher susceptibility provide important knowledge about processes 

associated with the initiation of disturbances.  

Permafrost degradation was analyzed at the CBAWO using differential interferometric synthetic 

aperture radar (DInSAR). Active-layer dynamics were interpreted using inter-seasonal and intra-seasonal 

displacement measurements and highlight the importance of hydroclimatic factors on active layer change.  
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Collectively, these research approaches contribute to permafrost monitoring and the assessment 

of landscape-scale vulnerability in order to develop permafrost disturbance mitigation strategies.  
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 Chapter 1

Introduction 

Arctic amplification of global warming in the circumpolar Arctic has led to an increase in 

permafrost temperatures (i.e., 2-4 °C) (Burn and Kokelj, 2009; Romanovsky et al., 2010; Jorgenson and 

Grosse, 2016). Owing to the inherent nature of permafrost thaw, thickening of the active layer (the 

uppermost soil that thaws each summer) and thawing of ice-rich ground can lead to permafrost 

degradation and disturbance. An increase in the frequency and magnitude of permafrost disturbance has 

been observed in connection with recent climate warming and rising permafrost temperatures (Jorgenson 

et al., 2006; Fedorov and Konstantinov, 2008; Lantz and Kokelj, 2008). Consequently, permafrost related 

hazards are of increasing concern in the Arctic where the effects of climate change are rapidly resulting in 

unstable landscapes. Thermokarst, active layer detachments (ALDs), and retrogressive thaw slumps 

(RTSs), represent three forms of permafrost disturbance. Each constitute serious risks for infrastructure 

and have the potential to cause changes in hydrology and vegetation composition as well as ecosystem 

function, including carbon dioxide and methane fluxes (Jorgenson et al., 2006; Anisimov and Reneva, 

2006).  

This modification of the landscape has broad implications for permafrost regions as it suggests 

that a whole suite of geomorphic processes are likely adjusting to a changing set of environmental 

conditions. In order to understand the potential effects of permafrost degradation in northern regions, it is 

first necessary to have a complete understanding of the permafrost landscape and its susceptibility for 

permafrost disturbance. Hence, research reported here is designed to detect and map disturbance, predict 

landscape controls over disturbance, and determine approaches for monitoring disturbances, all with the 

goal of contributing to the mitigation of permafrost hazards. These objectives, as examined here, integrate 

remote sensing data and geospatial modelling techniques with field measurements to detect, predict and 

monitor High Arctic environments and, more specifically, permafrost disturbances. 
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While the majority of the literature on hazard susceptibility mapping focuses on landslides 

occurring in temperate regions, disturbances that occur in Arctic settings are similar but with the addition 

of ground ice. In order to maintain clarity throughout this thesis, there are a number of terms that need to 

be defined following the nomenclature of JTCI (2004). For instance, ‘threat’ is a natural phenomenon that 

can lead to damage and is described in terms of its geometry, mechanical attributes and other 

characteristics. The threat can be an existing one (i.e., land subsidence) or a potential one (i.e., ALD). 

Susceptibility is the spatial distribution of threats while hazard is the probability that a particular threat 

will occur within a specified period of time. Threat describes the process and magnitude of an event 

whereas susceptibility includes its spatial distribution and hazard characterizes its temporal distribution. 

Vulnerability is the degree of loss to a given element, or set of elements, within an area affected by 

permafrost disturbance. Finally, risk is the measure of the probability and severity of an adverse effect to 

life, health, property or the environment. Lacking knowledge on the temporal frequency of permafrost 

hazards, this thesis primarily focuses on the susceptibility of permafrost landscapes to a variety of threats 

including permafrost disturbance (i.e., ALD, RTS) and thermokarst (i.e., land displacement). 

Vulnerability and risk are not directly measured, however it is implied that changing permafrost 

conditions will have an impact on infrastructure development and expansion in northern communities. 

Collectively, this research is essential for developing strategies of adaptation to, and mitigation of the 

effects of changing climate in northern lands.  

 

 Permafrost disturbance 1.1

Slope processes operating in Arctic environments are not exclusively periglacial in nature and mass 

movements found in cold climates often resemble those found in temperate, warm and hot semi-arid 

regions (French, 2007). The addition of subsurface ice in mass movements occurring in the far north 

alters the physical and mechanical properties of the ground resulting in landforms found only where 

permafrost conditions persist, collectively referred to as periglacial environments. Frozen soil subjected 
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to increased temperatures will begin to thaw in a manner that is controlled by its boundary conditions and 

soil thermal properties such as thermal conductivity (Andersland and Ladanyi, 2004). When seasonal 

thaw of the active layer is slow, water generated is able to flow away from the soil at the same rate as 

melting. As a result, there are no excess pore pressures and settlement (or consolidation) occurs 

simultaneously with thaw (Andersland and Ladanyi, 2004). When the thawing rate is rapid, excess pore 

pressures are generated, reducing shear strengths and creating potentially unstable conditions. The degree 

of surface subsidence will be strongly dependent on ice content in the substrate; more specifically the 

amount of excess ice present (Couture and Pollard, 2007). Thermokarst is the result of thaw subsidence 

and/or thermal erosion and is directly linked to the thermal stability of the upper part of the permafrost 

including the depth of the active layer and ground-ice content (Figure 1.1) (Lantuit and Pollard, 2008). 

Subsidence due to thawing of ice-rich permafrost results from volumetric reduction during the phase 

transition of ice to water in addition to the expulsion of pore water during consolidation. These processes 

are responsible for deformation of an initially continuous land surface into irregular terrain with 

substantial local relief (Nelson et al. 2002). As a result, thermokarst terrain can be identified by thaw 

ponds, ice wedge degradation and slope failures (Harris and Lewkowicz, 2000; French 2007). On slopes, 

thawing of near surface ground ice can lead to instabilities in the substrate, resulting in exposures of the 

ice bodies generating permafrost disturbances such as ALDs and RTSs (Lewkowicz, 1992). 

ALDs are localized mass movements restricted to the active layer, typically occurring on ice-rich 

unconsolidated sediments that form as a result of a reduction in the effective shear strength at the base of 

the active layer due to high pore-water pressures from thaw of ice-rich sediment (Figure 1.1) (French, 

2007; Lewkowicz, 2007). The structure of ALDs will vary with geomorphic and ecological setting but all 

are characterized by a scar zone of degraded permafrost, highly disturbed soils along the lateral shear 

zones and a downslope area where surface materials accumulate forming a toe of overridden slope 

materials (Lewkowicz, 2007; Kokelj and Jorgenson, 2013). These types of slides develop on steep and 

shallow slopes and are often elongate in shape (McRoberts and Morgenstern, 1974). ALDs more 

commonly occur in fine-grained soils with low hydraulic conductivity on slopes underlain by ice-rich 
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permafrost but have also been observed in coarse-grained tills (McRoberts and Morgenstern, 1974; 

Lewkowicz and Harris, 2005). Initiation of ALDs typically results from high summer temperatures and/or 

major precipitation events through saturation of the active layer (Harris and Lewkowicz, 2000; 

Lamoureux and Lafrenière, 2009). In many cases, thaw depths are not at their maximum when failure 

occurs which suggests that the rate of thaw in the ice rich basal area of the active layer may be more 

important than the total thaw (McRoberts and Morgenstern, 1974). Field observations have shown that 

some ALDs form instantaneously by a single sliding event whereas others enlarge over several days 

through continuous movement (Lewkowicz, 2007; Lamoureux and Lafrenière, 2009). Characteristically, 

it is the lower parts of the slide that continue to deform; likely a result of increased shear stresses and 

moisture content imposed by the upslope moving mass and the thawing scar (Lewkowicz, 2007). If thaw 

is extensive enough to expose ground ice, ALDs are capable of initiating RTSs (Lewkowicz, 2007). 

 RTSs more commonly develop in ice-rich terrain and initiate through a number of mechanisms 

that expose ice including mechanical erosion from fluvial processes or wave action, thermally driven 

subsidence along lake shores, and through the exposure of ice from mass wasting (i.e., ALDs) (Figure 

1.1) (Burn and Lewkowicz, 1990; Kokelj et al., 2009; Lacelle et al., 2010). Once ice becomes exposed, 

continued ablation of the ice sustains a steep scarp that retreats headward and laterally, producing semi-

circular shaped scars on the landscape (Lantuit and Pollard, 2008). Well-developed RTSs tend to have a 

steep head scarp and a low angle tongue and are most common in fine-grained clays and clay rich tills 

(McRoberts and Morgenstern, 1974). Once a RTS is active, it may continue to enlarge for decades 

provided tabular massive ground ice continues to be exposed in the headwall (Lacelle et al., 2010). RTS 

expansion will cease when the exposed ground ice is covered by a sufficient accumulation of thawed 

sediments to insulate the underlying ice (Burn and Lewkowicz, 199; Lantuit and Pollard, 2008). 
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Figure 1.1 Examples of permafrost disturbance from top to bottom: uneven settlement resulting in 

thermokarst and ponding; active layer detachment located at Cape Bounty (Photo: Scott Lamoureux); 

retrogressive thaw slump located on Sabine Peninsula.  
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 Detecting permafrost disturbance 1.2

The remote detection of disturbances includes two processes: recognition and classification. The 

recognition of disturbances depends on the size of the disturbances being mapped, their morphological 

expression and their contrast – i.e., the spectral contrast between the disturbances and the surrounding 

undisturbed areas (Mantovani et al., 1996). Once recognized, disturbances must be classified into their 

different forms. Disturbance maps can be prepared using an array of different techniques that are 

dependent on the purpose of the inventory, the extent of the study area, the scale, resolution and 

characteristics of the available imagery, and the skills and experience of the investigators (Guzzetti et al., 

2012). The two methods that are commonly used to create disturbance inventories include visual 

interpretation and automatic or semi-automatic classification. For both methods it is crucial to have an 

understanding of the spatial and temporal frequency (when possible) of disturbances.   

Permafrost disturbances have unique spectral characteristics that can be used as a basis for their 

automatic detection. Disrupted or absent vegetation cover within the disturbance is distinct from the 

surrounding terrain and a diagnostic feature for the recognition of disturbances in multi-spectral data. 

Additional diagnostic features include: (i) slope characteristics such as changes in slope and the presence 

of slope concavities; (ii) unique terrain characteristics (e.g., internal deformation structures, fissures, 

tension cracks, flow lobes, step-like morphology, scarps and semi-circular features) that are detectable 

through object-based image analysis (OBIA) of detailed digital elevation models (DEMs); and (iii) 

surface drainage characteristics (e.g., disrupted drainage, ponding, seepage zones, and exceptionally wet 

or dry zones) that are possible to detect using radar or thermal imagery (Mantovani et al., 1996). One 

limitation to automatic detection is its inability to discriminate between ages of disturbance. For instance, 

although spatial extent and frequency is easily captured, it is limited to disturbances that are sufficiently 

recent to still maintain their morphological characteristics (and spectral contrast). Disturbances that have 

stabilized through vegetation re-colonization and have reformed drainage channels may not be detected. 

Hence, the temporal frequency of disturbances, although, a very important variable, is particularly 

difficult to assess in Arctic regions where there is a lack of historical imagery.   
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Historically, inventory mapping was completed manually by combining field investigations with 

visual interpretation of aerial photographs or satellite imagery (vanWesten and Getahun, 2003; Kaab, 

2008). More recent work has utilized change detection methods (McDermid and Franklin, 1994; Nichol 

and Wong, 2005), contextual analysis (Barlow et al. 2006) and the use of expert knowledge and object-

oriented analysis (Martha et al., 2012). Object-based image analysis (OBIA) is a form of change detection 

analysis not commonly applied to Arctic settings. OBIA involves creating spectrally homogenous regions 

from an image (i.e., segmentation) and performing subsequent analysis and classification on those regions 

rather than on the individual image pixels (Mather, 1999; Lahousse et al., 2011). Expert knowledge of the 

features as well as the processes that form them is used to classify features in a landscape. Hence, OBIA 

is a step towards replicating or automating the human cognitive processes at work during visual image 

interpretation (Martha et al., 2011). Further, mass movement processes are not exclusively spectral in 

nature but rather relate to dimensions and spatial associations. As a result, OBIA also incorporates spatial 

relations and shape characteristics during classification (Zhou and Troy, 2008). OBIA has been 

successfully used to identify landslides using remote sensing image data in temperate (Barlow et al., 

2006; Martha et al., 2010; Martha et al., 2012) and Arctic regions (Rudy et al., 2013). 

 

 Permafrost disturbance susceptibility mapping 1.3

Susceptibility maps identify disturbance prone areas which are a fundamental component of 

hazard management and the basis for provision of measures aimed at reducing the risks resulting from 

permafrost degradation. The underlying assumption behind susceptibility mapping is that conditions, 

which led to slope failures in the past, will also result in potentially unstable conditions in the present and 

future (Varnes et al., 1984; Carrara et al., 1991; 1995). Disturbance susceptibility mapping is a 

quantitative or qualitative assessment of the classification, volume (or area) and spatial distribution of 

disturbances which exist or may potentially occur in an area (JTCI, 2004). Disturbance susceptibility 

mapping does not explicitly imply a time-frame or recurrence interval as there is no assessment of the 
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frequency (annual probability) of disturbance (JTCI, 2004). The focus of susceptibility mapping then is to 

recognize disturbance prone areas that are a function of terrain variables that can lead to slope failure and 

disturbance (e.g., lithology/rock structure, weathering of the overlying soils, hydrological conditions, 

vegetation and soil properties, solar radiation, land use and human activities) (van Westen, 2000).  

Physical parameters that contribute to the initiation of disturbances must be identified and 

obtained from geographical information prior to susceptibility mapping (Mancini et al., 2010). Parameters 

that are likely to impact disturbance susceptibility can be grouped into two categories: (i) intrinsic 

variables such as slope angle, soil moisture, drainage patterns, and solar radiation; and (ii) extrinsic 

variables that trigger disturbances, such as increased thaw depths or large precipitation events (Wu and 

Sidle, 1995; Atkinson and Massari, 1998). Extrinsic variables, while an important control on disturbance 

initiation, are often difficult to estimate and may vary on short time scales. Intrinsic variables represent 

the properties that make an area inherently susceptible to failure and can be expected to change over a 

geomorphological time scale (Siddle et al., 1991). The spatial distribution of these intrinsic properties 

within a given region determines the relative disturbance susceptibility for that area (Carrara et al., 1995). 

Statistical models of susceptibility are developed to represent an area given the current 

distribution of climate, topographic and surface conditions with an understanding that these conditions 

likely influence past disturbance. This is in contrast to a physically-based model which is based on 

specific mechanisms that control slope failure and require local data on slope geometry, shear strength 

and pore-water pressure (Regmi et al., 2010). Temperate landslide susceptibility has been examined using 

several statistical models including: (i) logistic regression (e.g., Ayalew and Yamagishi, 2005); (ii) 

bivariate models such as weights of evidence (e.g., Sterlacchini et al., 2011); (iii) machine learning 

techniques such as artificial neural networks (ANNs) (e.g., Pradhan and Lee, 2009); and (iv) support 

vector machines (e.g., Marjanovic et al., 2011). Evaluations of these modelling techniques have found 

that machine learning algorithms are flexible but tend to over-fit the data, while linear models may not 

portray non-linear relations that exist between slope failure occurrence and predictor variables (Goetz et 

al., 2011). Recent landslide susceptibility studies have used non-linear generalized additive models 
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(GAM) which offer an extension to the generalized linear model (GLM) that incorporates non-linear 

relations between the response (disturbance) and the predictor (terrain) variables (Hastie and Tibshirani, 

1990; Goetz et al., 2011; Petschko et al., 2014). GAMs are less prone to overfitting in geomorphological 

modelling than more flexible models such as ANNs (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1990; Brenning, 2005). 

GAMs replace the linear predictors used in GLMs with a smoothing function used to transform nonlinear 

predictor variables, potentially capturing more accurately the non-linear response of slope failure in a 

dynamic system (Goetz et al., 2011). Through statistical modelling, susceptibility is inferred using 

probabilities ranging from 0 – 1 with values closer to 1 representing an increasing likelihood that a 

disturbance will form in those areas exhibiting the suitable conditions (Ayalew et al., 2005). 

 

 DInSAR and surface displacement  1.4

Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) systems transmit microwave signals which interact with the target or 

surface.  Both the amplitude (strength) and phase (time) of the waves reflected back to the sensor are 

collected as backscatter (Ng et al., 2009). The amplitude measures the targets reflectivity and the phase 

represents the distance from the radar antenna to the target. SAR Interferometry (InSAR) uses the phase 

differences of two SAR images collected for the same area (in the same beam mode from the same orbital 

position) to quantify displacements in the slant range direction (horizontal and vertical displacement) that 

may have occurred between observations (Gabriel et al., 1989; Ng et al., 2009).  

Before changes between images can be quantified, geometric rectification and phase unwrapping 

must be performed. Geometric rectification involves the accurate co-registration of two SAR images, 

which are then differenced to generate an interferogram. A flat-earth correction is then applied to convert 

the raw interferogram to an interferogram relative to the chosen reference surface (Woodhouse, 2006). 

Phase unwrapping of the flat-Earth corrected interferogram results in an interferogram with the absolute 

phase differences derived between the two image acquisitions (Woodhouse, 2006). Phase unwrapping 

resolves the phase ambiguity and allows the use of the interferometric phase for the estimation of 
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displacement. There are a number of limitations in the applicability of the InSAR process that must be 

overcome. For instance, image decorrelation effects resulting from errors due to orbital, atmospheric and 

topographic variations, as well as problems of coherence caused from phase unwrapping errors, need to 

be considered (Ghosh and Chakravarty, 2012). Differences in atmospheric temperature, pressure, and 

water-vapor content at two observation times can also result in differing path delays and give rise to 

anomalies on the InSAR image (Lu et al., 2010). Additionally, changes in radar backscattering 

characteristics caused by environmental changes in vegetation, snow, and ice can sometimes result in 

complete loss of coherence in portions of an interferogram. Coherence loss from environmental change 

can be reduced by using a smaller spatial baseline, a longer wavelength, and/or a shorter temporal 

separation between acquisitions (Lu et al., 2010). Coherence is used as an interferometric quality check 

and has been successfully applied as a terrain classification parameter. For instance, very low coherence 

is indicative of the presence of water, moderate coherence a result of growing or moving vegetation and 

high coherence typically represents areas identified as desert, cities or other temporally stable features 

(Bamler and Hartl, 1998).  

A limiting factor with interferograms is that they are only sensitive to movements that are 

towards or away from the sensor (Wright et al., 2003). To attain a phase image where movement is a real 

measure of displacement at the surface, phase changes resulting from topography must be removed. This 

process, known as Differential Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (DInSAR), integrates multi-pass 

interferometry and a DEM to detect and quantify land surface deformation (Gabriel et al., 1989; 

Massonnet et al., 1993). DInSAR is used to measure horizontal (i.e., x, y) shifts in the ground range 

position and vertical (i.e., z) change. Ground range is translated from slant range using a geometric 

transformation that assumes the ground is a horizontal reference plane (Woodhouse et al., 2006). Using 

very high spatial resolution beam modes (e.g., the 3m Ultra Fine beam mode of RADARSAT-2), this 

technique can measure sub-centimetre changes in position. 

Permafrost regions undergo seasonal changes as the active layer thaws and refreezes generally 

results in downward displacement during the summer and uplift in the fall. Gradual downward 
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displacement throughout the summer would be expected as the active layer consolidates due to thawing 

ice in the active layer and drainage. Localized or irregular subsidence occurs in areas with high ground ice 

content or where active layer thaw penetrates the uppermost permafrost leading to the formation of 

permafrost terrain (Jorgenson, 2013). DInSAR work completed on the North Slope of Alaska found 

systematic differences in surface deformation between tundra-covered areas away from rivers and 

floodplains (Liu et al., 2010). These differences can be attributed to widespread thaw settlement from the 

natural thaw of the active layer compared to localized areas of subsidence resulting from thawing of ice-

rich permafrost near the permafrost table (Liu et al., 2010). 

Displacement maps produced through DInSAR measure the spatial patterns of thawing 

permafrost for a temporal period, which can be useful for understanding active layer dynamics and 

identifying areas susceptible to disturbance. The high temporal sampling (24 day return orbit) from 

RADARSAT-2 is suitable for providing information on rates of displacement and potentially enabling 

correlations between deformation and climate in the future.  

Permafrost regions have been evaluated using a number of different SAR satellites to varying 

degrees of success: i.e., TerraSAR-X (X-band SAR with 3.1 cm wavelength), RADARSAT-2 (C-band 

SAR with 5.6 cm wavelength) and ALOS-PALSAR (L-band SAR with 23.6 cm wavelength). Short et al. 

(2011) compared these sensors for a continuous permafrost region and found that RADARSAT-2 and 

ALOS-PALSAR had the most reliable results and presented the greatest potential for identifying and 

monitoring long-term change in permafrost environments. Hence, RADARSAT-2 data were analyzed for 

this study. 

 

 Motivation for Research 1.5

Permafrost degradation poses a serious risk for infrastructure and environmental and ecological 

stability in the Arctic. Environmental change and increased land development pressures require 

innovative cost-effective methods for assessing areas prone to permafrost disturbance. The framework of 
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this research is focused on the detection and prediction of permafrost hazards and the monitoring of 

environmental change impacting permafrost landscapes. Outcomes of this research are intended to 

improve our fundamental knowledge of permafrost disturbance and provide insight into subsurface 

permafrost processes.  This research is structured in three primary objectives that are detailed below. 

 

Research objective 1: To determine the utility of change detection techniques and OBIA to detect 

permafrost disturbances.  

During the summers of 2007/8, higher than normal air temperatures and several major July rainfall 

events resulted in extensive slope disturbances throughout the study area at Cape Bounty, Melville Island, 

Nunavut (Lamoureux and Lafrenière, 2009). The removal of vegetation within disturbances results in 

spectrally different zones and is best characterized by vegetation spectral indices, specifically, the NDVI. 

Using areas devoid of vegetation as a proxy for the presence of ALDs, NDVI differencing and object-

based methods were applied to detect change associated with ALDs (Chapter 2). Further research 

objectives examined the influence of disturbance size and morphology on the accuracy of automatic 

change detection analysis to represent the potential for applying this method to areas without prior 

ground-based mapping of disturbance. 

 

Research objective 2: To develop permafrost disturbance susceptibility models using key landscape 

variables (e.g., slope, geology, solar radiation, etc.) derived from a high resolution DEM, and to test the 

transferability of those models across the Arctic. 

The aim of this objective is to develop permafrost disturbance susceptibility maps through the 

integration of geospatial modelling techniques and landscape variables in order to derive an effective 

modelling approach for identifying areas with high susceptibility to permafrost disturbance. Permafrost 

disturbance susceptibility maps generated as a result of this research predict landscape elements 
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susceptible to permafrost disturbance providing quantitative baseline information on landscape sensitivity 

to projected climate change and resource-based land uses. Site-specific susceptibility maps (Chapter 3) 

are important first steps for further hazard and risk assessment; however models designed in one context 

and transferred to new locations (Chapter 4) improve our understanding of geomorphological controls of 

permafrost disturbance at a regional scale. Ultimately, susceptibility maps can be used to identify, predict 

and subsequently avoid areas with a high risk of disturbance. This is necessary as the infrastructure and 

resources for Arctic communities, from drinking water to roads and housing, critically depend on the 

stability of the permafrost. 

 

Research objective 3: To develop DInSAR displacement maps to examine intra- and inter-annual surface 

change in order to identify locations that are highly susceptible to permafrost disturbance and interpret 

subsurface permafrost processes impacting surface deformation. 

When monitoring permafrost stability, it is the long-term or inter-annual changes that are 

important, as seasonal changes in the active layer are normal and cyclical. The net change from year to 

year (i.e., cumulative settlement) is detectable with long-interval interferograms and is useful for 

identifying long-term change in permafrost environments. Melting of ground ice and subsequent outflow 

of melt water can cause long-term surface subsidence across a broad spectrum of spatial scales 

corresponding to variations in the spatial distribution of ice-rich permafrost or increased ice in the active 

layer (Rykhus and Lu, 2008; Liu et al., 2010). In this study, DInSAR subsidence measurements will 

provide a method of detecting changes in the active layer and linking these changes to sub-surface 

permafrost processes. 
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 Significance 1.6

Contributions from this research will add to our knowledge on permafrost disturbances specific to 

their detection, the identification of landscape variables and geomorphic processes important for initiation 

and hence landscape susceptibility, and the development of strategies for long-term monitoring of 

permafrost regions. The outcomes of this thesis will help inform planning and policy development and 

establish a baseline from which future research can be generated, which is crucial for facilitating 

mitigation and adaptation to climate change. 
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 Chapter 2

Identifying permafrost slope disturbance using multi-temporal optical satellite images and 

change detection techniques 

 

Abstract 

Active layer detachments (ALDs) are a common form of permafrost slope disturbance that pose a 

serious risk for infrastructure and can impact environmental and ecological stability in Arctic regions. 

Effective recognition and detection of slope disturbances is critical for future hazard analysis. 

Historically, this has primarily been achieved through manual image interpretation and field mapping, 

both of which are cost-intensive. Semi-automatic detection techniques have been successfully applied in 

more temperate regions to identify slope failures, however, little work has been done to map permafrost 

disturbances. In this paper we present a methodology to detect and map ALDs using multi-temporal 

IKONOS satellite imagery in combination with vegetation index differencing and object-based image 

analysis, to semi-automatically identify landscape change associated with ALDs. A Normalized 

Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) was computed for each of the two dates (2004 and 2010) and then 

subtracted, generating a NDVI difference surface. Using areas where vegetation was removed as a proxy 

for the presence of ALDs, a multi-resolution segmentation algorithm was used to threshold the NDVI 

difference map into objects to demarcate regions of similarity (i.e., potential ALDs). To discriminate 

between disturbed and undisturbed zones a NDVI threshold was applied removing false positives. The 

thresholded image was then verified with a disturbance inventory collected from the field. These methods 

were successfully applied to the study area achieving 43% detection accuracy when identifying all ALDs. 

Morphometric characteristics were used to separate ALDs into two forms, elongate and compact, with 

accuracies assessed for each.  Elongate ALDs, with a detection accuracy of 67%, are typically more 

destructive, moving substantially more material downslope over longer distances and posing a greater risk 

to infrastructure. By contrast, compact ALDs are associated with minimal downslope sliding distances 
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(<1 m to several metres) and result in little to no extension in the scar zone and thus limited downslope 

material movement. The method used in this study detected only 7% of compact disturbances indicating 

that morphology and size are important variables when detecting ALDs. These results collectively show 

promise for the semi-automated detection of slope disturbances (i.e., elongate ALDs) in permafrost 

settings and a cost-effective method to delineate areas for more detailed hazard assessment methods. 

 

Keywords: Permafrost, slope disturbance, active layer detachments, change detection, remote sensing, 

object-based image analysis, NDVI 
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 Introduction 2.1

Permafrost related hazards are of growing concern in Arctic regions where the effects of climate 

change are rapidly resulting in unstable landscapes (Nelson et al., 2002; ACIA 2005). Thawing of near 

surface ground ice on slopes can lead to instabilities in the substrate, resulting in exposures of ice bodies 

and/or ice-rich sediments that generate rapid mass movements such as active layer detachments (ALDs) 

(Lewkowicz, 1992). Permafrost slope disturbances have been documented across the Arctic (Lewkowicz 

and Harris, 2005; Lantz and Kokelj, 2008; Lamoureux and Lafrenière, 2009) and constitute a hazard for 

infrastructure and as a source of environmental degradation. From a disaster management perspective, 

knowing where these disturbances occur is the first step in hazard and risk assessment. Mapping 

permafrost-related hazards is labour and cost intensive due to the vast size and remoteness of many Arctic 

regions. Visual interpretation of remote sensing data is time consuming and thus not an optimal method, 

and while automatic and semi-automatic detection techniques have been applied in more temperate 

regions to identify landslides (Nichol and Wong, 2005; Barlow et al., 2006; Martha et al., 2010; Lu et al., 

2011), little work has been done in cold regions to automatically map permafrost disturbances. 

When dealing with any form of mass movement, effective hazard and risk management begins 

with comprehensive detection and mapping, providing insight into their spatial and temporal occurrence 

(Carrara and Merenda, 1976; Guzzetti et al., 2000). Until recently, most hazard inventory mapping was 

completed manually by combining field investigations with visual interpretation of aerial photographs or 

satellite imagery (vanWesten and Getahun, 2003; Kaab, 2008). Many researchers have used satellite 

imagery and various detection strategies with mixed success. Pixel based change detection methods using 

digital number (DN) values (McDermid and Franklin, 1994; Nichol and Wong, 2005) have been 

moderately successful but are limited in that DN alone will not characterize the entirety of the landslide. 

Contextual analysis techniques applied by Barlow et al. (2006) achieved good detection accuracy but only 

considered very large landslides (>10 000 m
2
).  Martha et al. (2012) increased the accuracy of these 

detection techniques through the utilization of expert knowledge and object-oriented analysis; however, 

the methods have not been applied to permafrost-related settings.  
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The main objective of this study was to identify permafrost disturbances, specifically ALDs, 

using IKONOS satellite imagery and a combination of semi-automatic change detection techniques 

including image differencing and object-oriented analysis.  ALDs are a common form of permafrost 

disturbance that represent translational landslides of soil, vegetation and other surface material in the 

seasonally thawed or thawing active layer. This study is based on an area of recent and well-documented 

ALD activity in the Canadian High Arctic where ground-based field mapping of disturbances was 

conducted.  During the summers of 2007/8, higher than normal air temperatures and several major July 

rainfall events resulted in extensive slope failures throughout the study area at Cape Bounty, Melville 

Island, Nunavut (Lamoureux and Lafrenière, 2009).  The ALDs that formed at Cape Bounty have a mean 

area of 2000 m
2
 and varied considerably in morphology.    

The removal of vegetation within disturbances results in spectrally different zones and is best 

represented in terms of spectral indices, specifically, the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI). 

Using areas devoid of vegetation as a proxy for the presence of ALDs, NDVI differencing and object-

based methods were used to detect change associated with ALDs. Further research objectives included 

examining the influence of disturbance size and morphology on the accuracy of automatic change 

detection analysis to represent the potential for applying this method to areas without prior ground-based 

mapping of disturbance. 

 

 Study Area 2.2

This study was carried out at Cape Bounty, located on the south-central coast of Melville Island, 

Nunavut (74°55’ N, 109°35’ W) (Figure 2.1).  Cape Bounty is the location of multidisciplinary research 

focused on aquatic and terrestrial systems operating within paired High Arctic watersheds (East and West 

watersheds, unofficial names).  Water, sediment, carbon, nutrient and contaminant fluxes have been 

integrated with studies of soil biogeochemical, vegetation and trace gas processes.  Many of these 
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processes have been monitored since 2003 as a part of the overall Cape Bounty Arctic Watershed 

Observatory (CBAWO). 

 

Figure 2.1 Map of study area 

 

Bedrock in this region is composed of upper Devonian sandstone and siltstone of the Weatherall, 

Griper Bay, and Hecla Bay formations (Hodgson et al., 1984).  Glacial and early Holocene marine 

sediments drape the region resulting in a landscape characterized by incised low elevation plateaus and 

gentle hills (Hodgson et al., 1984).  The region is underlain by continuous permafrost and has an active 

layer that is 0.5-1 m deep by late summer.  Vegetation cover is organized into three categories largely 

differentiated by moisture regimes and includes: polar semi-desert, mesic tundra, and wet sedge (Gregory, 

2011).   

Extensive slope failures were observed at Cape Bounty during the summers of 2007/8.  

Substantially higher than normal air temperatures and intense precipitation resulted in a thickening of the 

active layer which destabilized slopes and resulted in ALDs (Lamoureux and Lafrenière, 2009).  These 
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ALDs were subsequently documented and mapped annually on foot using a handheld GPS system and 

account for approximately 1.2 and 2.1% of the East and West watersheds, respectively (July 31, 2010 

mapping).  The area chosen for this study is ~20 km
2
 and includes 75 mapped ALDs (Figure 2.2). 

 

Figure 2.2 IKONOS image with change detection study area outlined, image acquired July 12, 2010. 

 

 Materials and Methods 2.3

2.3.1 Data Sources 

The high-resolution (4 m) multispectral IKONOS images used for this study were acquired on 

July 23, 2004 and July 12, 2010.  It was anticipated that the use of fine resolution satellite imagery would 

facilitate the identification of a range of disturbance sizes and morphologies.  In addition to the IKONOS 

images, a digital elevation model (DEM) generated from a GeoEye stereo pair acquired on August 22, 

2009 was used for orthorectification.  The DEM was created using PCI Geomatica 12 and has a vertical 

accuracy of 1 m. Details of the satellite acquisitions can be found in Table 2.1.  Validation of the change 

detection map produced from the satellite data was completed using a disturbance inventory compiled on 
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July 31, 2010 from field mapping.  Perimeters for all disturbances within the study areas were collected 

using a Garmin 60Cx GPS unit (5 m typical ground uncertainty). 

Table 2.1 Details of the high resolution satellite data selected for this study. 

 

 

2.3.2 Satellite data pre-processing 

2.3.2.1 Geometric rectification and image registration 

Accurate geometric registration of satellite data is a key requirement for change detection 

analysis when using multiple image dates.  In this study a hybrid approach to image 

rectification/registration was used while maintaining a uniform projection (UTM) and datum (WGS 84).  

Using an orthorectified IKONOS image from 2009, the 2010 image was first orthorectified using the 

rational function optical satellite model in PCI Geomatica 10.3.2.  The rational functions math model 

builds a correlation between pixels and their corresponding ground locations using a DEM and ground 

control points.  Twenty ground control points (GCPs) were collected throughout the image and a Root 

Mean Square (RMS) error of 0.19 pixels (0.7 m) was achieved.  The orthorectified 2010 IKONOS image 

was subsequently used to register the 2004 image using the polynomial model in PCI Geomatica 10.3.2.  

Fifteen GCPs were collected with an RMS error of 0.16 pixels (0.65 m).  The maximum RMS error was 

substantially less than one pixel. 
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2.3.2.2 Radiometric normalization 

Radiometric corrections were applied to ensure that detected change was a direct result of 

disturbance and not due to atmospheric variations, radiometric corrections were applied.  As both images 

were acquired at approximately the same anniversary date a relative radiometric correction was applied to 

normalize the intensities for the various bands within each image.  Dark object subtraction (DOS), a form 

of radiometric standardization was selected for this study.  The primary principle behind DOS is based on 

the fact that infrared data (>0.7 µm) are largely free of atmospheric scattering whereas the visible region 

(0.4-0.7 µm) is strongly influenced by various forms of scattering (Jensen, 2005).  As a result there are 

pixels that have very low or no reflectance on the ground yet there is a measured difference between the 

brightness values of these pixels and zero, a difference is attributed to atmospheric scattering (Chavez, 

1988).  This simple algorithm models the first-order effects of atmospheric scattering from haze and is 

based on a subtractive bias established for each spectral band.  The atmospheric effects correction 

algorithm (i.e., dark object subtraction) is defined as (Jensen, 2005): 

 

Output 𝐵𝑉𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 = input 𝐵𝑉𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 − bias 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘                                                (1) 

where: 

input  𝐵𝑉𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 = input value at line i and column j of band k 

output 𝐵𝑉𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 = the adjusted pixel at the same location 

biasi,j,k = atmospheric reflectance for band k 

 

 

The effects of atmospheric scattering are minimized with the removal of within-band bias. It is 

assumed that ‘dark objects’ exist within the image when applying DOS.  In the case of the 2010 and 2004 

images, the deep ocean water served as a good proxy for a dark object. 

 

2.3.2.3 Detection approach 

The morphology of a typical ALD can be broken into different geomorphic and spectral zones: 1) 

the scarp; 2) the scar or extension zone; and 3) the toe or compression zone (Figure 2.3).  The scarp is the 
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initiation point of the disturbance and is typically evident as a vertical to near-vertical headwall. The scar 

zone, located at the upper initiation point of the slide, is characterized by bare ground, giving it a bright 

appearance.  Extension fractures and isolated vegetated blocks from the upslope portion of the sliding 

mass can give this zone a mottled spectral signature due to the resulting patterns of these vegetated and 

non-vegetated areas (Lewkowicz, 1990).  Material moving downslope accumulates in the compression 

zone and is composed of vegetated, irregular transverse ridges that are spectrally similar to adjacent 

undisturbed surfaces.  The only zone that is substantially different from the surrounding area in regards to 

spectral signature is the scar zone, which is well captured by the remotely sensed data and can be used for 

the identification of these disturbances.  This change in land cover from vegetated to un-vegetated is best 

represented using NDVI.  Although NDVI has been successful in separating landslides from vegetated 

features (Barlow et al., 2006; Schneevoigt et al., 2008; Martha et al., 2010), it has not been used to 

identify permafrost slope disturbances.  The methods designed for this detection analysis are outlined in 

Figure 2.4.  

 

Figure 2.3 Geomorphic zones within a typical active layer detachment (After Lewkowicz, 1990). 

 

Field mapped ALDs were separated into elongate and compact types based on length to width 

(L/W) ratios.  Elongated forms are characterized by a larger scar zone where the extent of the disturbance 

can span the length of the slope and results in a highly deformed toe zone.  Of the ALDs observed in the 

 

 

3 

2 
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1. Scarp 

2. Scar or Track Zone  

3. Toe or Compression Zone 
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field, those with elongate morphometry were typically constrained by L/W ratios ≥2.  ALDs classified as 

compact disturbances had L/W ratios <2, tended to be smaller, and displayed curved headwalls with 

sliding distances of only a few metres. This morphometry results in minimal internal deformation of the 

displaced mass, making compact disturbances nearly indistinguishable from surrounding vegetated areas.   

By contrast, elongate forms, with their larger scar zones, are more readily identifiable. 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Methodology for detection of permafrost disturbances using multi-temporal multispectral 

IKONOS images. 

 Pre-processing of 2004/10 4m MS 

IKONOS images 

Extraction of NDVI from 2004/10 images 

NDVI differencing (2010-2004) 

) 

Reference disturbance inventory 

collected July 31, 2010. 

Disturbance perimeters tracked 

with handheld GPS 

Multiresolution image segmentation to 

derive image primitives for object-based 

classification 

Creation of ruleset to classify change 

associated with disturbance 

 (mean NDVI< -0.1 and ≥10 pixels) 

Creation of ruleset to classify false 

positives as a result of water  

(mean of blue band 1>85)  

Export disturbance tracks to GIS database  

Accuracy Assessment  

Final disturbance map  
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2.3.2.4 NDVI derivation and differencing 

NDVI is used to measure vegetation cover and biomass production using multispectral satellite 

data.  The principle behind NDVI takes advantage of the different absorption and reflectance 

characteristics of vegetation in the red and near infrared regions (Eq.  2) (Tucker, 1979).  Chlorophyll in 

the vegetation absorbs considerable amounts of radiation in the 600-700 nm wavelength range (i.e., red 

wavelengths) while the vegetation’s internal structure causes high reflectance in the near infrared region 

of the electromagnetic spectrum (Jensen, 2007).  NDVI is a dimensionless radiometric measure that 

ranges from -1 to +1 where healthy productive vegetation has NDVI values close to +1 and non-vegetated 

surfaces (rock, soil) water, snow, ice and clouds have near zero or negative NDVI values.   

 

                                         NDVI = [(NIR – RED)/(NIR + RED)]                                                  (2) 

NDVI differencing is a commonly applied technique when identifying differences in vegetation 

between multiple dates (Lunetta and Elvidge, 1998; Fraser et al., 2000). Areas of change can be detected 

through the subtraction of the NDVI image from two dates.  Using these methods, NDVI images were 

produced for both IKONOS images and subsequently subtracted from one another (NDVI2010 – 

NDVI2004).  In the NDVI difference map, pixel values centered at approximately zero represent no-change 

areas while pixels with positive and negative values identify change.  

Areas where vegetation has decreased between dates appear grey to black whereas areas with 

increased amounts of vegetation are bright (Figure 2.5).  In this study only change associated with 

vegetation removal is of interest, as the removal of vegetation will be used as a proxy for the presence of 

disturbance.  Upon initial inspection of the NDVI difference map (Figure 2.5) there are distinct regions of 

black and dark grey pixels that are possible ALDs but in order to discriminate between disturbances and 

other areas of change, additional analysis is required.   
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Figure 2.5 NDVI difference map.  Areas that are bright portray changes associated with increased 

vegetation cover/vigor while areas that are dark grey to black are changes due to decreases in vegetation 

cover/vigor. 

 

2.3.2.5 Image segmentation 

Object-based image analysis (OBIA) based on image segmentation techniques is a form of 

change detection analysis not commonly applied to Arctic settings.  OBIA involves creating spectrally 

homogenous regions from an image and performing subsequent analysis and classification on those 
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regions rather than on the individual image pixels (Mather, 1999).  This method was used to identify 

regions of similar NDVI values that could then be optimized to classify areas of disturbance. 

In this study the multi-resolution segmentation (MS) algorithm in eCognition was used to 

segment the NDVI difference image into objects based on shape, colour and scale.  Essentially, MS 

exemplifies a bottom-up approach; it identifies single image-objects of one pixel in size and merges them 

with neighbours based on homogeneity criteria, demarcating regions of similarity (eCognition, 2009; 

Martha et al., 2010).  Homogeneity criteria are based on a combination of colour, shape and scale 

characteristics where shape is a function of compactness and smoothness and colour is attributed to 

spectral properties.  The shape and colour parameters are intrinsically related, the ratio of the two 

determines the extent to which shape influences the segmentation process compared to colour.  Changing 

the scale parameter can modify these variables.  The scale parameter is a function of the images initial 

resolution and is used to control the maximum allowed heterogeneity of the objects; a lower scale 

parameter will yield a larger number of segments and vice versa (eCognition, 2009).  For this study, 

where the goal was to minimize operator intervention during identification, parameters for colour, shape 

and scale were set at 0.9, 0.5 and 15 respectively. 

 

2.3.2.6 Optimization of image segments – setting thresholds 

Using NDVI as an indicator of disturbance requires that additional thresholds or rule sets be 

established to discriminate between disturbed and undisturbed areas.  Based on the morphology of ALDs, 

bare soil within the scar zone distinguishes and sets it apart from the surrounding landscape.  To separate 

these features, segments were optimized by applying additional rules to the NDVI image.  These rules 

were set without prior knowledge of the field mapping to ensure automatic processing.  When 

thresholding an image a priori, most studies set thresholds that are ±1 standard deviation from the mean 

(Dobson et al., 1995; Cakir et al., 2006).   It is assumed that the difference image yields a pixel value 

distribution that is approximately Gaussian in nature and pixels associated with change fall within the 
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tails of the distribution (Dobson et al., 1995).  To separate possible areas of disturbance from areas of 

increased vegetation, a threshold was implemented in eCognition for the NDVI difference image.  All 

objects with at least 10 connected pixels with NDVI difference values less than -0.1 were classified as 

potential ALDs removing all objects that did not fit these disturbance criteria.  A threshold of -0.1 was 

chosen as it is one standard deviation from the mean displaying objects with decreased vegetation that fit 

the criteria delineating possible ALDs (Figure 2.6 and 2.7).  

 

Figure 2.6 (A) Objects created using the multi-resolution segmentation algorithm. (B) Classified objects 

once the NDVI threshold has been applied. All objects in red fit the disturbance criteria and represent 

possible ALDs. 
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Figure 2.7  NDVI difference histogram; all objects with NDVI difference values less than the NDVI 

threshold of –0.1 are considered as potential ALDs. The red line denotes the NDVI threshold. 

 

 Since a threshold was applied to the NDVI difference data, features with similar or lower NDVI 

difference values such as water, exposed channel beds and rocky outcrops may be detected and 

misclassified. It is essential to identify these false positives in order to reduce the error of commission. A 

blue band threshold was used to remove false positives associated with open water. The blue band has a 

short wavelength that penetrates water more than the other bands and exhibits maximum reflectance 

(Jensen, 2005).  All objects classified as ALDs with mean values in the blue band greater than 85 were 

removed from the ALD classification. To account for false positives associated with differences in 

channel snow cover, a one-meter buffer was placed around a river vector layer. ALDs do not occur 

directly in river channels and as a result objects falling within the buffered zone were removed.  

 

2.3.2.7 Validation dataset 

In order to validate the change classification image, the disturbance inventory collected in the 

field in July 31, 2010 was used as a reference.  No individual features were tracked within disturbances 

and therefore only ALDS in their entirety can be compared and contrasted. 
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 Results 2.4

2.4.1 ALD recognition and discrimination 

Optimization of image objects is essential to separate potential ALDs from other forms of change. 

An NDVI difference value of –0.1, a value that is one standard deviation from the mean was used to 

discriminate potential ALDs from areas with an increase in vegetation (Figure 2.7). From the extracted 

ALD class, false positives were sequentially eliminated, ultimately retaining only ALDs (Figure 2.8). 

False positives, represented by incorrectly identified ALDs can be explained by meteorological 

differences between 2004 and 2010. The mean daily July temperature was 3.1°C in 2004 compared to 7.6 

°C in 2010 (Lamoureux unpublished data; Lamoureux et al. 2006). As a result, 2010 was a more 

productive year for vegetation growth than 2004 and this is reflected by the mean NDVI across the 

images of 0.26 and 0.15, respectively. Additionally, due to warmer temperatures in 2010 there was a 

substantial decrease in residual July snow cover with 2004 having approximately 1.5 times the amount of 

snow cover at the time of image acquisition compared to 2010 (Table 2). Consequently, the removal of 

residual snow exposed non-vegetated ground in 2010 throughout the mapping area, particularly in deep 

channels.  

Table 2.2 Meteorological differences between 2010 and 2004 and its effect on NDVI and snow cover. 

 

False positives associated with water and snow banks were removed with the application of 

additional thresholds removing objects associated with the lake and multiple objects affiliated with melt 

water from perennial snow banks.  In addition to differing phenological and snow cover conditions, river 

erosive processes and several localized anthropogenic surface impacts could account for the 

Image 

year 

Mean daily 

temperature (°C) 
Mean NDVI Snow cover (m2) 

2004 3.1 0.15 223360 

2010 7.3 0.26 144816 
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misclassification of ALDs. These misclassifications are attributed to the high degree of spectral similarity 

that exists between these classes. 

 

 

Figure 2.8 Classified change map with NDVI, blue band and exposed channel bed thresholds. False 

positives associated with water are represented in teal and false positives associated with exposed river 

beds are represented by green objects. All remaining objects represent true positives in red and false 

positives in blue. Field mapped disturbance tracks are in yellow. 

 

2.4.2 Detection limitations 

Given the natural variability in size and morphology of ALDs, there are limitations to the multi-

resolution image segmentation technique. Identified objects were compared to the disturbance inventory 
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to assess the accuracy of the change detection technique. Accurately classified objects intersected and fell 

within a mapped disturbance while inaccurate objects were not associated with any of the mapped ALDs. 

There are a number of ALDs mapped in the field that were not identified using the initial change 

detection methods. These unidentified ALDs were smaller and have a compact morphology with L/W 

ratios less than two (i.e., L/W < 2). In contrast, correctly identified ALDs have L/W ratios ≥2 and are 

elongate. Within correctly identified ALDs, it is typically the upper portion of the disturbance or the scar 

zone that is detected. 

The minimum ALD detection size is related in part to the ground resolution of the satellite sensor. 

To account for this the area of the smallest accurately detected ALD was used as an effective minimum 

size threshold. In this study the smallest field mapped ALD accurately identified had an area of 290 m
2
; 

disturbances from the reference inventory that had an area smaller than this (i.e., 5 disturbances) were 

removed. 

 

2.4.3 Accuracy assessment 

Accuracies of classification results derived from remote sensing data are commonly expressed 

though error matrices (Congalton, 1991).  Error matrices are effective when the purpose is to assess the 

classification accuracy of the entire image; however, they are not the appropriate method for this study as 

our goal is to assess the accuracy of correctly identified ALDs. To independently assess the accuracy of 

the automatic change detection analysis, ground-based ALD mapping was used as a reference.  The 

quality of these methods was evaluated by comparing how often segmented thresholded objects were 

associated with a field mapped ALD track using the following quality measures: true positive (TP) -  

methods correctly classified the object as an ALD and change polygons fall within a field mapped ALD; 

false positive (FP) - objects were misclassified as an ALD, objects classified as change did not fall within 

a field mapped ALD; false negative (FN) - tracked ALDs were not identified using the change detection 
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methods. Accuracy associated with one type of classification is expressed in terms of branching factor, 

miss factor, detection percentage and quality percentage (Martha et al. 2012; Lee et al. 2003): 

Branching factor (Bf) = 
False Positive

True Positive
 (3)             

Miss factor (Mf) = 
False Negative

True Positive
  (4)              

Detection percentage = 100 × 
True Positive

(True Positive+False Negative)
 (5)                         

Quality percentage = 100 × 
True Positive

(True Positive+False Negative+False Positive)
  (6) 

                        

Branching and miss factors indicate two potential errors generated during the detection process. 

The branching factor, a measure of commission error, results in an over-classification of ALDs 

represented by false positives. A branching factor of zero results if the method never incorrectly classifies 

an object while a BF of 1 means that for every object correctly classified there is one object incorrectly 

classified. The miss factor relates to the under-classification of objects producing false negatives and is a 

measure of omission error (Shaker et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2003; Shufelt, 1999). The detection percentage 

measures the number of objects that were correctly referenced to a tracked disturbance and can be used as 

a measure of the object detection performance (Shufelt, 1999).  Quality percentage indicates how likely it 

is that a tracked disturbance identified by these detection methods is true (Lee et al. 2003). To obtain 100 

percent quality the methods must correctly identify every field mapped ALD (Shufelt, 1999). 

 Using the reference inventory and the change map, true positives, false positives and false 

negatives were calculated. Due to the complexity of scar zones it is possible that multiple objects may be 

identified from a single mapped ALD (Figure 2.9A). In this study, a disturbance inventory is available 

and in order to compare how this method performed, objects were grouped and a direct comparison was 

made between the inventory and the detected objects (Figure 2.9B). Accuracy statistics were calculated 

for all objects and subsequently for objects grouped by morphology into elongate and compact forms 

(Table 2.3). 
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Figure 2.9 (A) The complexity of scar zones can result in multiple objects being detected within one 

ALD.  (B) These objects were then grouped to allow for a direct comparison between the reference 

inventory and the detected objects produced from the change detection methods. 

 

The branching factor and the detection percentage for all objects are 0.78 and 67%, respectively. 

These values demonstrate that the change detection techniques perform moderately well. Elongate ALD 

detection was much better than compact ALD detection with detection percentages of 100% and 7%, 

respectively (Table 3). There was much less over-classification of the elongate ALDs with a BF of 0.04 

while the opposite occurred with compact ALDs. When objects were grouped and compared to the 

reference inventory, the methods performed moderately well - accurately detecting 43% of all ALDs and 

67% of elongate ALDs. 
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Table 2.3 Accuracy statistics for all ALDs as well as elongate and compact ALDs. Accuracy statistics 

were completed for all objects and grouped objects. See text for a description of the accuracy measures. 

 

 Discussion 2.5

Taking advantage of the spectral differences that occur with the formation of ALDs, NDVI 

differencing and object-based analysis achieved 43% detection accuracy when identifying all ALDs and 

67% accuracy when identifying elongate ALDs. It is important to note that this methodology was not 

optimized with further field-based information but instead maintained a semi-automatic detection 

approach to maximize the applicability of this method where field verification is not possible or 

economical.  

Elongate ALDs are typically larger and more destructive, moving substantially more material 

downslope over longer distances (Lewkowicz, 1990) and altering hydrologic connectivity; hence posing a 

greater risk for infrastructure and the surface environment. By contrast, the impact of compact ALDs is 

less pronounced and the short sliding distances involved (from less than 1 m to several metres) result in 

little to no extension in the scar zone and thus limited downslope movement of material. On account of 

these morphological differences, the method used in this study did not perform as well when detecting 

compact disturbances and only 7% were identified.  However, it should be noted that many of the 

compact disturbances are often subtle to identify during ground surveys, and mapping used for 

 TP FP FN Total 

ALDs 

Branching 

Factor (Bf) 

Miss Factor 

(Mf) 

Detection 

Percentage 

Quality 

Percentage 

All 

Objects 

        

All 50 39 25 75 0.78 0.5 67 44 

Elongate 48 2 0 47 0.04 0 100 96 

Compact 2 48 26 28 24 13 7 2 

Grouped 

Objects 

        

All 32 39 43 75 1.2 1.3 43 28 

Elongate 30 2 15 47 0.1 0.5 67 64 

Compact 2 30 26 28 15 13 7 3.4 
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verification in this study likely represents a level of detail that is unlikely to be available elsewhere (c.f. 

Lantuit et al. 2012). 

 

2.5.1 Morphology and its effect on ALD detection 

The contrast in detection accuracies is a result of both disturbance morphology and the use of 

NDVI differencing in this study. NDVI is widely used as a measure of plant productivity (Tucker, 1979) 

and has been used in this study to identify areas where disturbance has removed or significantly reduced 

the vegetation cover. In elongate ALDs there is typically substantial extension in the scar zone that 

removes vegetation entirely, or results in sparse residual and isolated vegetated blocks (Figure 2.10 

A).The exposed soil material is spectrally different than the surrounding vegetated areas and results in 

negative NDVI values.  In compact disturbances exposed bare soil is limited or at sub-resolution scales 

(<0.5 m) and consequently there is an insignificant change in NDVI values (Figure 2.10 B). These 

morphological characteristics are quite clearly depicted in the satellite imagery and derived maps (Figure 

2.11).  

In the multispectral image of the elongate ALD (Figure 2.11A) a light patch can be clearly seen 

just below the scarp and represents bare ground compared to the brown and greenish hues where 

vegetation occurs. In the NDVI difference map, black and dark grey pixels, indicators of vegetation 

removal are found in the same location. This zone of vegetation removal is detected by our methods and 

is correctly identified in the change map illustrated by the red polygon. This typical example of an 

elongate ALD has an L/W ratio greater than two and a defined head scarp, scar zone and toe. By contrast, 

a compact disturbance does not have exposed soil material and there are no distinct zones indicating 

vegetation removal that were classified as changed (Figure 2.11B).  NDVI values extracted from the 

example elongate and compact ALDs strengthen this observation. Within the elongate ALD there is a 

greater frequency of pixel values below the threshold than there are in the compact ALD (Figure 2.12).  In 

this example, the area thresholds for the elongate and compact ALDs are 4576 m
2
 and 272 m

2
, 
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respectively. Although an area of 272 m
2
 is more than the amount needed to meet the threshold criteria of 

160 m
2
 (10 pixels at 4 m resolution), with NDVI difference values below -0.1, the criteria also requires 

that these pixels must be connected. In this case although there was change in the compact disturbance the 

degree of change was not detectable with the current detection thresholds. This was found to be the case 

for the majority of compact disturbances. 

 

Figure 2.10 (A) A typical scarp of an elongate ALD - it is predominantly bare with some residual 

vegetated blocks. (B) An example of a compact ALD with minimal extension that results in the scarp 

remaining vegetated. 

 

Detection difficulties arise when there is not a distinct spectral difference between the disturbed 

object being identified and the adjoining undisturbed zone. ALDs, while a permafrost phenomenon, are 

not dissimilar to other forms of mass movement found in temperate zones. The spectral similarities that 

result from the complex disturbance morphologies often result in a number of false positives and false 

negatives.  Although NDVI is widely used to represent changes in land cover, the NDVI values 
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representative of disturbance are also similar to rock outcrops, water bodies and river beds and hence, are 

subject to miss-classification (Martha et al., 2010). 

 

   

Figure 2.11 Morphological differences of elongate (A) and compact disturbances (B) are highlighted 

when compared in the 2004 and 2010 MS IKONOS image, NDVI difference map and change detection 

map. 

 

 

 

40m 

50m 
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Figure 2.12 Histograms of NDVI differences from the example elongate and compact ALDs presented in 

Figure 2.11.  NDVI frequency histograms illustrate the differences between elongate and compact ALDs. 

The NDVI threshold of -0.1 is denoted by the red line. 

 

2.5.2 Implications of size and resolution for ALD detection 

Additional complications concerning the detection of ALDs are directly related to their size. 

Elongate ALDs, which typically occur on slopes where material movement can span a large portion of the 

slope length, are much larger than compact ALDs. Improvements to the spatial resolution of satellite 

imagery have allowed finer scale landscape analyses, yet feature size remains a limiting factor (Barlow, 

2006; Kaab, 2008). ALDs and other forms of disturbance are only detectable provided the surface change 

is much larger than the sensor's spatial resolution (Kaab, 2008). In this study, compact disturbances 

ranged from 25 to 96 m in length and had a mean surface area of 2390 m
2
, while elongate disturbances 

ranged from 39 to 684 m in length, and had a mean surface area of 8200 m
2
. These dimensions are similar 

to those observed elsewhere in the Arctic (Leibman, 1995; Lewkowicz and Harris, 2005). The smallest 

ALD correctly identified by our method is 290 m
2
; while this is much larger than the spatial resolution of 

the IKONOS imagery (4m pixels), only the bare soil of the scar zone of the ALD is actually being 

detected using our methods. 
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 The complex morphology of ALDs results in varying degrees of bare soil within the scar zone. 

To more accurately compare detected ALDs to their ground-referenced counterparts, reference ALDs 

were visually remapped on the ground in 2012 to delineate areas of bare soil. When areas of bare soil 

within field mapped ALDs were compared with the total area of the field mapped ALD, results indicate 

that the area of bare soil is proportionate to the total ALD size and accounts for approximately 53% of the 

total area in detected ALDs (Figure 2.13). In elongate ALDs the scar and track zone have been found to 

constitute ~60% of the disturbance area (Lewkowicz and Harris, 2005).   

 

Figure 2.13 Relationship between area of bare soil and total area of field mapped ALDs. Linear 

relationship includes all detected and undetected elongate and compact ALDs (n=75, P < 0.001). The 

inset graph shows the relationships between the area of bare soil within an ALD and the total area in more 
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detail and highlights the relationship to morphology (n=75). A minimum size threshold of 160m
2
 is 

highlighted in red. 

 

The disturbance criteria used in this study effectively imposed a minimum size threshold for 

image objects (10 connected pixels or 160m
2
). When ALDs are separated based on morphology the role 

of the minimum size threshold is more clearly evident (Figure 2.13 inset).  Undetected compact 

disturbances have areas of bare soil less than the minimum threshold of 160 m
2
. Elongate ALDs in 

general are all well detected with the exception of three cases that were above the size threshold but not 

identified. Upon closer inspection of these elongate ALDs, it was found that low lying clouds present in 

the 2004 imagery influenced the spectral signature and did not allow for accurate detection of these 

particular ALDs.  

Comparisons between the area of bare soil classified in the ALDs to the mapped bare soil area 

indicate a strong correlation (n = 48; SE = 0.02; P < 0.001) (Figure 2.14). Our detection method 

accurately detects the disturbed zone within detected ALDs; this method relies heavily on the presence 

(and contrast) of bare soil within the scar of the ALD. Results indicate that the methods used for this 

study are sufficient to accurately delineate the location and area of large elongate ALDs. However, the 

morphological characteristics of compact disturbances and their lack of exposed soil prevented accurate 

identification, and represent a limitation to this approach.   
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Figure 2.14 Relationship between the areas of bare soil found within a disturbance and its corresponding 

image classified area. N = 48 and includes all accurately detected elongate and compact ALDs (y = 0.87x 

+ 39, r
2
= 0.96, P < 0.001). 

2.5.3 Image classification and segmentation optimization 

The approach for detection and identification of ALDs used in this study was designed to be 

applied to areas where field-based information was unavailable.  Image segmentation optimization has 

been applied by previous researchers to detect different landslide types (e.g., Barlow et al. 2003; Martha 

et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2011). In these studies, image characteristics used for visual interpretation of 

landslides such as vegetation, drainage, and morphology, are used to classify landslide types through 

object-based analysis. With this expert knowledge, spectral, morphometric and contextual diagnostic 

features are quantified and integrated, making it possible to discriminate between landslide types. With 

the application of expert knowledge, characteristics are specific to a landscape and may have to be 

adjusted when applied to other areas or when using other types of imagery. The goal of this study was to 

make this methodology applicable to any location in the High Arctic; as a result, only minimal image 
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segmentation optimization was incorporated. Future work could incorporate additional expert knowledge 

and include other classification features beyond NDVI: i.e., length/width ratios, geometric asymmetry, 

surface texture, slope, terrain curvature and flow direction, all possible elements that could help to 

distinguish between compact and elongate disturbances, thereby increasing their detection accuracies. 

Another form of expert knowledge that can be used to drive image segmentation optimization is 

scale. Objects of interest are not always homogenous in size making it difficult to set a single scale 

parameter that does not over- or under-segment the image. With image segmentation, the scale used to 

detect the desired image objects must be significantly larger than the scale of image noise, represented by 

false positives (Baatz and Schäpe, 2000). The wide range of ALD sizes in this study complicate scale 

selection for successful discrimination of ALDs. Optimization of the scale parameter for large objects will 

decrease the number of false positives thereby resulting in reduced detection of small ALDs.  The 

opposite is true with an optimization for smaller objects, where smaller ALDs will be detected, but with 

an increase in false positives. Ultimately, the scale parameter selected for this study was a default 

parameter to maintain a semi-automatic approach where no background knowledge of the area was 

required.   

 

 Conclusions 2.6

In this study NDVI differencing and object-oriented image processing techniques were used to 

detect and identify ALDs in a High Arctic setting. NDVI differencing was used to detect zones where 

vegetation cover decreased and/or was completely removed as a direct result of ALD formation. These 

zones were then identified and separated from undisturbed zones using object based image analysis and a 

fixed NDVI threshold. Feature characteristics specific to ALDs known to the authors were not included in 

the analysis as the objective was to assess a semi-automated approach for future applications without 

prior ground-based mapping of ALDs.  
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The processing chain performed moderately well when identifying all ALDs and exceptionally 

well when identifying elongate ALDs. Meanwhile, ALDs with minimal vegetation removal were not 

consistently identified and generally had compact morphologies and small surface areas. Substantial 

extension in the scar zone is necessary to produce large areas of bare soil making detection possible; a 

characteristic typical of elongate morphologies. Both morphology and size were found to be important 

variables when detecting ALDs. The size of the disturbance must be large enough to generate significant 

areas of bare soil which is a direct result of morphology.   These results collectively show promise for the 

semi-automated detection of slope disturbances in permafrost settings.  Mapping disturbances is an 

important primary task for assessing potential slope disturbance risk during the planning of infrastructure, 

and is also useful to determine potential changes to ecosystems and surface water.   
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 Chapter 3

Terrain controls and landscape-scale susceptibility modelling of active layer detachments, 

Sabine Peninsula, Melville Island, Nunavut 

 

Abstract 

Modelling the susceptibility of permafrost slopes to disturbance can identify areas at risk of future 

disturbance and result in safer infrastructure and resource development in the Arctic. In this study we use 

terrain attributes derived from a digital elevation model, an inventory of permafrost slope disturbances 

known as active-layer detachments (ALDs), and generalized additive modelling (GAM) to produce a map 

of permafrost slope disturbance susceptibility for an area on northern Melville Island, in the Canadian 

High Arctic. By examining terrain variables and their relative importance we identified factors important 

for initiating slope disturbance. The model was calibrated and validated using 70 and 30 % of a dataset of 

760 mapped ALDs, including randomized disturbed and undisturbed samples. The GAM calibrated and 

validated very well, with areas under the receiving operating characteristic curve of 0.89 and 0.81, 

respectively, demonstrating its effectiveness at predicting disturbed and undisturbed samples. ALDs were 

most likely to occur below marine limit on slope angles between 3 and 10° and in areas with low values 

of potential incoming solar radiation (north-facing slopes). 

 

Keywords: Active-layer detachment, permafrost disturbance susceptibility, generalized additive model, 

geomorphology 
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 Introduction 3.1

Permafrost temperatures in Arctic regions have risen by up to 2 °C in the last two to three 

decades, particularly in cold permafrost (AMAP, 2011). Changes to the thermal regime of the permafrost 

play an important role in landscape stability, which is reflected by increasing amounts of permafrost slope 

disturbance observed across the Arctic (Jorgenson et al., 2006; Lantz and Kokelj, 2008; AMAP, 2011). 

An important type of permafrost slope disturbance is known as an active-layer detachment (ALD), a 

localized mass movement restricted to the active layer and typically occurring on ice-rich unconsolidated 

sediments (French, 2007). ALDs are caused when high pore-water pressures reduce the effective shear 

strength at the base of the active layer from thaw of ice-rich sediment (Lewkowicz and Harris, 2005). 

ALDs have been of increasing concern in Arctic regions, pose a substantial risk to infrastructure, and may 

alter environmental conditions (Nelson et al., 2002). In order to effectively assess and mitigate permafrost 

slope disturbance risk, disturbance-prone areas can be predicted by applying susceptibility models to 

quantitatively assess the relation between the distribution of past permafrost slope disturbances and 

influencing terrain attributes (Glade et al., 2005). Permafrost slope disturbance susceptibility maps may 

be useful for land planners, decision makers and geotechnical engineers. 

Landslide susceptibility modelling has provided useful information on the spatial probability of 

landslide occurrence in temperate regions (Varnes, 1984; Glade et al., 2005; Petschko et al., 2014). The 

principles used for landslide susceptibility modelling can also be applied to slope disturbance in 

permafrost regions. The premise behind susceptibility modelling is that conditions that led to slope 

failures in the past will also result in unstable conditions in the present-day and future (Varnes, 1984). 

Susceptibility modelling does not specify a time frame or recurrence interval because it does not include 

information on the frequency of disturbance (JTCI, 2004). Statistical models are developed to represent 

the susceptibility of an area given the current distribution of climate, topographic and material conditions, 

with an understanding that these conditions likely influenced past disturbance. This contrasts with a 

physically-based model, which is based on specific mechanisms controlling slope failure (Regmi et al., 
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2010).  As physically-based models typically require local data on slope geometry, shear strength and 

pore-water pressure, obtaining such data for large areas is not practical. 

 We performed susceptibility modelling on Melville Island, Nunavut, Canada.  To our 

knowledge, this is the first study of modelling permafrost slope disturbance susceptibility in the High 

Arctic, although several statistical methods have been used to model landslide susceptibility elsewhere. 

The most common are: (i) logistic regression (e.g., Ayalew and Yamagishi, 2005); (ii) bivariate models 

such as weights of evidence (e.g., Sterlacchini et al., 2011); (iii) machine learning techniques such as 

artificial neural networks (ANNs) (e.g., Pradhan and Lee, 2009); and (iv) support vector machines (e.g., 

Marjanovic et al., 2011). Comparisons of these modelling techniques have found that machine learning 

algorithms are flexible but tend to over-fit the data, and linear models may not portray non-linear relations 

between slope failure occurrence and predictor variables (Goetz et al., 2011). To account for non-

linearities, landslide susceptibility studies have recently used non-linear generalized additive models 

(GAM) (Goetz et al., 2011; Petschko et al., 2014). A GAM is an extension of a generalized linear model 

(GLM) that incorporates non-linear relations between the response (disturbance) and the predictor 

(terrain) variables. GAMs are less prone to overfitting in geomorphological modelling than more flexible 

models such as ANNs (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1990; Brenning, 2005).  

Understanding the relation between terrain variables and permafrost slope disturbance is 

important for predicting areas susceptible to future disturbance and can provide insight into the 

underlying geomorphological mechanisms of disturbance. Hence, the objectives of this research are to: 1) 

create an accurate permafrost slope disturbance susceptibility model for a location in the Canadian High 

Arctic using a GAM; and 2) use the model to explore the terrain variables that appear to control the 

locations of past disturbance.  
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 Study Area 3.2

The study covers an area of ~240 km
2
 located on the Sabine Peninsula, northeastern Melville 

Island, Nunavut (~77 °N)(Figure 3.1). The area is characterized by undulating topography with surface 

materials composed of sedimentary bedrock draped with silty-clay Quaternary glacial and marine 

sediments (Stangl et al., 1982; Hodgson et al., 1984). Three bedrock units of the Mesozoic Sverdrup 

Basin underlie the study area: (i) the Kanguk Formation, represented by dark marine shale; (ii) the Hassel 

Formation, consisting of yellow sandstone; and (iii) the Christopher Formation, composed of grey marine 

silty shale (Barnett et al., 1977). The majority of surficial sediments have developed through reworking 

and incorporation of weathered bedrock into marine and glacial sediments. As a result, each bedrock 

formation possesses relatively distinctive topography, drainage patterns, surficial sediments, soil types 

and ground-ice conditions (Stangl et al., 1982).  

The annual mean air temperature recorded at a temporary station (by Onset U23 logger, 1.5 m 

above ground, accuracy of ± 0.2 °C, 76° 32’ N 108° 41’ W) was -16.6°C for 2011-12, which is 

representative of regional temperatures. The permafrost is continuous and has a moderate to high ground-

ice content (20-30 % or greater) and the active-layer thickness (ALT) is typically ~ 0.5 – 1 m 

(Collingwood et al., 2014). Localities below the Holocene marine limit (~ 75 m above sea level (a.s.l)) 

are usually characterized by higher silt and ground-ice contents than areas above marine limit (Barnett et 

al., 1977; Nixon et al., 2014). 
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Figure 3.1 Sabine Peninsula study area with inset of location of Melville Island in the Canadian High 

Arctic.  Bedrock units are mapped by Harrison (1995) and estimated Holocene marine limit (75 m a.s.l) is 

indicated. Two parallel lines represent faults. 

 

 Methods and Materials 3.3

3.3.1 Data Sources and Preparation 

A high-resolution digital elevation model (DEM) (resolution 1 m horizontal and vertical) of the 

study area was derived from WorldView-2 image pairs collected on July 16, 2011 (processing by 

PhotoSat, Vancouver, Canada) using a proprietary stereo image matching process. In order to reduce 
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processing time and minimize memory requirements the DEM was aggregated from 1 m to a resolution of 

2 m using a mean aggregation strategy. Bedrock geology maps (Harrison, 1995) were georeferenced and 

rasterized with ArcGIS (ESRI, version 10.2.2).  

 

3.3.2 Active-Layer Detachment inventory (Response Variable) 

The ALD inventory used for this model was produced by combining field mapping in 2010/2011 

and a visual inspection of the 2011 Worldview-2 panchromatic data. One hundred and fifty ALDs were 

mapped in pre-selected areas (~ 3 km
2
) in each geological unit with a Garmin 60Cx GPS unit (±5 m 

typical uncertainty). The remainder of the study area was mapped using a systematic visual inspection of 

the Worldview-2 image. The panchromatic data were divided into 2 km
2
 tiles and 590 ALDs were 

mapped with a criteria-specific methodology that uses distinct morphologic and tonal characteristics, 

including: tone/contrast; the presence of a headscarp, scar zone or toe; and shape. The minimum size of 

an ALD detected through the visual inspection of the satellite imagery was ~ 100 m
2
 (Figure 3.2). The 

total inventory included 760 ALDs.  

To represent the conditions that make slopes sensitive to disturbance, we digitized initiation 

points immediately downslope of the ALD headscarps. Each initiation point represents a zone of 78 m
2
 

(average of raster cells within a 5 m buffer around the initiation point), a size selected to capture terrain 

characteristics associated with slope disturbance initiation and include disturbed areas only (Figure 3.2). 

A point inventory was chosen over a polygon inventory to equally represent large and small disturbances 

in the model (Petschko et al., 2013; Heckmann et al., 2014).  
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Figure 3.2 (A) Panchromatic Worldview-2 image (July 16, 2011) of the study area, Sabine Peninsula, 

Melville Island, NU with initiation points of all mapped disturbances. (B) Inset shows an example of 

mapped permafrost disturbances with disturbance initiation points. 

 

Terrain conditions at mapped ALDs (i.e., slope disturbances) were used to calibrate the 

susceptibility model. To evaluate undisturbed areas within the model, we selected 760 randomized 

undisturbed sites to match the number of ALDs. Random points were generated in ArcGIS (Create 

Random Points Toolbox) with constraints for distance to a water source (>10 m away) and distance to a 
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disturbed sample (>20 m away). The numbers of undisturbed points were also limited for areas above 

marine limit as there are a greater proportion of disturbances below marine limit. 

 

3.3.3 GIS Derived Geomorphological Variables (Predictor Variables) 

Predictor variables were selected based on the expectation that they have an effect on the 

occurrence of ALDs and hence can be used to predict future slope disturbances (van Westen et al., 2008). 

Selected predictor variables represented easily derived hydrological and geomorphological terrain 

conditions important for ALD initiation. ArcGIS was used to calculate slope angle, distance to water, 

topographic position index (TPI) (Jenness, 2006), and potential incoming solar radiation (PISR) (Solar 

Analyst, Fu and Rich, 1999) from the DEM. Topographic wetness index (TWI) (Beven and Kirby, 1979) 

was calculated using Whitebox Geospatial Analysis Tools (Lindsey, 2012) and elevations were extracted 

from the DEM to represent the Holocene marine limit at each location. The shale and sandstone 

geological units were also included as predictor variables.  All terrain variables were represented as 

rasters with spatial resolutions of 2 m. 

Slope angle is an important factor in mass movements, and in permafrost regions ALDs can occur 

on low-gradient slopes (Niu et al., 2014). Distance to water was calculated for all samples using the 

Euclidean Distance tool in ArcGIS and a vector hydrology layer (created from the DEM). Thermal 

erosion as well as mechanical erosion from undercutting at stream banks may increase the susceptibility 

to disturbance (Dai et al., 2001).  

The TPI is produced by comparing the elevation of each cell in a DEM to the mean elevation of a 

specified neighbourhood around that cell. Positive TPI values indicate that the selected locations are 

higher than the average of their surroundings (i.e. ridge, hilltops), negative TPI values represent locations 

that are lower than their surroundings (i.e. concavities, valley bottoms) and TPI values close to zero 

represent flatter surfaces (Guisan et al., 1999). TPI was derived using a 150 m diameter circular window, 

which is small enough to distinguish depressions and ridges throughout the landscape.  
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PISR represents differences in the intensity of solar radiation, which can contribute to variations 

in microclimate and affect local temperature and evaporation, patterns of snowmelt and soil moisture (van 

Westen et al., 2008; Regmi et al., 2010). Total PISR was calculated for the snow-free period (estimated to 

be from July 15 to September 15) using a mean cloud cover factor of 0.75 based on the Nav Canada 

Graphic Area Forecast (Hudson et al., 2001). Calculations reflect changes in seasonal cloud cover, 

elevation, orientation of the slopes (slope aspect and angle), topographic shadowing and daily and 

seasonal solar angles (Regmi et al., 2010). 

The TWI uses the upslope contributing area draining through a cell as well as the local slope 

angle of the landscape to determine an index of wetness or surface saturation at each cell (Beven and 

Kirkby, 1979). The FD8 flow algorithm in Whitebox Geospatial Analysis Tools was applied to represent 

flow of water into multiple neighbouring cells based on slope concavity or convexity.  

Surficial geology plays an important role in ALD initiation because it influences the permeability, 

thermal properties and ground-ice content of the substrate. In the study area, surficial geology can be 

linked to early Holocene marine limit through the likely presence of marine sediments, although detailed 

mapping is not available. Localities below marine limit are typically characterized by higher silt and 

ground-ice contents than those areas above it (Barnett et al., 1977). Hence, the geological units (shale, 

sandstone and early Holocene marine sediments) serve as a proxy for a detailed surficial sediment map 

and provide insight into local frost susceptibility. While ground ice is an important variable for 

disturbance initiation, it was not used as a predictor variable for the model as ground-ice maps were 

unavailable and impractical to attain.  

 To test for multicollinearity amongst the variables, we used variance inflation factors (VIF) and 

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. VIF is a measure of how much the variance of the estimated 

regression coefficient is ‘inflated’ by the existence of correlation among the predictor variables in the 

model and Spearman’s coefficient is a measure of the statistical dependence between two variables 

(Goetz et al., 2011; Heckmann et al., 2014).  
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3.3.4 Generalized Additive Model (GAM) 

Modelling was performed as a case-control study, with mapped ALD points as cases and 

randomly selected undisturbed points as controls. An equal number of undisturbed points were produced, 

resulting in a total of 1520 points (760 disturbed and 760 undisturbed). The dataset was then randomly 

subdivided into 70 % calibration and 30 % validation subsets.  

A GAM is a semi-parametric extension of a GLM that combines the linear and nonlinear relation 

between predictor and response variables (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1990). GAMs replace the linear 

predictors used in GLMs with a smoothing function used to transform nonlinear predictor variables, 

potentially capturing, more accurately, the non-linear response of slope failure in a dynamic system 

(Goetz et al. 2011). As a result, a GAM is able to fit the data more closely as it is not constrained to 

predefined parametric shapes and provides a greater understanding of complex relationships between 

variables (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1990). GAMs have shown stronger predictive performance than GLMs 

for susceptibility modelling, specifically landslide susceptibility (Goetz et al., 2011; Petschko et al., 

2014). 

In our initial exploratory analysis we tested both GLMs and GAMs, and bivariate plots were used 

to examine the relationship between the predictor variables and ALD occurrence (Figure 3.3). With the 

addition of the smoothing (non-linear) parameter, the GAM was able to model the relationship between 

the predictor variable and ALDs more closely. While both models result in meaningful relationships 

between the predictor variables and ALD occurrence, a GAM was ultimately selected to produce a model 

with the best predictive power. 
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Figure 3.3 Bivariate plots were used to examine the relationship between the predictor variables and 

ALD occurrence. GLMs (red line) and GAMS (blue line) were fit to each predictor variable with a 

confidence interval of 0.95 (grey bands). Number of disturbed and undisturbed samples is 760 each.  

 

For model selection GAMs were fitted with all possible combinations of terms in the global 

model. All predictor variables with the exception of “geol” were fitted to the occurrence of slope 

disturbance using a spline smoother with four degrees of freedom (df), which allows for the detection of 

complex non-linear responses without the high risk of overfitting (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1990). 

Candidate models were ranked according to Akaike`s Information Criterion (AIC). We considered all 

models with ΔAIC values (the difference in AIC units from the highest-ranking model) ≤ 3 as possible 

models. To assess the relative variable importance in the model we computed cumulative AIC weights 
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(0≤ Ʃ wi ≤ 1) (Anderson and Burnham, 2002). The Akaike weight is an estimate of the probability of 

model i being the best model and model set. If a predictor appears in all of the top models, then its 

summed Akaike weight will tend towards 1, whereas if it is not included in many models its weight will 

tend towards 0. Models were also evaluated using explained deviance. Top models were checked for non-

informative variables whose inclusion results in a slightly lower AIC, but do not improve the log-

likelihood or the explained deviance. This approach allowed us to evaluate a wide range of possible 

models and ensure that each variable is informative and justified to avoid overfitting (Hosmer and 

Lemeshow, 2000; Petscho et al. 2014).  

 

3.3.5 Model Performance Assessment 

Two methods were used to assess model performance: area under the receiver operating curve 

(ROC) and a confusion matrix. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) measures the ability of the model to 

discriminate between two classes that are independent of a specific decision threshold on the model 

output, while a confusion matrix uses a pre-assigned probability threshold to assess various metrics.  

AUC is a common unbiased metric of model performance for binary data (Guisan and 

Zimmermann, 2000; Wenger and Olden, 2012). The ROC curve graphically represents the trade-off 

between the sensitivity (Eq. 2) and the specificity (Eq. 3) for every possible cut-off value, and is 

independent of the spatial density of permafrost slope disturbance (Fawcett, 2006; Goetz et al., 2011). 

Sensitivity (True Positive Rate, TPR) =
Correctly classified positives

Total positives
      (Eq. 2) 

Specificity (1 − False Positive Rate, FPR) =
True negatives

False positives+True negatives
          (Eq. 3) 

AUC ranges from 0 to 1, where an AUC of 0.5 or less indicates random discrimination between classes 

and an AUC of 1 represents a model with perfect prediction (Brenning, 2005). The predictive accuracy of 

the model can be classified according to AUC as follows: 0.9-1, excellent; 0.8-0.9, very good; 0.7-0.8, 

good; 0.6-0.7, average; and 0.5-0.6, poor (Yesilnacar and Topal, 2005).  
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A confusion matrix was used to examine the agreement between predictions and observations. 

For a disturbance to be predicted as present or absent, the predicted probability will be higher or lower 

than a user-assigned probability threshold. For this study, a threshold was selected to maximize the 

sensitivity to specificity ratio. The confusion matrix represents the percentage of four possible outcomes: 

the correctly predicted slope disturbances (True Positive, TP); the correctly identified undisturbed 

samples (True Negative, TN); the falsely predicted slope disturbances (False Positives, FP); and the 

falsely predicted undisturbed samples (False Negatives, FN). 

To assess the relative importance of each predictor variable in the selected model, seven models 

were produced, each missing one of the variables. A decrease in explained deviance suggests that the 

missing variable is an important contributor to explaining the variability in the full model. To assess the 

discriminatory power of individual variables, single variable models were produced and AUC and 

explained deviance were used to measure the accuracy of each single variable susceptibility model.  

Statistical modeling and analysis was completed using R (version 3.0.0; R Development Core 

Team, 2013), with the packages ‘gam’ (Hastie, 2013), ‘MuMIn’ (Barton, 2013), ‘PresenceAbsence’ 

(Freeman, 2012), ‘raster’ (Hijmans et al., 2015), and ‘rgdal’ (Bivand et al., 2014). 

 

3.3.6 Permafrost Disturbance Susceptibility Map 

The GAM model was interpolated (and extrapolated) to the landscape, producing a probability 

map, which was classified into an ALD susceptibility map. The dominant method adopted in the literature 

for susceptibility mapping is to divide the probability distribution into different categories based on expert 

opinion (Dai and Lee, 2002; Ohlmacher and Davis, 2003). This subjective method is neither statistically 

tested nor fully automated. For this study we classified our map into susceptibility zones, using the 50, 75, 

90, and 95 percentiles, representing “Very Low”, < 50; “Low”, 50 – 75; “Moderate”, 75-90;  “High”, 90-

95; and “Very High”, >95 susceptibility to future disturbance (Chung and Fabbri, 2008; Goetz et al., 
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2011). The permafrost susceptibility map was verified using the validation dataset and a user-specified 

threshold.  

 

 Results 3.4

3.4.1 Model Fit and Predictive Performance 

Two models had a ΔAIC < 3 and were examined before selecting the best model (Table 3.4). 

Slope, PISR, elevation, wetness index, TPI and geology were included in the best two models, resulting in 

cumulative AIC weights of 1.  Distance to water was not included in the second model and although there 

is only a slight decrease in AIC (ΔAIC =2.07), its explained deviance and log-likelihood decreases, 

indicating that it is not a non-informative variable and its presence leads to an improved model fit (Table 

3.4). Ultimately, all of the variables were included as predictor variables to model ALD susceptibility. 

The predictive performance of the model was very good, achieving an AUC of 0.89 and a 

sensitivity and specificity of 80 and 83%, respectively. These predictive metrics indicate that the GAM 

consistently identifies both disturbed and undisturbed points.  

 

3.4.2 Importance of Predictor Variables 

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (ρSp) and variance inflation factors (VIF) were used to 

examine correlations between predictor variables. Slope and wetness index had the strongest correlation 

(ρSp = -0.55), and all other variables had weaker correlations (ǀρSpǀ<0.53) (Table 3.5). All variables in 

this model had VIFs lower than 3, indicating that they are not inter-dependent and are acceptable for use 

in the model (Table 3.6) (Neter et al., 1996). Some correlation among predictor variables is expected in 

real situations (Chung and Fabbri, 2008). 

In terms of relative importance of each predictor variable in the model, the model lacking PISR 

(full model minus PISR) had the greatest decrease in explained deviance (32.9 % compared to 39.3 %, 
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full model), followed by slope (34.5 % compared to 39.3 %, full model). The remaining variables all 

resulted in lower explained deviances but to a lesser degree (explained deviances >37 %).   

To assess the discriminatory power of individual variables outside of the full model, we used 

explained deviance and AUC of single variable models. PISR, as a single variable model, had the greatest 

explained deviance (29 %), followed by slope (15 %) (Table 3.1). The strongest predictors were PISR and 

slope (AUC > 75 %), followed by elevation and distance to water (AUC > 60 %). Although TWI and TPI 

were weakly related to disturbance occurrence (AUC < 60 %), their interactions with other variables led 

to an increase in the performance of the full model. In the single variable models, differences in values 

between undisturbed and disturbed points were checked for significance using a Wilcoxon rank sum test 

(for continuous variables) and a Chi Square (Χ
2
) test (for discrete geology classes). All continuous 

variables, except for TPI, had statistically significant differences at the 0.001 % level.   

Table 3.1 Single variable model exploratory analysis. Variables are ranked by importance according to 

their explained deviance and AUC.  Points refer to locations of estimated ALD initiation points for 

mapped ALDs and randomized undisturbed locations used for statistical comparison. 

Note: Variables are ranked by importance according to their explained deviance and area under the curve 

(AUC). Points refer to locations of estimated active-layer detachment (ALD) initiation points for mapped 

ALDs and randomized undisturbed locations used for statistical comparison. *Statistically significant 

variance at the 0.001 per cent level. 

 

Predictor variable Randomized 

undisturbed points: 

Mean  

Mapped disturbed 

points: 

Mean  

Explained 

Deviance (%) 

AUC 

(%) 

Potential Incoming Solar 

Radiation (MJ/m
2
)* 

1267.3 1242.9 29.1 84 

Slope (°)* 3.0 5.5 14.8 75 

Elevation (m)* 52.4 36.3 7.6 67 

Distance to water (m)* 123.6 97.1 2.7 61 

Topographic Wetness 

Index* 

0.2 6.1 1.5 58 

Topographic Position Index 0.2 0.1 1.4 58 

 

Geology 

Randomized 

undisturbed points (%) 

Mapped disturbed 

points (%) 

  

    1 (Shale) 71.5 90.8 4.5 60 

    0 (Sandstone) 28.5 9.2 4.5 60 
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3.4.3 Permafrost Disturbance Susceptibility Map 

The spatial predictions of the GAM (Figure 3.4) indicate that hillslopes with moderate to steep 

gradients and relatively low values of PISR that are located adjacent to river channels are more 

susceptible to ALDs. Areas of low susceptibility are found on uplands and plateaus, far from surface 

water and receive greater PISR. This same relation was observed in the bivariate plots of the predictor 

variable and ALD occurrence (Figure 3.3).  Disturbances were 10 times more likely to occur in the shale 

bedrock units than in the sandstone unit (Table 3.1).  Although high susceptibility zones account for a 

small portion of the landscape, the density of ALDs in these areas is much greater, with 32 ALDs per km
2
 

compared to a density of 1 ALD per km
2 
in very low susceptibility zones (Table 3.2).  
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Figure 3.4 Susceptibility map produced from GAM model and inset illustrating an example of the 

locations of disturbance (polygons) and their initiation points (circles), as well as undisturbed points 

(triangles) used in the model development and verification. Percentiles used to distinguish between 

susceptibility classes are represented by <50th, >50th, >75th, >90th and >95th (see text). 

 

Table 3.2 Susceptibility zones and disturbance density extracted from the susceptibility map. Disturbance 

density represents the number of disturbances per unit area. 

Susceptibility Zone (probability range) Area (km
2
) Disturbance Density (# / km

2
) 

Very low (0 – 0.51) 186 1 

Low (0.51 – 0.84) 37 5 

Moderate (0.84 – 0.98) 13 11 

High (0.98 – 0.99) 2 22 

Very high (0.99 – 1)  2 32 
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3.4.4 Verification of Permafrost Disturbance Susceptibility Map 

To verify the susceptibility map, we extracted the predicted probabilities for the points in the 

independent validation dataset. A probability threshold of 0.50 was selected to maximize the sensitivity 

and specificity, and used to distinguish between predicted disturbed and undisturbed points, where 

probability values > 0.50 indicate slope disturbance and values < 0.50 indicate undisturbed points. The 

model verified well, with a sensitivity and specificity of 72 and 73 % respectively (Table 3). Additionally, 

the model was verified without a user-defined threshold, resulting in an AUC of 0.81, indicating very 

good discrimination between disturbed and undisturbed points (Table 3.3). 

Table 3.3 Predictive metrics of the GAM calibration and validation data. 

Model Number of 

Samples 

Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) AUC 

Calibration  1064 81 83 0.89 

Validation 456 77 72 0.81 

 

 

 Discussion 3.5

3.5.1 Predictive Map Interpretation 

The permafrost disturbance susceptibility map produced in this site-specific study accurately 

characterized the susceptibility of the landscape to ALDs using terrain variables that can be derived from 

remotely sensed data. The GAM model was effective at predicting disturbed and undisturbed sites 

resulting in an AUC of 0.89, which is considered very good for this type of model and comparable to a 

number of other landslide susceptibility studies using the same methods (Guzzetti et al., 2006, Goetz et 

al., 2011). The model results provide a quantitative assessment of the relationship between the 

distribution of past permafrost disturbances and a set of physically informed terrain variables that may 

contribute to slope instability. ALDs commonly occurred on slopes ranging from 3 to 10° that were below 

marine limit and in areas with low values of PISR.  
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Overall the model performed well, except for a few disturbances classified as undisturbed (false 

negatives, ~10%). PISR was found to be a dominant variable in the model and may play a key role in 

disturbance prediction, which is demonstrated by the increased numbers of ALDs in areas with low values 

of PISR. At landscape scales, slope angle and aspect are the main determinants of PISR. To examine the 

influence of PISR on disturbance classification in more detail, we plotted disturbances identified correctly 

and incorrectly as a function of slope angle and aspect (Figure 3.5). In general, across the landscape there 

is a higher frequency of cells with low slope angles of all aspects and a slightly greater frequency of cells 

with higher slope angles on north- and northwest-facing slopes (azimuth: 292.5 – 22.5°); 92% of the high 

susceptibility zone is represented by north-facing slopes (Figure 3.5). This indicates that disturbances 

located in very high susceptibility zones are found primarily on steeper slopes and on north- and 

northwest-facing slopes (Figure 3.6). This is also the trend for both high and moderate susceptibility 

zones. Disturbances in low and very low susceptibility zones are primarily found on slopes ranging from 

0 to 5°, with no discrimination between aspect classes.  
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Figure 3.5 True positives and false negatives are plotted with respect to slope and aspect as circles and 

triangles respectively. Disturbance colours denote the susceptibility zone into which each disturbance was 

classified. Isolines represent PISR in MJ/m
2
 and the raster surface indicates pixel frequency of the 

landscape with respect to aspect and slope. North = 0 and 360 °. 
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Figure 3.6 Percentage of susceptibility zones represented by aspect classes in the study area. 

 

3.5.2 GAM model variable selection 

During the variable selection process PISR emerged as a primary variable. The modeled 

predictions of the PISR and full GAM model were evaluated using AUC and had values of 0.84 and 0.89, 

respectively. This suggests that the prediction of disturbances with the full GAM model can be achieved 

with slightly higher certainty than with the PISR model alone. While the two models yielded similar 

patterns of disturbance susceptibilities there are some discrepancies that can be explained using slope 

angle, aspect and PISR (Figure 3.7).  

The full GAM model accurately identified 411 of the 532 disturbance points, whereas the PISR 

model only identified 371 accurately. Of the disturbances predicted incorrectly by the PISR model, 53% 

occur on south-facing slopes (135-270°), and 34 and 13 % on east-facing (45-135°) and northwest-facing 

(315-337.5°) slopes, respectively (Figure 3.7). In the full GAM model, interactions between the terrain 

variables account for an increase in explained deviance and predictive power, leading to a more accurate 

ALD susceptibility map, while the PISR model is unable to accurately identify disturbances on all 
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aspects, specifically south-facing slopes.  While few studies have included PISR as a variable, those that 

did found it to be important for landslide initiation (Mossa et al., 2005; Regmi et al., 2013). Significantly, 

this is a site-specific model and the relative importance of terrain variables may vary in different 

landscapes. It is likely that a changing combination of terrain variables drives ALD initiation. The terrain 

at this location (predominantly west-east drainage pattern) may have inflated the importance of PISR and 

may not be representative elsewhere. Although no other permafrost disturbance susceptibility models 

have applied similar variables (and methods) as described in this study, our prediction accuracies are 

similar to those from landslide susceptibility models of other regions (Goetz et al., 2011; Xiao et al., 

2013; Petschko et al., 2014; Heckmann et al., 2014). 

 

Figure 3.7 True positives (TP) and false negatives (FN) are plotted in the context of slope and aspect. TP 

and FN correctly identified by both models are represented in black and white while TP associated with 

only one model are shown in teal and orange. Contour lines represent PISR in MJ/m2 and the raster 

surface is a frequency plot of the landscape on a pixel-by-pixel scale with respect to aspect and slope. 

North = 0 and 360 °. 
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3.5.3 Geomorphic Implications 

In addition to predicting disturbance-prone areas, the model can be used to determine the effect of 

terrain variables on the spatial pattern of slope disturbance. The relation between the spatial distribution 

of ALDs and terrain variables that emerges from the model for this location also provides insights into 

geomorphic and climatic controls over slope disturbance. We found that PISR, slope and elevation were 

key predictor variables in the susceptibility model. 

 In the model we see an increasing frequency of ALDs as PISR decreases. Areas of reduced PISR 

are found on north-facing steeper slopes and river channel banks. In continuous permafrost zones, 

changes in radiation balance can impact snowmelt and radiation regimes (Woo, 2012). Uneven melt 

patterns resulting, in part, from differential melting and uneven snow accumulation due to drifting, can 

result in a higher water table, leading to wetter near-surface conditions on north-facing slopes (Benson et 

al., 1975, Flugel, 1983). North-facing slopes have also been found to accumulate transient layer ice 

during extended cold periods, resulting in shallower active layer development and increased ice content 

(Shur et al., 2005; Leibman et al., 2014). The combination of these processes provides a basis for 

explaining why north-facing slopes appear to be more susceptible to slope disturbance than south-facing 

slopes, particularly in relation to seasonal thaw depth and active-layer ice content. These differences are 

highlighted in very high and high susceptibility zones, where 56 % of ALDs are found on north-facing 

slopes, while only 21 % of ALDs are found on south-facing slopes. Disturbances on northern slopes have 

also been observed in the southern Yukon Territory (Huscroft et al., 2004); Yamal Peninsula, Russia 

(Leibman, 1995); and the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, China (Niu et al., 2014). While this relation is not 

consistently found in ALD studies (Lewkowicz and Harris, 2005), we identify a possible link between 

PISR and slope disturbance occurrence that warrants further examination through process-based research.  

Only 10 % of the accurately identified ALDs on the Sabine Peninsula occurred on slopes > 10°, 

and half of these ALDs were found in very high susceptibility zones. The majority of ALDs occurred on 

moderate slope angles (3 to 10°), a relation observed in numerous studies of permafrost slope disturbance 

(Leibman, 1995, Niu et al., 2014; Lacelle et al., 2015).  The majority of thaw-induced slope failures 
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(88%) along the Qinghai-Tibet Corridor in China occurred on slopes with gradients between 6 and 10 ° 

(Niu et al., 2014). Similarly, disturbances on the Peel Plateau, in Canada, were two to three times more 

likely to occur on slopes between 8 and 12 ° than on steeper or gentler slopes (Lacelle et al., 2015). 

Steeper slopes tend to be shorter in length and more prone to erosion, whereas longer and gentler slopes 

can lead to larger more intensive disturbances due to the longer run-out distance and the reduced 

drainage, thereby increasing pore-water pressures (McRoberts and Morgenstern, 1974; Leibman et al., 

2014). Additionally, steeper slopes typically have thinner soil layers, reducing their susceptibility to ALD 

initiation (Vorpahl et al., 2012). 

Ice content can be controlled by surficial geology, particularly as fine-grained material has greater 

pore space than coarse-grained material and results in potentially increased ice content (Andersland and 

Ladanyi, 2004). Thawing of ice-rich fine-grained sediment causes thaw consolidation, increased pore-

water pressures and reduced shear stresses, resulting in an overall decrease in soil shear strength and 

possible slope failure (Morgenstern and Nixon, 1971; Harris et al., 2009). Due to limited mapping of 

surficial geology in this area elevation was used to delimit marine limit as a proxy for low elevation fine-

grained sediments (Barnett et al., 1977). The presence of marine clay is an important control over 

disturbance occurrence, with 91 % of disturbances occurring below marine limit (~ 75 m a.s.l) (Nixon et 

al, 2014). 

This model is limited inasmuch as it is not possible to include dynamic data as predictor variables 

(i.e. temperature, precipitation), or to design scenarios of future permafrost slope disturbance 

susceptibility incorporating climate change. Furthermore, while the model predictor variables do not 

directly reflect mechanistic controls on ALDs, the selected variables act as proxies for the process or 

conditions they represent through their nonlinear relationships. This approach implies that the 

predisposing factors of disturbance or terrain characteristics do not change with time, providing an 

important understanding of processes controlling permafrost slope disturbance. 
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 Conclusions 3.6

The ALD susceptibility model and map we developed are a first-order assessment of the 

susceptibility of the terrain to potential slope disturbance. The model accurately identified areas with 

varying degrees of susceptibility to permafrost slope disturbance using derived terrain attributes that may 

be applied to larger areas with limited field data. While only static terrain attributes were analyzed, they 

were relevant for ALD initiation. PISR showed a particularly strong relationship with the occurrence of 

ALDs, as did slope angle and elevation. ALD susceptibility is highest on moderate slopes (3-10°) below 

marine limit and in areas with low values of PISR. In our study area, these terrain attributes commonly 

occur on north-facing slopes and can be associated with shallow thaw and increased ground-ice contents.  

This modelling approach is promising for land-management and decision making in remote 

permafrost areas where detailed information on the location of slope disturbance is often unavailable. 

Without temporal data, the frequency of slope disturbances cannot be measured. However, we assume 

that the disturbances in this inventory likely record decades of change in the climate system, and their 

relative frequency and magnitude indicate past and present climate fluctuations. By using static variables 

in this model, we suggest that permafrost slope disturbance susceptibility maps indicate that terrain and 

fixed climate controls (e.g., solar radiation) can provide a long-term assessment of the disturbance 

potential of an area and facilitate further process-based research. 
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Supporting Information 

 

Table 3.4 Top three candidate GAM models. Models with ΔAIC ≤ 3 were considered in model selection. 

Relative variable importance in the model is portrayed through the cumulative AIC weights (0≤ Ʃ wi ≤ 1).  

For complete description, see text. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.5 Correlation of predictor variables represented by Spearman rank correlation coefficients. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 Candidate Models df logLik AIC ΔAIC wi 

1 geol + s(elev) + s(pisr) + s(sl) + s(wi) + s(tpi) 

+ s(mwat) 

20 -432.883 906.2 0.00 0.738 

2 geol + s(elev) + s(pisr) + s(sl) + s(wi) + s(tpi)  18 -435.668 908.3 2.07 0.262 

3 geol + s(elev) + s(pisr) + s(sl) + s(wi) 14 -446.703 921.9 15.69 0.000 

 wi tpi sl pisr mwat geol elev 

wi 1       

tpi -0.38 1      

sl -0.55 0.07 1     

pisr 0.28 0.07 -0.53 1    

mwat 0.05 0.2 -0.10 0.26 1   

geol -0.12 0.04 0.1 -0.22 -0.06 1 

 elev -0.03 0.07 0.11 0.46 0.27 -0.24 1 
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Table 3.6 Calculated variance inflation factors used to assess the multicollinearity of the predictor 

variables. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Predictor Variable Variance Inflation 

Factor (VIF) 

sl 2.9 

pisr 2.7 

wi 1.7 

elev 1.6 

tpi 1.2 

mwat 1.1 

geol 1.1 
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 Chapter 4

Transferability of regional permafrost disturbance susceptibility modelling using 

generalized linear and generalized additive models 

 

Abstract 

To effectively assess and mitigate risk of permafrost disturbance, disturbance-prone areas can be 

predicted through the application of susceptibility models. In this study we developed regional 

susceptibility models for permafrost disturbances using a field disturbance inventory to test the 

transferability of the model to a broader region in the Canadian High Arctic. Resulting maps of 

susceptibility were then used to explore the effect of terrain variables on the occurrence of disturbances 

within this region. To account for a large range of landscape characteristics, the model was calibrated 

using two locations: Sabine Peninsula, Melville Island, NU, and Fosheim Peninsula, Ellesmere Island, 

NU. Spatial patterns of disturbance were predicted with a generalized linear model (GLM) and 

generalized additive model (GAM), each calibrated using disturbed and randomized undisturbed locations 

from both locations and GIS-derived terrain predictor variables including: slope, potential incoming solar 

radiation, wetness index, topographic position index, elevation and distance to water. Each model was 

validated for the Sabine and Fosheim Peninsulas using independent datasets while the transferability of 

the model to an independent site was assessed at Cape Bounty, Melville Island, NU. The regional GLM 

and GAM validated well for both calibration sites (Sabine and Fosheim) with the area under the receiver 

operating curves (AUROC) greater than 0.79. Both models were applied directly to Cape Bounty without 

calibration and validated equally with AUROC’s of 0.76, however, each model predicted disturbed and 

undisturbed samples differently. Additionally, the sensitivity of the transferred model was assessed using 

datasets with different sample sizes. Results indicated that models based on larger sample sizes 

transferred more consistently and captured the variability within the terrain attributes in the respective 
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study areas. Terrain attributes associated with the initiation of disturbances were similar regardless of the 

location. Disturbances commonly occurred on slopes between 4-15°, below Holocene marine limit, and in 

areas with low potential incoming solar radiation.  

 

Keywords: Permafrost disturbance; susceptibility maps; transferability; generalized additive and 

generalized linear model 
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 Introduction 4.1

Increasing temperatures in arctic regions present new challenges for northern communities as 

permafrost is integral to the stability of arctic ecosystems and infrastructure built on perennially frozen 

ground (Kokelj and Jorgenson, 2013). Of particular concern is warming permafrost and thickening of the 

active layer because both can lead to thawing of ice-rich ground, terrain subsidence and permafrost 

disturbance. Permafrost slope disturbance, in the form of active layer detachments (ALDs) and 

retrogressive thaw slumps (RTSs), have been observed with increasing frequency across the circumpolar 

arctic (Jorgenson et al., 2006; Lantz and Kokelj, 2008; Lamoureux and Lafrenière, 2009). These 

disturbances have implications for infrastructure (Nelson et al., 2002), drive shifts in terrestrial and 

aquatic ecosystems (Lafrenière and Lamoureux, 2013) and release carbon preserved in frozen ground 

(Grosse et al., 2011). To understand the potential for future permafrost slope disturbance a better spatial 

understanding of where permafrost disturbances are likely to occur is needed.  

One method used to assess the probability of future disturbances is the development of 

susceptibility models. Whereas susceptibility modelling does not explicitly imply a time frame, because 

no assessment of the frequency of previous occurrences exist, the focus is placed on identifying 

disturbance-prone areas under the assumption that areas declared susceptible will have terrain conditions 

comparable to those in areas where disturbances have already occurred (JTCI, 2004). A site-specific 

statistically based susceptibility model of permafrost slope disturbances and map have recently been 

developed for one location in the Canadian High Arctic (Rudy et al., 2016). Using a generalized additive 

model (GAM) fitted to disturbed and undisturbed locations and relevant GIS-derived predictor variables, 

the model accurately delineated areas across the landscape that were susceptible to ALDs. Local 

susceptibility maps of permafrost disturbance provide a first step in hazard and risk assessment and are 

promising for land management and decision making in remote areas where detailed information on the 

occurrence of disturbance is unavailable. The applicability of such a model, developed in one 

context/locale and transferred to new locations, has the potential to improve our regional 
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geomorphological understanding of permafrost disturbance and more importantly aid in hazard 

assessment through decreased logistical costs.  

Transferability is the act of applying a model to datasets other than the one for which it was 

calibrated (Wenger et al., 2012). Transferability can be useful for identifying the types of relationships 

and patterns that exist between predictor and response variables; in other words, it can be used to 

distinguish whether terrain characteristics associated with disturbances are site-specific or if more general 

characteristics can be attributable to the initiation of disturbance. A restricted range of variability within 

terrain characteristics used to calibrate the model often limits successful model transferability. Whereas, a 

model built with predictor variables that cover the same or wider range of terrain conditions than those 

that are found at the new location is likely to give better predictions (Hjort et al., 2014). Hence, training 

sites were selected that covered the widest range of terrain variability. Another limitation is the use of 

predictor variables without a perceived mechanistic link to the response variable (Austin and Smith, 1989; 

Randin et al., 2006). Hence, the selection of relevant terrain attributes in susceptibility modelling that are 

transferable is important because they simplify potentially complex geomorphological processes while 

acting as surrogates for regional site characteristics.  

Factors that impact susceptibility to disturbance can be grouped into two categories: (1) intrinsic 

variables that contribute to disturbance susceptibility, such as slope angle, soil moisture, drainage 

patterns, solar radiation; and (2) extrinsic variables that trigger disturbances, such as increased thaw 

depths or large precipitation events (Wu and Sidle, 1995; Atkinson and Massari, 1998). Extrinsic 

variables, while important, are often difficult to estimate and may vary on short time scales. Intrinsic 

variables represent the properties that make an area inherently susceptible to failure and can be expected 

to change over a geomorphological time scale (Siddle et al., 1991). The spatial distribution of these 

intrinsic properties within a given region determines the relative disturbance susceptibility for that area 

(Carrara et al., 1995). 

In this study we adopted a statistical approach to assess the transferability of a regional 

susceptibility model with intrinsic predictor variables developed using two locations in the Canadian High 
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Arctic: the Sabine Peninsula, Melville Island, NU and the Fosheim Peninsula, Ellesmere Island, NU. To 

assess the transferability of this model, a third independent location, Cape Bounty, Melville Island, NU, 

was used for validation. We utilized two statistical techniques, a generalized linear model (GLM) and a 

generalized additive model (GAM) to answer three questions: (i) Are susceptibility models fitted with 

GLMs and GAMs transferable in space? (ii) What influence does sample size have on model calibration 

and model transferability? (iii) What are the main factors driving the initiation of permafrost disturbances 

in different landscapes?  

 

 Study Areas 4.2

Three study areas in this research extended from 75–80° North latitude (Figure 4.1). Two 

locations, Cape Bounty (~75°N) and the Sabine Peninsula (~77°N) (hereafter referred to as the Sabine) 

are located on Melville Island, NU, whereas the third is located on the Fosheim Peninsula (~80°N) 

(hereafter referred to as the Fosheim), Ellesmere Island, NU. These locations were selected to calibrate 

and validate the regional model because they are part of the same broad geological and physiographic 

region in the Canadian High Arctic (Figure 4.1).  

 

4.2.1 Sabine Peninsula 

The Sabine is characterized by nearshore clastic sandstone, mudstone, and shale bedrock 

associated with the Mesozoic Sverdrup Basin. The area has been extensively modified by Quaternary 

glaciation resulting in complex surface materials composed of exposed bedrock draped with glacial and 

marine sediments (Hodgson et al., 1984). Mean annual air temperature (MAAT) recorded at a temporary 

station (Onset, U23 logger, 1.5 m above ground, ±0.2°C) was -16.6°C for 2011-12, which is consistent 

with temperatures in the region as reported from the more distant Resolute Airport (– 17 °C) 

(Environment Canada,  2015). The region is underlain by continuous permafrost with moderate to high 

ground ice content (20-30% or greater), commonly in the form of pore ice and segregated ice lenses 
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(Stangl et al., 1982). Active layer depths reach ~ 0.5 – 1 m by late summer (Collingwood et al., 2014). 

Vegetation density and community assemblages vary substantially across the landscape, typically in 

relation to differences in soil moisture, soil chemistry, and microclimate (Edlund and Alt, 1989). 

 

4.2.2 Fosheim Peninsula 

The Fosheim is a lowland, intermontane region characterized by rolling topography surrounded 

by glacierized mountains. The area is underlain by poorly consolidated sandstone and subordinate shale 

and coal of the Tertiary Eureka Sound Group (Hodgson et al., 1991). MAAT in this region is -19.7°C 

(measured at Eureka Weather Station). Continuous permafrost in the area is approximately 500 m thick 

with an active layer typically between 0.5 and 0.9 m (Kokelj and Lewkowicz, 1999). Ground ice deposits 

below the Holocene marine limit are abundant in the area and frequently occur as massive ice bodies 

(Pollard and Bell, 1998). The region represents a polar desert yet exhibits some of the highest vegetation 

diversity in the Canadian High Arctic because the mountains rising more than 500 m a.s.l. shield the 

region from cold Arctic air (Edlund et al. 1989).  

 

4.2.3 Cape Bounty 

Cape Bounty is characterized by rolling topography of low to medium relief with elevation up to 

125 m a.s.l. Bedrock in this region is composed of Paleozoic near shore marine sandstone and siltstone 

units (Hodgson et al., 1984). Glacial and early Holocene marine sediments drape the region and result in a 

landscape characterized by incised low elevation plateaus, gentle hills and large areas of exposed, 

fractured bedrock (Hodgson et al., 1984). The region is underlain by continuous permafrost and forms an 

active layer that is 0.5–1 m deep by late summer (Rudy et al., 2013). Vegetation is stunted, rarely 

exceeding a few centimetres in height. Greater vegetation biomass is found in sedge and heath 

communities, whereas polar desert areas can be completely barren (Gregory, 2011). 
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Figure 4.1 Study sites are denoted by stars. Climate data were acquired from the weather stations denoted 

by the black circles. Inset of Canada outlines the region of interest 

 

 Types and Characteristics of Permafrost Disturbances 4.3

ALDs are slope failures restricted to the thawed active layer that typically occur on ice-rich 

unconsolidated sediments (French, 2007) (Figure 4.2A, 4.3A). High pore-water pressures from the melt of 

ice-rich sediment reduce the effective shear strength at the base of the active layer and cause the material 

to detach and move downslope over the failure surface (Lewkowicz, 2007). ALDs are initiated from an 

event that permits rapid thawing of an ice-rich zone at the base of the active layer or within the top of the 

permafrost. In continuous permafrost zones this typically results from prolonged periods of high summer 

temperatures and rainfall. ALDs are characteristically shallow and may develop on steep and gentle 
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slopes in many types of materials ranging from low and medium plasticity silts and/or clays (Lewkowicz 

and Harris, 2005) to coarse-grained tills (McRoberts and Morgenstern, 1974). In some cases ALDs can 

expose massive ground ice which leads to increased ablation and the potential formation of a RTS (Niu et 

al., 2014). 

RTSs are often associated with massive ice bodies and form from continued ablation of the ice 

body promoting backwasting of ice-rich headwalls and lead to arcuate shaped scars on the landscape 

(Burn and Lewkowicz, 1990; Lantuit and Pollard, 2008) (Figure 4.2B, 4.3B). RTSs are most common in 

ice-rich glaciogenic deposits of fine-grained clays and clay rich tills (Lantz and Kokelj, 2008). They are 

initiated through a variety of mechanisms that expose massive ice including, but not limited to, erosion by 

fluvial processes or shoreline wave action (Lantuit and Pollard, 2008), thermally driven subsidence along 

lakeshores (Kokelj et al., 2009), or mass wasting triggered by deep active layer thaw or increased 

precipitation (Lacelle et al., 2010). Unlike ALDs which often stabilize within hours of initiation, RTSs 

will remain active and retreat headward provided that massive ground ice continues to be exposed in the 

headwall (Lacelle et al., 2010). 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Examples of an active layer detachment from Sabine (A) and retrogressive thaw slump from 

Fosheim (B). 
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Figure 4.3 Plan and profile schematics for an A) ALD and B) RTS. Black dots represent digitized 

initiation zones. 

 

 Methods 4.4

4.4.1 Training Site Selection 

Local terrain characteristics were examined for each location to ensure that the selected training 

sites covered the greatest predictor variable range. The ability of a model to transfer successfully will be 

dependent on the range of terrain characteristics used to build the model. The maximum and minimum 

values of the predictor variables were compared and it was found that Sabine and Fosheim covered the 

widest range of terrain conditions and were ultimately used as training locations with Cape Bounty 

reserved as an independent test of transferability. 
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4.4.2 Satellite Data and DEM Derivation 

Digital elevation models (DEM) were derived for the three locations using high-resolution 

stereographic Worldview-2 satellite images (Table 4.1). Ground control points for DEM generation were 

collected at each location using a Trimble® Geo XT
TM

 GPS unit with an external antenna to collect 1000 

points per location, and later differentially corrected to achieve sub-meter accuracy. Geomatica software 

(PCI Geomatics, version 2013) was used to generate the DEMs at Cape Bounty and the Fosheim with 

vertical and horizontal resolutions of 1 m. The DEM for the Sabine was produced using a proprietary 

stereo image matching process (processed by PhotoSat, Vancouver, Canada) with the same vertical and 

horizontal resolution. To reduce processing time and to alleviate memory requirements, the 1 m DEM 

was aggregated to a spatial resolution of 2 m using a mean aggregation strategy in ArcGIS (ESRI, version 

10.2.2).  

 

Table 4.1 Details of high-resolution satellite imagery used for this study. 

Location 

Worldview-2 Pan 

Stereo images (0.5 m 

resolution) 

DEM created with Worldview-2 

stereo pair (2 m resolution) 

Date of 

acquisition 

Extent 

(km
2
) 

Fosheim 

Peninsula 
  

August 13, 

2013 
74 

Sabine 

Peninsula 
  July 16, 2011 240 

Cape Bounty   July 15, 2011 110 

 

4.4.3 Disturbance Inventories (Response Variable) 

To build a statistical model that relates the occurrence of disturbance to one or more predictor 

variables, it is first necessary to create an inventory of permafrost slope disturbances. Detailed inventories 

were produced for each location using a combination of field mapping during summer field campaigns in 

2011-13, and through visual inspection of the high spatial resolution Worldview-2 panchromatic data at 

each location. The panchromatic data were divided into ~2 km
2
 tiles and disturbances were mapped using 
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a criteria specific methodology that uses distinct morphologic and tonal characteristics including: a 

tone/contrast ratio; the presence of a head scarp, scar zone or toe; and shape to identify ALDs and RTSs 

(Rudy et al., 2016). Field mapped areas from each location were used to crosscheck the accuracy of the 

visual mapping procedure.    

 ALDs and RTSs are treated as a single disturbance class in this susceptibility model. Of the three 

locations, the Fosheim is the only site to have a large number of RTSs (62 out of 100 disturbances), 

whereas they are relatively uncommon at Cape Bounty and the Sabine with a total of two mapped RTSs. 

Historical mapping (1990-1992, 2005-06) of disturbances at the Fosheim near Hot Weather Creek, 

predominantly reported the presence of ALDs (Lewkowicz, 1990, 1992; Lewkowicz and Harris, 2005). 

Recent field mapping of disturbances (Cassidy et al., 2015) identified them as predominately RTSs, and 

indicated that post-2006 a transition occurred from ALDs to RTSs in this region. This implies that terrain 

characteristics responsible for the original initiation of disturbance would be those associated with ALDs.  

As our aim is to predict the probability of the initiation of disturbances, it is only relevant to 

select an area from the initiation zone immediately below the headscarp. Initiation points were digitized 

immediately below the headscarp (Figure 4.2) and a 78 m
2 

buffer was added to capture a representative 

initiation area. The buffer size was selected to ensure that for the smallest disturbances only the initiation 

zone was captured. The same buffer size was selected regardless of the size of disturbance to equally 

represent small and large disturbances. The total number of disturbances mapped at each location is as 

follows: 762 at Sabine, 100 at Fosheim and 146 at Cape Bounty. 

In addition to presence data (disturbances), absence data were collected to evaluate undisturbed 

areas within the model and equal numbers of randomized undisturbed sites were selected to match the 

number of disturbances at each location. Random points were produced in ArcGIS (Create Random 

Points Toolbox) with constraints for distance to a water source (>10 m away) and distance to a digitized 

initiation point in a disturbed sample (>20 m away). 
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4.4.4 Terrain Attributes for the Initiation of Disturbances (Predictor Variables) 

Predictor variables in statistical models are directly or indirectly related to the causes of 

disturbance in a given region and are important components of quantitative analyses because they 

simplify complex geomorphological relationships (Yilmaz, 2009; Goetz et al., 2011). Several terrain 

attributes were derived from the high resolution DEMs and represent proxies for geomorphic and 

hydrologic processes important for the initiation of disturbances. ArcGIS (ESRI, version 10.2.2) was used 

to calculate slope angle, distance to water, topographic position index (TPI, Jenness, 2006) and potential 

incoming solar radiation (PISR, Fu and Rich, 1999). Topographic wetness index (TWI, Beven and Kirby, 

1979) was calculated using Whitebox Geospatial Analysis Tools (v. 3.2.2, Lindsey, 2012). This 

combination of variables was found to be relevant for disturbance initiation in a site-specific susceptibility 

model developed for the Sabine (Rudy et al., 2016). 

Slope angle is considered an important factor in gravitational movements, and in permafrost 

regions these gravitational movements can occur on low gradient slopes (Niu et al., 2014; van Westen et 

al., 2008). Proximity to drainage provides an indicator of the potential for gully or bank erosion, which 

may contribute to landscape destabilization and the initiation of disturbance (Dai et al., 2001). PISR 

represents differences in the intensity of solar radiation, which can contribute to variations in 

microclimate; i.e., affecting local energy balance, patterns of snowmelt and soil moisture (van Westen et 

al., 2008; Regmi et al., 2010). Total PISR was derived using the Solar Analyst program in ArcMap and 

calculated for the snow-free period which is estimated to be July 15 – September 15 for each location. 

Partitioning of insolation into direct-beam and diffuse radiation is calculated using the mean cloud cover 

factor of 0.75 for each location based on Nav Canada’s Graphic Area Forecast (Hudson et al., 2001). The 

variation in solar radiation across the terrain is a function of elevation, slope angle and aspect. In this 

context, it has been demonstrated that topographic shading may be an important variable related to 

disturbance initiation (Regmi et al., 2010). TPI provides insight into the local topography with respect to 

concavity and convexity potentially influencing the direction and amount of surface runoff or subsurface 

drainage reaching a site (Dai and Lee, 2002), whereas TWI serves as a proxy for soil moisture and 
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drainage (Beven and Kirkby, 1979). Elevations were extracted from the DEM to represent the gradient of 

surficial sediment associated with Holocene marine limit. The Holocene marine limit at each location was 

constrained by the DEM and is relevant as localities below marine limit are usually characterized by 

higher silt, clay and ground ice contents compared to areas above marine limit (Barnett et al., 1977; 

McLaren and Barnett, 1978; Bell, 1996). Bedrock geology has been found to be a valuable variable in 

local susceptibility models (Rudy et al., 2016) but its use in transferability models becomes increasingly 

complicated when attempting to apply a regional model to areas with different bedrock geologies. 

Correlations between the predictor variables were tested with the Spearman rank coefficient (ρSp) 

and variance inflation factors (VIF). Spearman’s coefficient is a measure of the statistical dependence 

between two variables and VIF is a measure of how much the variance of the estimated regression 

coefficient is inflated by correlation among the predictor variables in the model (Goetz et al., 2011, 

Heckmann et al., 2014).  

Terrain characteristics associated with mapped disturbances for all locations were examined to 

help explain processes driving the formation of disturbances at a regional scale. GLM and GAM 

univariate response curves were created to describe the relationship between the predictors and 

disturbance susceptibility on a site-by-site basis 

 

4.4.5 Generalized Linear and Generalized Additive Models 

Susceptibility modelling was completed using two statistical methods, GLM or logistic regression 

and GAM. GLMs form a multivariate regression relation between a response variable (disturbance) and 

several predictor variables (terrain attributes). The advantage of a GLM over simple linear regression is 

that the variables may be continuous, categorical or any combination of these two allowing for non-

linearity in the data. GLMs are based on an assumed relationship (called the link function) between the 

mean of the response variable and the linear combination of the predictor variables (Guisan et al., 2002).  
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A GAM is a semi-parametric extension of a GLM that combines the linear and nonlinear relation 

between response and predictor variables (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1990). Like a GLM, a GAM uses a link 

function to establish a relationship between the mean of the response variable and a “smoothed” function 

of the predictor variables (Guisan et al., 2002). The ability of GAMs to deal with highly non-linear 

relationships between the response and predictor variables has led to GAMs being referred to as data-

driven rather than model-driven (Guisan et al., 2002). The shape of the GAM response curve is not 

predefined which allows for modelling a closer fit to the data than GLMs, which are based on parametric 

(commonly polynomial) response curves (Lehmann et al., 2002). While GAMs may provide higher fits 

overall compared to GLMs, the potential for over-fitting may reduce its generality and hence 

transferability (Randin et al., 2006). In our application of these models the GLM was fit using a second-

order polynomial and the GAM was fitted using a spline smoother with four degrees of freedom allowing 

for the detection of complex non-linear response without a high risk of overfitting (Hastie and Tibshirani, 

1990). In this study, both types of models were developed and the transferability of each to the 

independent site was assessed. In both, the response variable is binary and represents the presence (1) or 

absence (0) of a disturbance. The resulting estimated probabilities of disturbance are based on intrinsic 

properties (predictor terrain attributes) and are termed disturbance susceptibility (Dai and Lee, 2001).  

The GLM and GAM were developed using the R-packages ‘MASS’ (Ripley et al., 2015) and 

‘gam’ (Hastie, 2013) respectively. Model selection was performed using the ‘dredge’ function of the R-

package ‘MuMIn’ (Barton, 2013) where both models were fitted through iterative evaluations of modified 

combinations of the variables in the global model and ranked based on the Akaike Information Criterion 

(AIC). AIC is used to compare multiple competing models and to estimate which one represents the most 

parsimonious model (Symonds and Moussalli, 2011). Models were ranked by AIC and we considered all 

ΔAIC values (the difference in AIC units from the highest-ranking model) ≤ 2 as possible models. ΔAIC 

was used to calculate the Akaike weight (wi), which has a value between 0 and 1 with the sum of Akaike 

weights of all models in the candidate set equaling 1 (Symonds and Moussalli, 2011).  
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Modelling was completed using a 1:1 ratio of presences (disturbances) to absences. Since we 

maintained a 1:1 sample set and did not alter our sampling ratio to be representative of the natural ratio of 

presence to absence, the predicted probabilities are interpreted as relative scores and not true probabilities. 

 

4.4.6 Sample Size and Model Robustness 

Sample size was explored during model development to evaluate sample numbers necessary to 

achieve a reliable and reproducible susceptibility model. Systematic assessments of sample size (i.e., the 

number of presence and absence observations used in the modelling) have been explored in a number of 

ecological and geomorphological settings (Guisan et al., 2007; Hjort and Marmion, 2008; Heckmann et 

al., 2014). Often it is the sample size associated with absence data that is manipulated while the maximum 

amount of presence data is retained (Wright and Gallant, 2007; Heckmann et al., 2014). With satellite 

imagery, collecting absence data is relatively straightforward as these areas make up the majority of the 

landscape whereas collecting presence data is much more resource and time intensive. Collecting 

presence data further involves fieldwork to map the phenomena directly or the application of various 

image interpretation techniques that are able to detect and identify these features at high spatial 

resolutions. For this reason we were most interested in the minimum number of disturbances needed to 

build a robust transferable model. However, to maintain the 1:1 ratio of disturbances present and absent, 

equal sample sizes were maintained.  

In general, for model transferability a trade-off exists between sample size and predictive 

capability.  When sample size is very small, subsamples randomly selected from the full range of data, 

while providing an unbiased estimate of the overall relationship in the full dataset, may not reflect the 

spatial heterogeneity of the landscape (Wenger and Olden, 2012). Additionally, datasets with small 

sample sizes often result in large standard errors and confidence intervals (Heckmann et al., 2014). It is 

hypothesized that the variability between replicate models with small sample sizes will be large 

(Heckmann et al., 2014). The opposite may also pose a problem as very large datasets may result in over-
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fitting and spatial autocorrelation, decreasing the generality of the model and limiting its transferability 

(Chatfield, 1995; Wenger and Olden, 2012). Spatial autocorrelation results from samples being collected 

too close to one another as terrain attributes will have similar values in a close neighbourhood (Heckmann 

et al., 2014).  

Models were developed using subsets randomly selected from the complete calibration dataset 

(i.e., 70% of Sabine and Fosheim disturbed and undisturbed samples) (Table 4.2). The models were then 

evaluated using independent validation datasets from each site (i.e., the remaining 30% of samples from 

Sabine and Fosheim) and with a spatially independent evaluation data set from Cape Bounty (Figure 4.4). 

Sample size was assessed by altering the size of the calibration datasets whereas the evaluation datasets 

remained fixed at 30% of the largest sized dataset. Models were built with different overall sample sizes 

where the ratio of disturbances present to absent remained 1:1. The ratio between disturbances from each 

calibration location was maintained for all sample sizes with the exception that no model could have a 

location with the disturbance sample size being less than 20 samples (Table 4.2). Each model was then 

calibrated five times using randomly selected subsamples to assess the variability associated with the 

different sample sizes.  
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Table 4.2 Total sample sizes and the proportion of Sabine and Fosheim samples associated with each 

calibration dataset. Validation datasets include 30% of the total samples from the Sabine (n=762) and 

Fosheim (n=100) and 100% of the samples from Cape Bounty (n=146). Equal numbers of disturbed and 

undisturbed samples were used in model calibration. 

Total Sample Size 

(Disturbed + 

Undisturbed) 

Calibration Dataset 

(Disturbed and Undisturbed, 

each) 

Validation Dataset  

(Disturbed and Undisturbed, 

each) 

Sabine Fosheim Sabine Fosheim 

Cape 

Bounty 

200 80 20 229 30 146 

300 130 20 229 30 146 

400 177 23 229 30 146 

600 266 34 229 30 146 

700 310 40 229 30 146 

800 350 50 229 30 146 

1000 443 57 229 30 146 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Schematic illustrating the selection of samples for the calibration and validation datasets for 

the Sabine and Fosheim in addition to the independent validation site, Cape Bounty. 

 

4.4.7 Model Performance 

For each sample size, model performance was first verified by calculating the in-sample model 

performance at Sabine and Fosheim by using the models (GLM, GAM) to predict the calibration data 

used for fitting. Secondly, the models were used to predict the withheld validation data. Third, the 

transferability of each model was assessed by applying them to the independent location, Cape Bounty. 
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For each form of validation, model performance was evaluated using the receiver operating curve (ROC) 

and sensitivity at a fixed specificity of 90% (Goetz et al., 2011).  

The area under the receiver operating curve (AUROC) is a commonly used measure of model 

performance for the comparison of two-class classifiers as it summarizes the performance across all 

possible decision thresholds (Guisan and Zimmermann, 2000; Manel et al., 2001; Wenger and Olden, 

2012). All possible true positive rates (TPR; sensitivity) are plotted against the corresponding false 

positive rates (FPR; 1-specificity) for every possible cut-off value, and hence, AUROC is independent of 

the spatial density of disturbance (Fawcett, 2006; Goetz et al., 2011). AUROC was computed using the R 

package ‘PresenceAbsence’ (Freeman, 2015) and is a threshold-independent measure of discrimination 

ranging from 0 – 1. An AUROC of 0.5 or less indicates no discrimination between classes and an 

AUROC of 1 represents perfect discrimination (Brenning, 2005).  

 In an accurate susceptibility model, the areas delineated with high and very high susceptibility 

should be relatively small to reflect the low density of disturbance and to limit land use restrictions. In 

other words, an accurate model should be able to detect permafrost disturbance without classifying large 

areas as “unsafe”. This understanding has been implemented as a performance metric in a number of 

landslide susceptibility models where the sensitivity of each model is evaluated at a high specificity level 

of 90% (Goetz et al., 2011, Petschko et al., 2014, Goetz et al., 2015). 

 

4.4.8 Susceptibility Maps of Permafrost Disturbances 

The R packages “raster” (Hijmans et al., 2015) and “rgdal” (Bivand et al., 2014) were used to 

interpolate and extrapolate the models to each landscape producing probability maps. These probability 

maps were classified into susceptibility maps of permafrost disturbances using the 50, 75, 90, and 95 

percentiles to represent areas that have a “Very Low” (less than 50); “Low” (50 – 75); “Moderate” (75-

90);  “High” (90-95); and “Very High” (>95) susceptibility to future permafrost slope disturbance, similar 

to Goetz et al. (2015) and Rudy et al. (2016). 
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4.4.9 Transferability Assessment 

To achieve model transferability at an independent site, the transferred model must include 

predictors that cover the same or wider range of terrain characteristics as the test site (Randin et al., 

2006). We assessed the transferability of the model by examining how the regional model compared to a 

single site model developed for Cape Bounty. The single site model was developed using the same 

predictor variables as the regional model and was built using 70% of the calibration samples from Cape 

Bounty with 30% reserved for validation. 

 

 

 Results and Discussion 4.5

4.5.1 Exploratory data analysis 

Slope, PISR and elevation were included in both models (GLM and GAM) for all sample sizes in 

all 70 models (seven different samples sizes with five iterations for both the GLM and GAM).  TWI 

ranked fourth and was included in 64 of the 70 models. As sample size increased, fewer predictor 

variables were necessary to generate the best models (lowest AIC). This finding is consistent with 

previous work addressing sample size and landscape susceptibility (Hjort and Marmion, 2008; Heckmann 

et al., 2014).  

Relative importance of variables was evaluated based on the decrease in explained variance from 

the full models (GAM (38%) and GLM (34%)). For the GAM and GLM, the full model minus slope had 

the largest decrease in explained deviance (29% and 21% respectively). The removal of PISR in the GAM 

model lowered the explained deviance to 30% followed by elevation (32%), TWI (34%) and distance to 

water and TPI (36%). In the GLM model the second most important variable was elevation. Its removal 

lowered the explained variance to 26%. PISR and TWI decreased the explained deviance to 29% and 

32%, respectively, followed by distance to water (33%) and TPI (34%). Ultimately, slope, PISR, 

elevation and TWI were used as predictor variables in the GLM and GAM models because they 

consistently resulted in the model with the lowest AIC.  
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The shape of the response curve is representative of the statistical relationship between the 

geomorphic process (initiation of permafrost disturbances) and the predictor variable (terrain attribute) 

and is useful for studying the connection between geomorphic theory and field observations (Hjort and 

Luoto, 2011). Comparison between the shapes of the univariate response curves at both calibration 

locations yielded similar observations and were physically meaningful (Figure 4.5). The shape of 

response curves may vary depending on the geographical characteristics of the area under consideration. 

This is notable when considering elevation. Because of different glacial histories at each location, 

Holocene marine limits vary, thereby affecting the relationship between elevation and disturbance 

presence/absence. The GAM is fitted to the data using non-parametric smoothers and as such, follows the 

data more closely whereas the GLM follows the same shape albeit often more generally. The final model 

variables; i.e., slope, PISR, elevation and TWI, show clear relationships between the response variable 

and the predictor variable. In particular, the relationship of slope and PISR to disturbance is very similar 

for both locations (Fosheim and Sabine). The curve indicates the presence of a threshold or point at which 

the response of the system changes, which is a typical feature of a non-linear response (Hjort and Luoto, 

2011).   

Correlations between predictor variables were examined with the Spearman rank coefficient 

(ρSp) and variance inflation factors (VIF). For models at all sample sizes, slope angle was moderately 

correlated with TWI and PISR (-0.45 ≤ ρSp ≥ -0.56) and elevation and PISR were moderately correlated 

(-0.53 ≤ ρSp ≥ -0.6).  All predictor variables in the models had VIFs below 2.5. These correlations and 

VIFs indicate that the predictor variables selected are not inter-dependent and are acceptable for use in the 

model (Neter et al., 1996).  
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Figure 4.5 Univariate probability response curves for: (A) the Sabine (n = 886); and (B) Fosheim 

(n=114). Response curves were used to examine the relationship between permafrost disturbance and 

predictor variables.  GLM (black line) and GAM (red line) were fit to the predictor variable with 0.95 

confidence intervals (grey bands). 
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4.5.2 Model Performance 

The GLM and GAM models with the best predictive performance resulted from a sample size of 

1000 (500 presence / 500 absence). Overall performance results were very similar for the GLM and GAM 

with AUROC values of 0.86 and 0.88, respectively.  The GAM had marginal improvements over the 

GLM with a sensitivity and specificity of 78% and 81% compared to 78% and 79% for the GLM. 

Predicted fits from the GLM and GAM were compared using the Wilcoxon rank sum test and the 

differences between the two were not found to be significant (p > 0.05). The GLM and GAM were able to 

predict the occurrence of disturbance initiation while correctly classifying stable areas well, and had 

sensitivity rates of 61% and 65%, respectively, when specificity was held constant at 90%. These results 

are comparable to studies of landslide susceptibility that use GAM and GLM models (Goetz et al., 2011, 

2015).  

Performance metrics for models produced with the smaller sample size datasets were similar to 

the models produced with the 1000 sample dataset albeit much less consistent. The 1000 sample dataset 

resulted in the greatest consistency between the five model iterations and was used to produce the 

susceptibility maps (Table 4.4).  

 

4.5.3 Susceptibility Maps of Permafrost Disturbances 

Both models were applied to the Sabine, the Fosheim and Cape Bounty to produce susceptibility 

maps of permafrost slope disturbances (Figure 4.6). Whereas subtle differences occur between the 

susceptibility maps produced with the GLM versus the GAM, patterns of susceptibility are similar for 

each. At all three locations, areas of high susceptibility generally occur below marine limit along water 

features and on low to moderate slopes in areas with lower PISR. Areas of low susceptibility are located 

on plateaus and interfluves, are distant from water and receive greater solar radiation inputs. 
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Figure 4.6 Susceptibility maps of permafrost disturbances produced from the GLM model. Disturbance 

susceptibility is reported in percentiles. 
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4.5.4 Validation of Susceptibility Maps of Permafrost Disturbances 

The GLM and GAM were validated at the two calibration locations and at the independent site 

using withheld datasets. The GAM and GLM validated well at both calibration locations (Sabine and 

Fosheim) with AUROC values between 0.80 – 0.97 for the GAM and 0.79 – 0.95 for the GLM (Table 

4.3). Disturbed and undisturbed samples at Cape Bounty were withheld from the model building and were 

used as independent validation to assess the transferability of the model to new locations. Again, both 

models performed well at Cape Bounty with AUROC values of 0.76. Whereas the models performed well 

at Cape Bounty with respect to the ability to accurately identify disturbed locations (true positives), they 

performed poorly when identifying undisturbed locations (true negatives). 

Table 4.3 Mean validation metrics for the calibration sites, Sabine and Fosheim Peninsula's (GAM, 

GLM, five iterations) and Cape Bounty (GAM, GLM, five iterations). Sabine and Fosheim were validated 

using an independent dataset (30% of full dataset) and Cape Bounty represented all data.   

 Calibration Sites Independent Site 

Sabine 

GAM / GLM 

Fosheim 

GAM / GLM 

Cape Bounty 

GAM / GLM 

AUROC  0.80 / 0.79 0.97 / 0.95 0.76 / 0.76 

True Positive Rate (%) 73 / 72 90 / 84 94 / 83 

True Negative Rate (%) 73 / 71 86 / 86 44 / 55 

# Of Samples 450 62 293 

 

 

4.5.5 The Influence of Sample Size on Model Performance and Transferability 

Whereas the predictive power of statistical models is thought to generally improve with the 

addition of information, “plateaus” commonly exist where new data adds little to improve model 

performance (Heckmann et al., 2014) or may even reduce the accuracy of the model because of over-

fitting (Stockwell, 1997; Stockwell and Peterson, 2002). The opposite is also true; smaller datasets may 

not cover the full variability of the landscape, thereby decreasing the transferability to a new location with 

different terrain (Hjort et al., 2014). Because gathering observations is often costly and challenging, 
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providing guidance to researchers concerning the sampling effort is very useful, especially in remote 

areas (Etzelmüller et al., 2006).  

AUROC values for the GLM and GAM for different sample sizes range between 0.85 – 0.88 and 

0.87 – 0.90, respectively. Wilcoxon signed-rank sum tests were applied to corresponding GAMs and 

GLMs and results did not indicate any statistically significant differences (p < 0.001) in the pairwise 

model comparisons. Whereas the performance metrics do not vary substantially for the models of 

different samples sizes, standard deviation associated with each metric does (Table 4.4). Models with 

larger samples sizes (700-1000) have less variability in the predictive accuracy between iterations and a 

more stable set of predictor variables. 

As this study is concerned with the transferability of the model, the performance of the produced 

models was assessed using the independent validation data for Cape Bounty. For each model, the 

variability associated with the TPR and the TNR decreased with increasing sample size.  The predictions 

associated with the smallest sample sizes (n=200, 300, 400, 600, k=5) had the greatest variability with 

respect to the TPR, TNR and AUROC.  At a sample size of 700 the variability associated with TPR, TNR 

and AUROC decreases sharply and further decreases to the maximum sample size of 1000 (Figure 4.7). 

Models built with larger sample sizes produced more consistent predictive values than models built with 

sample sizes less than 700. This relationship holds for GLMs and GAMs. Interestingly, variability does 

not seem to stabilize for either the GLM or GAM and indicates that a larger sample size may result in an 

even more robust model. 
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Table 4.4 Calibration metrics for GLM and GAM, produced with the Sabine and Fosheim datasets: mean 

(standard deviation). 

Model and 

Sample Size 

AUC (%) Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity (%) at 

90% specificity  

GLM-200 84.8 (0.1) 78.4 (4.0) 77.4 (7.1) 62 (10.4) 

GLM-300 88 (0.0) 78.4 (2.7) 82.2 (1.6) 64.8 (3.3) 

GLM-400 86 (0.01) 76.8 (2.2) 81 (1.1) 60.4 (3.4) 

GLM-600 86.4 (0.01) 76.8 (1.5) 80 (1.7) 60 (2.7) 

GLM-700 86.4 (0.0) 78 (1.2) 79.8 (1.1) 60.8 (3.8) 

GLM-800 85.8 (0.0) 77.4 (1.3) 79.6 (1.1) 59.8 (4.1) 

GLM-1000 86 (0.0) 77.8 (0.8) 79.4 (0.5) 61.2 (2.7) 

GAM-200 86.8 (0.07) 82 (3.8) 79.2 (8.9) 64.8 (12.6) 

GAM-300 90.6 (0.02) 80.2 (2.6) 83.8 (0.8) 71 (2.5) 

GAM-400 88 (0.0) 78.8 (1.9) 81.6 (1.3) 67.2 (4.5) 

GAM-600 87.8 (0.0) 78.4 (1.9) 81 (1.0) 64.2 (4.5) 

GAM-700 87.2 (0.0) 78.4 (1.1) 81 (1.9) 62.6 (6.1) 

GAM-800 88 (0.0) 78 (2.0) 81.4 (1.7) 66.4 (3.4) 

GAM-1000 87.6 (0.0) 78 (0.7) 81 (0.1) 64.6 (1.1) 

 

 

Figure 4.7 Performance metrics associated with sample size for the independent test site, Cape Bounty. 

True negative rates for the GLM and GAM are denoted by the dashed lines on graph A. Note the y-axis 

on graph B, only values between 0.71 – 0.77 are reported. Error bars indicate the variability within each 

sample size. 
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4.5.6 Performance of Transferred Regional versus Single Site Models 

The transferred GAM-1000 and GLM-1000 models both had AUROCs of 0.76 (Figure 4.7B) 

with the difference between the models being how each identified disturbed and undisturbed samples. The 

GAM appears to provide a higher fit indicated by its high TPR but at the cost of a decreased TNR (Figure 

4.7A). In contrast, the transferred GLM more systematically identified disturbed and undisturbed samples 

as indicated by its higher TNR and acceptable TPR (Figure 4.7A). This leads us to conclude that the GLM 

is more generalizable and shows an increased transferability potential in these geographic settings. 

We examined the possible limitations of the transferred GLM by assessing how the transferred 

regional model compared to a single-site model developed for Cape Bounty. The regional model will be 

most sensitive to the range of disturbances for which it was parameterized. Regional effects such as 

topography (e.g., north-south vs. east-west oriented valleys), drainage pattern, bedrock outcrops, glacial 

history and changes in latitude (hence PISR) could also affect transferability (Fielding and Haworth, 

1995). 

The single site GLM was developed for Cape Bounty using the same predictor variables as the 

regional model. The model performed well with an AUROC of 0.88 (Table 4.5). The single site model 

consistently identified disturbed and undisturbed samples as shown through the high sensitivity and 

specificity rates of 86% and 77%, respectively. These metrics are not dissimilar from the regional model 

applied at Cape Bounty where the model validated with an AUROC of 0.76 and a sensitivity and 

specificity of 83% and 55% (Table 4.5). The key difference with the regional model is the very low 

specificity rate at Cape Bounty. This low value indicates the model is over-estimating areas of high to 

very high susceptibility throughout the landscape. 
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Table 4.5 Evaluation metrics of Single Site and Regional GLM models for Cape Bounty. 

 
Cape Bounty  

Single Site 

Cape Bounty  

Regional 

Sensitivity (TPR) 86% 83% 

Specificity (TNR) 77% 55% 

AUROC 0.88 0.76 

 

 

A comparison between the two models was used to examine where the regional model over- and 

under-estimated the susceptibility of permafrost slope disturbances (Figure 4.8). Notably, the range of 

slopes in the calibration areas does not cover the entire range of slopes found at Cape Bounty. Slopes are 

as steep as 68° at Cape Bounty versus maximum slopes of 45° and 36° at Sabine and Fosheim, 

respectively. The steep slopes at Cape Bounty are predominantly associated with bedrock exposure, a 

land cover that is not present at the calibration sites (Sabine and Fosheim). The combination of steep 

slopes and bedrock results in these areas having low PISR and as a result are substantially over-predicted 

at Cape Bounty by the regional model (Figure 4.8 inset); a direct result of the limited range of slopes in 

the calibration data. The elevation at Cape Bounty is bimodal with peaks at ~10 and 50 m a.s.l. (Figure 

4.9). Neither the Sabine nor Fosheim have elevations as low as those found at Cape Bounty, which is 

evident in the transferred model by the coastal region being slightly over-predicted (Figure 4.8).  

This comparison between single-site and regional models illustrates the importance of terrain 

variability at the calibration sites because transferability is most sensitive to the terrain characteristics of 

the locations where the model was developed. Although calibration sites were selected to account for the 

widest range of terrain conditions for as many predictor variables as possible, this is an example that 

highlights the importance of individual predictor variables. A spatial subsampling strategy may prove 

useful to ensure similar characteristics of the predictor variables in both the calibration and validation 

datasets. Another improvement may be to mask very steep slopes that are not typically susceptible to 

slope disturbances in permafrost prior to modelling (Petschko et al., 2014).  
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Figure 4.8 Comparison of the regional and single-site GLM models at Cape Bounty. Areas where the 

regional model over or under predicts the susceptibility to slope disturbance are indicated. Inset figure 

depicts the location of mapped bedrock exposures (yellow) that are associated with steep slopes and high 

to very high susceptibility zones in the regional disturbance GLM model. 

 

4.5.7 Terrain Attributes Controlling the Location of Disturbance Susceptibility 

The consistent relation between disturbance, spatial occurrence and terrain variables that emerge 

from the models also provides insight into geomorphic controls over disturbance. Through the use of a 

regional model developed and applied to three study locations, we can begin to distinguish between local 

and regional controls influencing the initiation of permafrost slope disturbance.  
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For the three locations, the majority of disturbances were found on slopes between 4 and 15° 

(Figure 4.9). This range of slopes represents 18% of the total landscape (total area of the three locations) 

and characterizes the intermediate area.  In general, the majority of each individual landscape is 

represented by low to moderate slopes with steeper slopes being more common at Cape Bounty (most of 

which are associated with bedrock outcrops). The occurrence of permafrost slope disturbances at low to 

intermediate slope angles is common throughout the literature (Leibman, 1995; French, 2007; Lamoureux 

and Lafrenière, 2009; Niu et al., 2014; Lacelle et al., 2015) and in accordance with what we see in this 

study. In the response curve for disturbance initiation to changes in slope, we found a maximum 

contribution of slope angles at approximately 10° at Sabine and 17° at Fosheim, whereas steeper slopes 

led to a decrease in disturbance susceptibility (Figure 4.6). This occurs because of a number of factors, 

one being that as slopes steepen the soil cover commonly thins and reduces the probability of disturbance 

(Vorpahl et al., 2012). Furthermore, conventional slope analysis does not fully explain how low angle 

slope failures occur without a modification to include excess pore-water pressures generated at the thaw 

front (McRoberts and Morgenstern, 1973). This process is amplified on longer shallow slopes where the 

potential to remove water is decreased and leads to an overall increase in pore-water pressures 

(McRoberts and Morgenstern, 1974; Leibman et al., 2014). The initiation of disturbances results when 

pore-water pressures are exceeded, ultimately decreasing the shear strength of the material and slope 

failure occurs. 
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Figure 4.9 Terrain attribute distributions for the three study locations (density plots) compared to the 

distribution of disturbances (box plots). Estimated Holocene marine limits are illustrated on the elevation 

plot. Comparisons between the location and distribution of disturbances and their fit within the entire 

landscape can be made. 
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Disturbances were also found in areas with lower PISR. A direct comparison cannot be made 

between the three study locations as they are found at different latitudes (Cape Bounty - 74°, Sabine - 76°, 

Fosheim - 80°) and have inherently different solar profiles. For each location median PISR values for 

disturbances at each site are lower than the corresponding landscape median value (Table 4.6). This 

relation was originally observed at the Sabine where a single-site model was created to assess ALD 

susceptibility (Rudy et al., 2016). Interestingly, this same pattern is seen at Cape Bounty and Fosheim, 

both of which are at different latitudes. PISR represents a proxy for a number of surface processes that are 

relevant for the initiation of disturbances and while it may not be a direct variable, the importance of 

PISR as a variable in this transferability model, as well as the single-site Sabine model, is clear. The 

effect of PISR may result in varying active layer depths in areas with increased and decreased incoming 

solar radiation (Carey and Woo, 1999). Areas with low PISR are commonly associated with north-facing 

slopes and have shallower active layers that increase the likelihood of ground ice being closer to the 

surface and hence more accessible to thaw. In contrast, south-facing slopes or slopes with increased PISR 

commonly have deeper annual active layer thaw, and less near-surface ground ice (Shur et al., 2005; 

Leibman et al., 2014). Saturated conditions at the onset of freeze-back contribute to ice aggradation and 

ensure that excess pore-water pressures can develop upon thaw during the following summer (McRoberts 

and Morgenstern, 1974). Persistent snow pack on north slopes may also buffer the active layer from 

thawing annually, increasing the potential for ice aggradation (Young et al., 1997). These surface 

processes are likely only two of any number of surface processes for which PISR serves as a proxy, but 

strong empirical evidence exists that suggests PISR is closely related to the initiation of disturbances 

through observations at three independent locations; warranting further process-based research.  

Elevation is used as a proxy for marine limit in this study. Over 90% of the disturbances at each 

site occur below the local marine limit (Figure 4.9). Marine clays are frost susceptible and prone to shear 

failure because of low liquid limits and the potential to be ice-rich (Kokelj and Burn, 2005). Fine-grained 

sediments promote the upward movement of water during soil freezing and leads to the development of 

segregated ice lenses (Kokelj and Burn, 2005). As a result, in near-surface permafrost, ice content will 
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increase with increasingly fine-grained sediment deposits, such as marine clays. The clear relationship we 

found between elevation and marine limit proves that this variable is useful for a wider application and 

can be used more readily in transferability models of permafrost slope disturbance susceptibility. 

Disturbances commonly occurred in areas with TWI values between 4 and 6 whereas values 

across the landscape range from 0 to 15. Wetter areas are often expressed as water tracks and channels on 

the surface, implying more persistent water removal via surface flow. In contrast, soil water is more 

ephemeral in low TWI locations, such as interfluves and plateaus. TWI values for disturbances and the 

landscape within a single location and amongst all three locations are similar (Table 4.6). 

 

Table 4.6 Descriptive statistics of the predictor variables associated with mapped disturbances for each 

study location 

 

 

 Conclusions 4.6

Overall, the regional GLM performed well at each location and accurately identified disturbed 

and undisturbed samples. For the locations where the model was calibrated, it performed more 

consistently, while at Cape Bounty, the independent validation site, it accurately identified disturbances 

but overestimated high susceptibility areas decreasing the TNR (or identification of undisturbed samples). 

The GAM, being a data-driven model and less generalizable than the GLM, overestimated an even greater 

portion of high susceptibility areas further reducing the TNR. An overestimation of the high to very high 

 

 
Sabine 

Median (SD) 

Fosheim 

Median (SD) 

Cape Bounty 

Median (SD) 

 Disturbance Landscape Disturbance Landscape Disturbance Landscape 

Slope (°) 5 (3.4) 1.4 (2.6) 11 (7.5) 3.7 (3) 7 (4.8) 2.3 (3) 

PISR (MJ/m
2
) 1246 (26) 1267 (135) 1020 (40) 1042 (149) 1218 (4.4) 1238 (247) 

Elevation (m) 31 (22) 61 (35) 113 (12.6) 126 (39) 55 (22) 68 (39) 

Wetness Index 6 (1.1) 6 (2.3) 5 (0.9) 5.9 (2) 6 (1.5) 6.5 (3.8) 
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susceptibility zones occurs at Cape Bounty because of bedrock exposures. The increased variability at 

Cape Bounty was more pronounced because of the model being transferred to a landscape that exhibited 

terrain characteristics outside the range of conditions upon which the model was calibrated. Whereas the 

model performed well, without expert knowledge of the area we would not have been able to determine 

where the model was over-estimating susceptibility.  

The impact of sample size of the dataset showed that the largest sample size (1000) produced the 

most robust model for the GAM and GLM. As expected, sample size played a key role for capturing the 

widest range of terrain characteristics, critical when transferring models to other areas and achieving 

consistent results. Our results suggest that we may not have reached the optimal sample size for model 

calibration as maximum AUROC did not reach an asymptotic maximum value although we believe we 

are approaching it; unfortunately our assessment was limited to the size of the permafrost disturbance 

inventory.  

There are a number of factors that may influence transferability in addition to applying the model 

to a region with terrain characteristics outside the range upon which the model was built. Predictor-

response relationships that have a sound geomorphological basis and direct causal linkages are likely to 

be more transferable that those based on indirect relationships of pure correlation (Austin, 2002; Sundblad 

et al., 2009). While a number of indirect variables were used in this model to serve as proxies for surface 

processes, the relevance of these variables was established by the identification of regional patterns 

associated with permafrost slope disturbance initiation at all locations.  Slope angles associated with 

disturbances at each location are consistently higher than the general landscape and are found on slopes 

that range between 4 and 15°. At each location median PISR values for disturbances are lower than the 

median value for the landscape. This relationship between PISR and disturbance, albeit an indirect one, 

reflects the interconnectedness of a changing radiation balance and its influence on snowmelt and active 

layer dynamics.  Proxy variables such as PISR are often necessary to reduce the complexity of a surface 

process and must also represent a variable that is easily transferable in space. The use of elevation as a 

proxy for marine limit is a simple yet robust means of representing frost susceptibility of marine clays.  
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Transferable susceptibility models are an effective means of assessing permafrost slope 

disturbance susceptibility for large regions of the Arctic with similar terrain conditions.  This first-order 

assessment of landscape susceptibility is promising for designing land-management strategies for remote, 

often difficult to reach permafrost areas. Additionally, geomorphic patterns associated with permafrost 

disturbance that emerged from this study add to our overall understanding of the processes that control the 

initiation of slope disturbances. 
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 Chapter 5

Seasonal and multi-year surface displacements measured by DInSAR in a High Arctic 

permafrost environment 

 

Abstract 

Arctic landscapes undergo seasonal changes as the active layer thaws and freezes. Warming 

temperatures in many Arctic regions are altering this cycle as thickening active layers result in localized 

or irregular subsidence leading to the formation of thermokarst terrain and changes in surface hydrology. 

Differential Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (DInSAR) is a technique capable of measuring 

ground surface displacements resulting from thawing permafrost at centimetre precision and is quickly 

gaining acceptance as a means of measuring ground displacement in permafrost regions. Using 

RADARSAT-2 stacked DInSAR data from 2013 and 2015 we determined the magnitude and patterns of 

land surface change in a continuous permafrost environment. For a study site in the Canadian High 

Arctic, DInSAR displacements were consistent with field observations of permafrost degradation, 

geomorphological processes and meteorological conditions. For example, areas of subsidence were 

observed in areas subject to thermokarst in the scars of recent active layer detachments (slope failures). 

As expected, many DInSAR values are close to the margin of error (i.e., 1 cm) and therefore do not 

indicate significant change; however, DInSAR seasonal ground displacement patterns aligned well with 

climatological and soil conditions and offer geomorphological insight into subsurface processes in 

permafrost environments. While our dataset is limited to two years of data representing a three year time 

period, the displacements derived from DInSAR provide insight into permafrost change in a High Arctic 

environment and demonstrate great potential as an innovative method for assessing environmental change 

in remote permafrost regions. 

Keywords: SAR, Differential interferometry, Permafrost degradation, active layer dynamics, 

Displacement, High Arctic 
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 Introduction 5.1

Arctic landscapes are in a period of transition as warming temperatures have led to thawing and 

degradation of permafrost terrain (Romanovsky et al., 2002; AMAP, 2011). Permafrost is ground that 

remains at, or below 0 °C, for two or more consecutive years and is overlain by an active layer that thaws 

and freezes seasonally (ACGR, 1988); i.e., freezing of soil water in the fall and melting of ice in the 

summer results in frost heave (upward displacement) and subsidence (downward displacement) 

respectively (Little et al., 2003). Gradual continuous subsidence is expected as the entire active layer 

settles due to top-down thawing as the summer season progresses. Localized or irregular subsidence 

occurs in areas with high ground ice content or where active layer thaw penetrates the uppermost 

permafrost leading to the formation of thermokarst terrain (Jorgenson, 2013). In areas where drainage is 

poor, thawing of ice can increase pore-water pressures reducing the load-bearing capacity of the ground to 

the point of soil failure and the initiation of mass-movements such as active layer detachments (ALD) and 

retrogressive thaw slumps (RTS) (Wolfe et al., 2014).  

While permafrost is a subsurface thermal phenomenon, changes in the state of the permafrost are 

ultimately manifested at the ground surface, and the magnitude of the surface subsidence or uplift is 

related to ground ice content (Short et al., 2011; Wolfe et al., 2014). Typical surface displacement is in 

the range of centimetres to decimetres over time periods of months or years (Fortier et al., 2011; 

Romanovsky et al., 2008). However, increasing permafrost degradation has been observed throughout the 

Arctic and includes ice wedge degradation, thermokarst ponding and mass movement (Liljedahl et al., 

2016; Rudy et al., 2016). Knowledge of the relative magnitude of displacement as well as temporal and 

spatial variability is valuable information for engineers and planners in order to reduce risk to 

infrastructure in northern communities and from related natural hazards.  

The purpose of this study is to determine the magnitude and pattern of land surface change in a 

continuous permafrost environment using Differential Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar 

(DInSAR).  DInSAR is a well-established technique used to detect and measure subtle topographic 

changes on the Earth’s surface caused by a number of processes (Gabriel et al., 1989). DInSAR measures 
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the difference in phase between two or more SAR images of the same area acquired at different times. 

Phase shifts are converted into measurements of ground displacement and the time separation between the 

acquisitions can be used to determine the rate of displacement (Gabriel et al., 1989; Short et al., 2014). 

DInSAR has been mainly used to detect large-scale crustal deformations caused by earthquakes 

(Stramondo et al., 2007; Guzzetti et al., 2009), seismic and volcanic activity (Ge et al., 2008) as well as 

being used to monitor glacier velocity (Goldstein et al., 1993). Recent DInSAR studies in Arctic regions 

directed at determining permafrost change have produced some promising results. Liu et al. (2010) used 

DInSAR to detect permafrost degradation in the form of thermokarst in Alaska that resulted from road 

construction, while Short et al. (2014) detected degradation features at the Iqaluit airport on Baffin Island, 

Nunavut; features later validated with near surface geophysics that detected the frozen or unfrozen state 

of the ground and ground-based thaw tube measurements. In another example from a discontinuous 

permafrost zone (i.e., Yellowknife, Northwest Territories), surface displacements measured by DInSAR 

were related to surficial geology and land development in the city (Wolfe et al., 2014). 

Many DInSAR studies in permafrost regions have focused on significant ground subsidence due 

to natural or artificial disturbances (Liu et al., 2014; Short et al., 2014; Wolfe et al., 2014; Iwahana et al., 

2016). In contrast, this study was conducted in the High Arctic where permafrost temperatures are cold 

and subsidence patterns and their magnitude are poorly understood. Additionally, spatial variations in 

displacement associated with active layer thickness can potentially be attributed to different landscape 

types reflecting the influence of vegetation, soil material, microtopography and soil moisture. Hence, the 

objectives of this study were: a) to determine the utility of DInSAR in the High Arctic where 

displacements are likely to be smaller than those observed in previous literature for more southern sites; 

and b) to interpret seasonal and multi-year changes in terms of known climatic, soil and terrain data.  
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 Study Area 5.2

This research was conducted at the Cape Bounty Arctic Watershed Observatory (CBAWO), 

located on southern Melville Island, NU (75°55’ N, 109°35’ W) (Figure 5.1).  This long-term field site 

has been used for targeted investigations of vegetation and ground ice properties since 2003. Detailed 

meteorological and soil data collected at the CBAWO were used for interpreting DInSAR subsidence 

results.  

The CBAWO is underlain by cold continuous permafrost (<-10 °C) (Bonnaventure et al. 2016) 

which forms an active layer that is 0.5-1.0 m deep by the end of the short thaw period (June-August) 

(Rudy et al., 2013). Mean annual air temperature recorded at the CBAWO meteorological station is -

13.8°C (2003-16) and there is limited annual precipitation (<150 mm). Bedrock is composed of folded 

upper Devonian sandstone and siltstone of the Weatherall, Hecla Bay and Beverly Inlet Formations 

(Harrison, 1995). Glacial and unconsolidated early Holocene marine sediments drape the region and 

result in a landscape characterized by incised low elevation plateaus, gentle hills, and limited areas of 

exposed fractured bedrock and felsenmeer. The climate is defined as polar semi-desert and vegetation is 

composed mainly of patchy low tundra over cryosol soils with a thin organic horizon (<10 cm) 

(Lamoureux et al., 2014). 

The active layer begins to form in early June and reaches its maximum thaw depth of 0.5 – 1 m 

by late July and begins to refreeze by late August or early September (Lewis et al., 2012). Ice content 

within the active layer and uppermost permafrost has been documented for a number of locations 

throughout the CBAWO using frozen cores collected between 2012 and 2016. Pore ice is more commonly 

found in the upper active layer with discontinuous ice lenses becoming more abundant at the maximum 

thaw depth (Lamhonwah et al., submitted). Ice-rich sediment and sediment-rich ice including massive ice 

has been observed in the uppermost permafrost (~ 0.8 m – 2 m) (Unpublished data and Lamhonwah et al., 

submitted). While ground ice content is variable, limited coring has shown that higher ground ice content 

is associated with fine-grained sediments found below the marine limit estimated to be ~ 75 m a.s.l 

(Nixon et al., 2014). 
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Figure 5.1 Study site located in southern Melville Island in Nunavut. Background is a 2015 WorldView-3 

image collected on August 12 (0.4 m resolution). 

 

 Data and Methods 5.3

5.3.1 RADARSAT-2 Data 

RADARSAT-2 data pairs were used for the DInSAR analysis (Table 5.1). RADARSAT-2 is a C-

band (5.6 cm) SAR satellite launched in December 2007, has a repeat orbit of 24 days and offers a wide 

variety of acquisition modes. All SAR pairs were acquired in the Single Look Complex (SLC) format and 
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Ultrafine mode with ~3 m spatial resolution and HH polarization. SAR acquisitions were planned and 

acquired during the thaw season, i.e., June to September, to help reduce loss of coherence during spring 

melt (due to patchy wet snow) and capture maximum thaw depths. A number of pairs were of poor 

quality and unacceptable to use as a result of wet snow in June 2013 and 2014. Acquisition schedule 

conflicts with other users also resulted in a number of acquisitions being unavoidably missed.  

 

Table 5.1 RADARSAT-2 pairs – ascending path (right looking, beam mode Ultra-Fine 4, acquisition 

time 00:15 UTC (16:15 local time), HH polarization, mid-incidence angle 33°, approximate resolution 4 

m). 

DInSAR pair 

yyyymmdd_yyyymmdd 

Beam mode and 

incidence angle 

Time separation 

(days) 

Perpendicular 

baseline (m) 

20130716_20130809 U4, 33° 24 20.51 

20130809_20130902 U4, 33° 24 -167.44 

20130716_20130902 U4, 33° 48 -146.93 

20150730_20150823 U4, 33° 24 -240.45 

20150823_20150916 U4, 33° 24 32.00 

20150730_20150916 U4, 33° 48 -208.45 

 

5.3.2 Elevation Data 

A high-resolution digital elevation model (DEM) is necessary to remove phase shifts related to 

topography in DInSAR processing. WorldView-2 stereographic images (0.5 m resolution) were acquired 

on July 15, 2011 and used to create the DEM. Ground control points consisting of white tarps and corner 

reflectors were collected throughout the acquisition area using a Trimble® Geo XT
TM

 GPS unit with an 

external antenna that were later differentially corrected to achieve sub-meter accuracy. Geomatica 

software (PCI Geomatics, version 2013) was used to generate the DEM with a vertical and horizontal 

resolution of 1 m. All SAR images were cropped to the extent of the DEM. 
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5.3.3 Climate Data 

Extensive research and fieldwork at the CBAWO has resulted in a dataset that was used to assist 

with interpretation of the DInSAR displacement measurements. Air temperature and precipitation data 

were collected from Westmet meteorological station (Figure 5.1) to examine seasonal trends from 2013 to 

2015. Air temperature and precipitation records were collected using a shielded Onset UA_003 logger (± 

0.1 °C) and a Davis Industrial tipping bucket (0.2 mm tip) gauge at 1.5 m above the ground. Thawing 

degree days (TDD) were calculated to give an indication of the magnitude of summer active layer thaw. 

The thawing index is a calculation of the cumulative number of TDD, i.e., days with daily average 

temperatures above 0°C for the thaw period (at this location, June – September) (ACGR, 1988). 

Increasing active layer thickness can be attributed to an increase in TDD.  

 

5.3.4 Vegetation and soil data 

A vegetation classification produced using a high resolution IKONOS satellite image (4 m pixel 

resolution), collected in 2010 (Gregory, 2011) was used to map the four main vegetation types at the 

CBAWO including: bare surface, polar semi-desert, mesic tundra and wet sedge (Figure 5.2). Vegetation 

cover is heterogeneous and is primarily controlled by soil moisture, with vegetation type changing along a 

moisture gradient (Atkinson and Treitz, 2012). The bare surface and polar semi-desert types are 

considered dry ecosystems and are located on well drained uplands and consist of patchy mosses and 

lichen. The mesic tundra type is an intermediate moisture ecosystem characterized by a greater density of 

plants including grasses, mosses and dwarf shrubs.  Wet sedge is a wet ecosystem found in low-lying 

areas along rivers or downslope from permanent snow banks, often with standing water, and dominated 

by dense sedges, graminoids and mosses (Gregory, 2011; Atkinson and Treitz, 2012). 
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Figure 5.2 Vegetation classification created using high-resolution 2010 IKONOS satellite imagery 

(Gregory, 2011). Note: the vegetation classification does not cover the full extent of the SAR imagery. 

 

Soil moisture and temperature stations have been established at the CBAWO throughout different 

vegetation types (Figure 5.1). To match RADARSAT-2 penetration depths (~5 cm in dry conditions 

(Nolan and Fatland, 2003) volumetric water content (VWC) and temperature measurements were selected 

from the same depths. Soil moisture and soil composition influence penetration, i.e., a rocky soil will 

permit penetration in the same way as smooth dry sand (Nolan and Fatland, 2003). All stations used 

Decagon
TM

 5TE soil moisture, temperature and electrical conductivity sensors. The six stations are 

representative of the following vegetation types: wet sedge (MX), mesic tundra (LG, UG1), mesic 

tundra/wet sedge (UG2), mesic tundra/polar semi-desert (PT), and polar semi-desert/bare surface (UPT).  
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5.3.5 DInSAR Processing 

D-InSAR processing was carried out using GAMMA processing software version 20160627 

(Werner et al., 2000) (Figure 5.3).  A master SAR image was selected from July 16, 2013 that was free of 

snow and all other SAR images were co-registered to 1/10
th
 of a pixel to the master scene using the 

geocoded DEM. Following co-registration, interferograms were generated using range spectrum filtering 

and common band filtering in the azimuth direction. This step removes decorrelation associated with 

spectral shifts induced by slight differences in incidence angles between the master and slave images from 

a baseline and changes in antenna direction (Gatelli et al., 1994). Original SAR pixel spacing was 1.3 m 

in range and 2 m in azimuth and 2 x 2 multi-looking was applied to reduce phase noise and resulted in 

interferograms with 4.8 x 4.0 m ground range pixels. For each interferogram, coherence was estimated 

with a window size of 7 x 7 pixels. The degree to which radar echoes are correlated is expressed through 

the measure of coherence which ranges from 0-1, with 1 being completely correlated (Touzi et al., 1999). 

The dominant form of decorrelation is temporal and results from changes to surface scattering properties 

between SAR acquisitions such as vegetation change or growth and changing soil moisture properties (i.e. 

snowmelt of wet snowfall) (Wang and Li, 1999; Short et al., 2014). 

The high-resolution 1 m DEM was resampled to a pixel size of 4 m to match the interferograms 

and was used to remove the topographic phase and create differential interferograms.  Adaptive filtering 

with a window size of 32 by 32 pixels was applied to smooth the differential phase (Goldstein & Werner, 

1998) and phase unwrapping was carried out using the Minimum Cost Flow algorithm (Costantini, 1998; 

Werner et al., 2002). A stable phase reference point (exposed bedrock, green star in Figure 5.1, UTM 12N 

541577 8313180) was selected and all phase unwrapping proceeded from this point, and as such, all 

displacement measurements are relative to this point.  

For the stacking approach, all high quality interferograms within the dataset were used (Table 

5.1). Intra-annual stacks were produced for 2013 and 2015 using each year’s interferograms and an inter-

annual stack was produced using all interferograms from both years. Interferograms with widespread 

coherence loss or blotchy phase patterns indicative of atmospheric interference were removed from 
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processing. A small interpolation window (4 pixel radius) was used to fill holes due to coherence loss (< 

0.4 coherence) in the unwrapped interferograms prior to stacking. The stacked summer rate of 

displacement in radians is calculated for each pixel according to:  

𝑆𝑃𝑅 = 𝑆𝐷 ×
∑ ∆𝑗𝜑𝑗

𝑁
𝑗=1

∑ ∆𝑡𝑗
2𝑁

𝑗=1

         (1) 

where: 

SPR is summer phase rate (radians per summer) 

SD is summer duration (days) 

N is the number of differential interferograms in the stack 

Δt is the time separation (days) 

φ is the unwrapped differential phase (radians) 

 

The summer phase rate was then converted from SAR line-of-sight to vertical displacement using Eq. (2) 

where displacement is presented as movement towards (positive - uplift) or away from (negative - 

subsidence) the satellite look direction 

𝑑𝑣 =
𝜑(𝜆 4𝜋⁄ )

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
          (2) 

where:   

dv is vertical displacement (cm) 

φ is the unwrapped differential phase (radians) 

λ is the SAR wavelength (5.6 cm for RADARSAT-2) 

θ is the SAR incidence angle (33° for Ultra Fine mode 4) 

 

Displacement errors could not be assessed using a robust statistical analysis due to the limited 

number of image pairs collected. Because of this we can only make a general estimate of the error. We 

delineated six small polygons (mean area of 5980 m
2
) within areas that were assumed to be relatively 

stable (dominantly bedrock or felsenmeer). While this method does not capture the spatial variability in 

error due to terrain types and terrain coherence levels it provides us with a general estimate of the error 

(noise) in the displacement results.  

Final DInSAR displacement maps were geocoded to a 4 m horizontal resolution using the co-

registered DEM and imported to ArcGIS version 10.2. In ArcGIS, displacements were statistically 

analyzed using control polygons, terrain features, and a vegetation classification. 
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Figure 5.3 Flow chart of DInSAR data processing sequence. SLC – Single Look Complex, SAR – 

Synthetic Aperture Radar, DEM – Digital Elevation Model. 
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5.3.6 Vegetation and displacement 

Displacement measurements were extracted for each vegetation type from the 2013 and 2015 

stacks to examine possible differences. Due to the large dataset, smaller subsets of the datasets were 

required to statistically test the differences. Ten subsets of 500 randomly selected samples were extracted 

to form a representative sample for each vegetation type. The mean, minimum and maximum values for 

each subset were examined to ensure that the subsets were representative of the larger dataset. The 

differences between the displacement measurements for each vegetation type and the 2013 and 2015 

stacks were tested using the Wilcoxon signed rank test. 

 

 Results 5.4

5.4.1 Stacked DInSAR displacement maps 

Surface displacements were derived using stacked RADARSAT-2 InSAR pairs for 48 days from 

July to September 2013 and 2015 (Figure 5.4). A 2013-2015 displacement stack was also derived using a 

total of 6 pairs (3 each from 2013 and 2015) covering a period of 792 days (Figure 5.4). All displacement 

is relative to a reference point that is assumed to be stable and negative values indicate downward 

movement of the ground (i.e., subsidence). The reference point used is a bedrock outcrop denoted by the 

black star in all images (Figure 5.4). Mean movement in the control polygons was 0.3 cm with a standard 

deviation of 0.7 cm. We established a margin of error of ± 1 cm (by rounding up) and consider 

displacement within this range as insignificant and stable. Data from 2014 is not represented due to 

acquisition conflicts and wet snow in early June rendering the image data unusable.  
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Figure 5.4 Vertical ground displacement derived from stacked RADARSAT-2 DInSAR data. Top two 

images represent 2013 (July 16 – Sept 2) and 2015 (July 16 – Sept 16) stacks. Bottom image is an inter-

seasonal stack of 2013 and 2015 representing displacement from 2013-2015. Black stars indicate phase 

unwrapping reference location. WorldView-3 image (August 2015) shows through as grey where there is 

no DInSAR data due to coherence loss. 
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In the 2013 and 2015 stacks, portraying seasonal displacement, the general pattern of 

displacement is comparable. This seasonal displacement pattern is caused mainly by thaw settlement in 

the active layer during the thaw season. Surface subsidence occurs as ice in the active layer melts and 

drains, resulting in a volume decrease and soil consolidation. When the ground begins to re-freeze, the 

transformation of water to ice leads to frost heave and surface uplift. While the general pattern of 

displacement is similar for each yearly stack, the magnitude of displacement differs (Figure 5.5). In 2013 

there were approximately equal amounts of subsidence and uplift throughout the summer season whereas 

in 2015, there was more subsidence and less uplift. The average amount of subsidence (< -1 cm) and 

uplift (> 1 cm) between 2013 and 2015 was 2 cm and 1.7 cm respectively.  In areas that showed strong 

subsidence (< -3 cm) or uplift (> 3 cm) the average values were -3.5 cm and 3.3 cm respectively. In 

general, upland areas often remain stable or show uplift as opposed to lowland and coastal areas that 

typically exhibit subsidence.  

DInSAR measurements from 2013 and 2015 were compared for each vegetation type.  Mesic 

tundra and wet sedge exhibited significant differences (p < 0.05 and p < 0.001, respectively) whereas no 

significant change was observed for bare surface or polar semi-desert classes (p > 0.05) (Figure 5.6). 
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Figure 5.5 Histograms of displacement for the 2013 and 2015 intra-annual and inter-annual stacks. 

Negative values indicate subsidence, positive values indicate uplift.  Colour coding corresponds to 

displacement classes used in Figure 5.4. 

 

 

Figure 5.6 Histograms of displacement for each vegetation type, 2013 displacement measurements are in 

black and 2015 displacement measurements are in red. 
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5.4.2 Meteorological and Soil Conditions 

The summer of 2013 was cool and wet with a mean summer air temperature (June – September) 

of 0.1°C and 46.2 mm of rainfall and the summer of 2014 was also cool but relatively dry with a mean 

summer air temperature of -0.1°C and precipitation of 17.2 mm. Summer temperatures were warmer in 

2015 with a mean summer air temperature of 1.9 °C and 37 mm of rainfall. The duration of the thaw 

period varied year to year with 2013 having the shortest thaw period and 2015 the longest (Figure 5.7). 

The extent of the thaw period and the magnitude of daily air temperatures are evident in the cumulative 

TDD for each summer period. A warmer and longer summer in 2015 resulted in a larger cumulative thaw 

index, whereas the thawing indexes in 2013 and 2014 were more typical of a summer at CBAWO and 

elsewhere in the Canadian High Arctic (Figure 5.7).  

 

Figure 5.7 Cumulative thawing degree days (TDD) for 2013 to 2015. The extent of the thaw period 

(temperatures > 0 °C) for each year is denoted by the inversed triangles. 

 
In 2013 soil temperatures (at 5 cm depth) for all stations rose above 0°C around mid-June and 

started to freeze in mid-August (Figure 5.8). The date that soil temperatures exceed 0°C in 2014 is more 

variable and ranges from early to late June, whereas the start of freeze up for all stations is consistent and 

begins in early September (Figure 5.8). In 2015, soils begin to thaw from early to mid-June and all 
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stations begin to freeze in early September. Soil moisture varies throughout the season but in general 

stations located in mesic tundra and wet sedge meadows such as MX, LG, UG1, and UG2 had higher 

VWC (Figure 5.1, Table 5.2). The two stations found in polar semi-desert and bare surface classes (PT, 

UPT) consistently had lower VWC (Figure 5.1, Table 5.2).  

 

Table 5.2 Volumetric water content (VWC, m3/m3 as a percent) and temperature (°C) measurements at 

the approximate time of image acquisition (00:15h). 

Location 20130716 20130809 20130902 20150730 20150823 20150916 

VWC Temp. VWC Temp. VWC Temp. VWC Temp. VWC Temp. VWC Temp. 

UG1 27 2.3 31 4.5 20 0.01 28 5.3 34 1.9 17 -1.4 

UG2 26 3.0 27 5.7 17 0.03 26 7.3 29 2.2 15 -1.3 

LG 37 2.3 34 4.5 21 0.1 26 6.4 34 2.1 17 -0.7 

UPT 23 3.8 23 5.8 18 -0.5 21 8.4 22 1.7 16 -1.9 

PT 28 2.5 26 8.5 20 0.0 23 8.7 24 1.7 16 -1.2 

MX N/A N/A 53 2.3 25 0.2 60 4.7 60 1.80 14 0.1 

 

 
The depth of active layer thaw and the timing of precipitation events will influence VWC. 

Precipitation that occurs early in the season when the active layer is still relatively shallow will result in 

greater overland flow versus infiltration when the active layer is thicker. The mean soil temperature at 

various depths within the active layer was calculated using all of the soil stations and was compared to 

summer precipitation (Figure 5.9). In 2013 the active layer reached a depth of 40 cm in mid-July and did 

not progress further than 65 cm in depth. In contrast, in 2015 the active layer reached a depth of 40 cm by 

early July and thickened to 65 cm by late July.  Precipitation events in both years are marked by sharp 

rises in soil temperature indicating at least partial infiltration into the active layer.  
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Figure 5.8 Soil temperature and volumetric water content measurements at 5 cm depth from six stations 

situated throughout the CBAWO. SAR image acquisition dates are labeled at the top of the 2013 and 

2015 temperature and VWC graphs.  VWC data are removed from periods where temperature for the 

corresponding depth was <0°C.  Refer to Figure 5.1 for site locations. 
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Figure 5.9 Combined average soil temperatures from all stations with corresponding precipitation. 

 

 Discussion 5.5

5.5.1 Geomorphological implications 

The DInSAR displacement patterns offer geomorphological insights into subsurface processes in 

permafrost environments. At local scales (hundreds of metres to a few kilometres), ground displacement 

is controlled by local factors such as surface vegetation, soil material, water/ice content of the active 

layer, active layer thickness, hydrological settings and geomorphological processes (Liu et al., 2010). 
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Additionally, there is temporal variability associated with each local factor attributed to meteorological 

variability. These factors help explain the non-systematic spatial variability that is evident in the 

DInSAR-observed displacements.  

We selected three areas of interest to interpret local patterns of DInSAR displacement with field 

and soil instrument observations from 2013-2015. Two of the selected locations are within disturbed 

material from recent active layer detachments (ALDs). In July 2007, a number of ALDs formed 

throughout the area near the end of an atypically warm and wet summer season (Lamoureux and 

Lafrenière, 2009). During the formation of ALDs, active layer materials are removed from the scar zone, 

move downslope and ultimately come to rest as folded belts of soil and vegetation in what is referred to as 

the toe zone (Figure 5.10, Panel 1 inset). Post-2007, the majority of the ALDs stabilized with the 

exception of localized areas of thermokarst within the scar zones and limited headscarp movement that 

ceased in 2011 (Unpublished data). Hence, the scar zones exhibit uneven settlement and pond formation 

that is captured by the DInSAR measurements as subsidence (Figure 5.10, Panels 1 and 2). In contrast to 

subsidence within the scar zone there is measurable uplift in the toe zone. The accumulated sediment in 

the toe zone leads to an establishment of a new seasonal thaw depth as the base of the initial active layer 

is incorporated into the permafrost.  This process of active layer formation is accompanied by the 

accumulation of aggradational ice which is captured by the DInSAR as uplift. In the case of the absence 

of toe formation on the slope (Figure 5.10, Panel 2) there is a lack of land surface change detected by 

DInSAR, suggesting that the perturbation of the underlying permafrost is localized.  The juxtaposition of 

the degrading scar zone and the uplifting toe zone is clearly captured in the DInSAR displacement map 

(Figure 5.10, Panel 1). Additionally, because revegetation in ALD scars is slow there is often increased 

surface runoff and erosion leading to continued surface subsidence (Figure 5.10, Panel 2) (Kokelj and 

Lewkowicz, 1998; Lamoureux et al., 2014).  

Subsidence in recent ALD scar zones is expected as the active layer thickens, adjusting to the 

removal of up to 1 m of surface material and the establishment of a new active layer in the former upper 

permafrost. However, there was also measurable subsidence in a relic ALD (pre-1950) that shows 
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minimal visual indication of displacement in the field (Figure 5.10, Panel 3). Ground penetrating radar 

transects across the relic ALD supports this observation; there is a noticeable change in the subsurface 

materials and depth to ice across its extent and parallel to the headwall (Unpublished data). Additionally, 

a permafrost core collected in August 2015 revealed in excess of 2 m of ice immediately below the active 

layer (Unpublished data).  Hence, the proximity of massive ice at the base of the active layer appears to 

make this landscape unit susceptible to ongoing subsidence decades after the initial disturbance occurred. 

 

 

Figure 5.10 DInSAR displacement maps for three areas of interest. Black polygons represent the 

perimeter of ALDs mapped (prior to DInSAR analysis) using a handheld GPS. Soil stations are indicated 

by the black circles and the yellow circles indicate that location of where adjacent photographs were taken 

with the arrow pointing in the direction of the image. 
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In areas with good constraint, our DInSAR measurements are consistent with field observations 

of permafrost degradation and the available geomorphic context. Outside of our primary field study area, 

only general characterizations of the surface can be made. For example, there are two locations in the 

study area that show consistent and substantial subsidence (Figure 5.11, Panels 1 and 2). The first area 

represents an interconnecting set of channels comprised of a combination of coarse-grained deltaic 

materials and colluvium (Figure 5.11, Panel 1). While there are no field measurements for this area a 

large residual snow patch and outflow from the upstream lake likely result in this area being saturated 

during spring melt in late June and July. As the summer progresses and the channels become more 

defined, drying of adjacent areas may lead to an increase in the radar penetration depth and possibly 

overestimation of subsidence. However, a decrease in water table later in the season could possibly cause 

a real surface subsidence due to soil consolidation (Liu et al., 2010). Without field data it is difficult to 

fully constrain the mechanism responsible for subsidence in this area. The second area, in the northwest 

portion of the study area (Figure 5.11, Panel 2), exhibits displacement patterns that appear to be related to 

the surficial landforms. These patterns match slope patterns, particularly the occurrence of soil stripe 

systems that are directed downslope, and appear to be undergoing seasonal subsidence (Figure 5.12). 

More detailed field work needs to be completed to validate DInSAR subsidence results for these areas. 

A time series of high resolution (0.4 - 0.5 m) WorldView-2 and WorldView-3 satellite data 

acquired in 2012, 2014, 2015 and 2016 were useful for interpreting possible change associated with 

thermokarst, specifically polygon degradation. From a visual inspection of the satellite imagery there has 

been minimal expansion of the polygon troughs as identified through a modest expansion of ponds. This 

subtle change is captured by the 2013-2015 DInSAR measurements, with minor amounts of subsidence 

observed in the troughs (Figure 5.11, Panel 3).  While this area appears to be relatively stable, continued 

warming may advance ice wedge degradation promoting trough expansion and increasing subsidence in 

the troughs. This polygonal degradation succession has been observed in other locations throughout the 

Low and High Arctic that experienced extreme summer warmth and/or winter precipitation (Liljedahl et 

al., 2016). 
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Figure 5.11 DInSAR displacement results for three locations outside our primary study area. Images on 

the right are from the WorldView-3 image collected in August 2015 (resolution 0.4 m). 
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Figure 5.12 An example of soil stripes (marked by arrows) in the northwest corner of study area (Figure 

5.9, panel 2) (Photo: S.F. Lamoureux). 

 

Results from this DInSAR study of permafrost landscape change are difficult to compare to other 

Arctic studies as the rate of thaw settlement is related to a number of factors including active layer 

thickness, soil density and porosity, water content, changes in climatic conditions and changes in surface 

conditions including roughness, vegetation and snow cover (Liu et al., 2010).  However, when DInSAR 

displacements from this study are compared with displacements observed for other natural landscapes in 

the Arctic, results are broadly similar. At Herschel Island, YK, average displacements for the summer of 

2009 were on the order of ± 2 cm with coastal bluffs exhibiting subsidence of up to 11 cm (Short et al., 

2011). A study on the North Slope of Alaska measuring surface deformation with InSAR also had 

moderate movement with seasonal variations in subsidence of 1 – 4 cm (Liu et al., 2010). Our DInSAR 

results are consistent with displacements measured in other relatively stable environments and fit within 

the context of our geomorphological observations from the field.  
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5.5.2 Hydroclimatic factors 

The most notable difference between soil temperatures among the three years is the duration of 

the freeze up period and the presence and duration of a zero-curtain effect (French, 2007). The zero-

curtain effect is the period of time when soil temperatures remain at ~ 0°C as a result of the release of 

latent heat during phase change of liquid water to ice. Latent heat released at the freezing front offsets 

heat loss to the atmosphere. Temperatures will remain constant as long as sufficient latent heat is released 

to satisfy the thermal gradient and thermal conductivity of the soil (French, 2007). Ice formation within 

the active layer will decrease with a diminished water supply as less latent heat is released allowing the 

soils to cool and the freezing front to advance downwards. The length of the frost curtain period can 

provide an indication of the water content in the active layer and approximate the amount of ice formed. 

At our study site, soil temperatures remained at ~0°C for 14 days in 2013, five days in 2014 and 3 days in 

2015. Greater moisture availability in 2013 promoted increased ice accumulation within the active layer 

compared to 2014 and 2015 when soil moisture was limited (Figures 5.8 & 5.9).  

Inter-annual climatic variability also appears to be a primary factor that accounts for changes in 

the relative magnitude of displacement. As noted above, climatic conditions in 2013 were ideal for ice 

formation within the active layer. There were fewer TDDs due to cool summer temperatures as well as 

greater precipitation. The majority of the precipitation (29 mm) fell in July when the active layer would 

have been well developed reducing overland flow (Figure 5.9). Additionally, the soil temperature records 

for all stations indicate a long period of ice formation in the active layer during the autumn. This, in 

combination with a shallower thaw depth, could account for the greater upward displacement measured in 

2013, especially during the early freeze period between approximately Aug 20 and Sept 2, and an overall 

net accumulation of ice within the active layer. While we don’t have DInSAR data from 2014 the climatic 

conditions will affect how we interpret the 2013-2015 stack. The cool 2014 summer temperatures and low 

thaw index suggests that active layer depths were comparatively shallow. This in combination with 

minimal summer precipitation and a short observed zero-curtain period makes it unlikely that conditions 

were suitable for substantial surface changes due to subsidence or autumn heave, and more likely that the 
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general landscape remained relatively stable.  In contrast to 2013 and 2014, 2015 had a higher mean 

annual summer temperature and greater cumulative TDD resulting in a large thaw index and greater 

active layer thickness. The short zero-curtain period in 2015 indicates reduced ice formation accounting 

for less autumn uplift and an overall net removal of ice from the active layer during the 2013-2015 period 

in many locations. 

Our image acquisitions do not capture the entire thaw season as we begin our stack analysis in 

July when the active layer is partially developed and subsidence may have already occurred. 

Consequently it is possible that the measured uplift in 2013 may not fully represent an overall net 

seasonal increase of ice in the active layer. However, from the permafrost cores (Lamhonwah et al., 

submitted) we know that visible ice content in the upper portion of the active layer is relatively minimal 

and during freeze up, the majority of ice is formed below 40 cm depth. Active layer temperatures 

collected at 40 cm (Figure 5.9) show that the active layer does not thaw to this depth until mid-July. 

Hence, we consider the potential for subsidence due to ice loss prior to mid-July to be minimal and our 

seasonal uplift measurements should be relatively unaffected. The DInSAR results, in combination with 

soil moisture and temperature data, support the conclusion that DInSAR monitoring is useful for 

measuring seasonal ice aggradation and degradation, thereby helping to target more detailed geophysical 

investigations. 

 

5.5.3 Influence of vegetation on displacement 

 Vegetation type reflects local hydrologic conditions in the Arctic (Atkinson and Treitz, 2012), as 

well as other soil properties such as texture and active layer thickness. For example, thick soil organic 

matter increases the water holding capacity of the soil, thereby impacting the hydrological properties 

(Walker et al., 2003). Consequently, thick organic soil horizons decrease active layer thicknesses and 

decrease the depth to which water is able to drain due to the presence of permafrost (Kane, 1997, Young 

et al., 1997). Wet sedge meadows often exhibit waterlogging from large quantities of organic material. 
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This is reflected by shallow active layer depth measurements of ~ 30 – 40 cm collected in a wet sedge 

meadow (MX soil station). Thicker active layers (> 40 cm) are commonly associated with well-drained 

mineral soil units such as polar semi-desert or bare surface vegetation classes (Shiklomanov et al., 2010). 

The distribution of Arctic vegetation is largely controlled by soil moisture, particularly at local 

scales. This has implications for interpreting DInSAR displacements as soil moisture affects the 

penetration of the radar wave into the ground (Edlund, 1994; Nolan and Fatland, 2003; Short et al., 2014). 

A radar wave will penetrate into dry ground up to ~ 5 cm; if soil moisture is high the signal may be 

returned by the wet/dry interface, i.e., water table. Therefore, displacement could actually represent the 

movement of the soil moisture front rather than real surface displacement (Nolan and Fatland, 2003). A 

model developed by Nolan and Fatland (2003) shows that in soils with VWC greater than 35%, the radar 

wave does not penetrate the ground, whereas soils with VWC of 11% or less could achieve penetration 

depths of greater than 1 cm.  

We compared DInSAR measurements from 2013 and 2015 for each vegetation class and only 

mesic tundra and wet sedge had any significant differences (Figure 5.7). Displacements in areas 

representative of bare surface material and polar semi-desert remained relatively consistent between 

years. This would be expected as both of these vegetation types are commonly found on well-drained 

uplands limiting ice accumulation and subsequent subsidence. This is confirmed with soil moisture data 

from UPT which is representative of a polar semi-desert/bare surface vegetation type. VWC is 

consistently low at this site throughout the thaw season and ranges between 21-23% for both years during 

the thaw period (Table 5.2). According to Nolan and Fatland, 2003, the change in penetration depth 

would be ~0.05 mm and negligible. This station also freezes earliest with temperatures dropping below 

zero before the last SAR acquisition in September of 2013 and 2015.  In both cases, VWC drops to ~15% 

which would increase the penetration depth from 2 to 5 mm, well within our estimate of DInSAR 

displacement error. There is a moderate shift in mesic tundra areas towards more displacement in 2015. 

While this can be explained by the increase in TDD in 2015, penetration depths were also examined. 

During the thaw period for both years, VWC trends were similar and measurements collected during the 
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acquisition times ranged from 36% immediately after thaw to 26% at the end of the thaw season (station 

LG). This corresponds to a shift in penetration depth from no penetration to ~ 1 mm of penetration, well 

within our error margin; hence we interpret observed DInSAR displacement here to be accurate. The last 

vegetation class, wet sedge, as illustrated by station MX represents complete saturation immediately upon 

thaw in June. The site remains saturated throughout the summer with VWC ranging between 53-60%. 

Hence, DInSAR measurements acquired during this period would likely represent the water table and 

possibly underestimate true ground subsidence.  

Results from a DInSAR study in Iqaluit found that ground displacement measured by DInSAR 

differed by ~8 cm in wet areas when compared to thaw tube measurements at the end of the summer 

(Short et al., 2014). Further, soil freeze up is slow in wet sedge because of the saturated conditions but 

VWC tends to drop rapidly. At the time of the September SAR acquisitions, VWC dropped to 23% in 

2013 and 17% in 2015. This rapid decrease in VWC would increase the penetration depth of the radar 

wave by 3 to 5 mm; thereby mimicking subsidence. While this is in the range of our estimated DInSAR 

error, our measurements only represent one station in the wet sedge community. It is possible that in 2015 

the rapid drop in soil moisture led to increased penetration depths and an overestimation of subsidence 

which may account for the shift towards increased subsidence compared to 2013. Although 

meteorological data supports an increase in subsidence due to greater TDDs, displacement in areas with 

saturated conditions should be interpreted carefully.  

Based on VWC measurements from polar semi-desert, bare surface and mesic sites we can 

assume that penetration depths are unlikely to introduce substantive error when interpreting DInSAR 

displacements. However, in areas with saturated conditions such as wet sedge meadows it is possible that 

our DInSAR measurements underestimate the actual seasonal thaw settlement of the active layer 

throughout the summer season. Conversely during autumn freeze up, the rapid drop in soil moisture and 

increase in radar penetration depth may overestimate subsidence.  
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 Conclusions 5.6

The DInSAR results for this permafrost environment are promising. Many of the DInSAR values 

are close to the margin of error of 1 cm, and therefore do not indicate significant change; however, areas 

with larger displacement measurements show consistency between years and are consistent with field 

observations, geomorphological processes and meteorological conditions. Hence, DInSAR appears to be 

suitable for monitoring the influence of climate variability as manifested in the active layer and 

uppermost permafrost. Ice accumulation in the active layer as a result of cool and wet conditions in 2013 

was captured as uplift in the DInSAR measurements. In contrast, the relatively warm and wet conditions 

encountered in 2015 were ideal for deep active layer thaw. As a result, an overall removal of ice within 

the active layer was captured in the 2013-2015 DInSAR stack.  

While our dataset is limited to two years of data representing a three year time period, the 

displacements derived from DInSAR provide insight into permafrost change in a High Arctic 

environment and show promise for measuring seasonal ice aggradation and degradation, helping target 

more detailed geophysical investigations. The high temporal and spatial resolution of DInSAR provides 

new opportunities to examine and analyze complex landscape processes. Based on these results, DInSAR 

analyses show great potential as an innovative and cost-effective method for assessing environmental 

change in remote permafrost regions. 
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 Chapter 6

Discussion and Conclusions 

Permafrost disturbance has become more common throughout most permafrost regions including 

northern Canada (Lacelle et al., 2010), Russia (Veremeeva and Gubin, 2009), Mongolia (Sharkhuu, 

1998), China (Wei et al., 2006), Alaska (Jorgenson et al., 2006) and Antarctica (Campbell and Claridge, 

2003). Geomorphic processes leading to permafrost disturbance in periglacial environments have played 

an important role in shaping permafrost landscapes; however, with increasing development of natural 

resources, transportation networks and human infrastructure in northern regions, a more thorough 

understanding of the conditions leading to permafrost disturbance is necessary.  The research reported in 

this dissertation has been structured around three main objectives: (i) detection of permafrost disturbance; 

(ii) prediction of landscape controls over permafrost disturbance; and (iii) monitoring of disturbance and 

permafrost landscapes. All three objectives are inter-related and address the overarching goal of 

mitigation (Figure 6.1). The knowledge gained from identifying permafrost disturbances, modelling 

permafrost disturbance susceptibility and the capacity to monitor permafrost landscapes can be used to 

inform planning and policy development in the context of resource extraction and infrastructure 

development. In addition, this capacity provides a baseline from which future research can be generated. 

 

Figure 6.1 Overall structure of the thesis 
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 Detection of Permafrost Disturbance 6.1

Permafrost disturbance inventories, their accuracy and their historical legacies, are of major 

importance for permafrost disturbance susceptibility modelling and subsequent hazard or risk analysis. 

The creation of permafrost disturbance inventories is also the first step in understanding their impacts on 

water quality of lakes and streams, vegetation, soils and trace gases but is also necessary for susceptibility 

modelling as inputs for training and validation. The quality of the disturbance inventory will impact the 

potential for further applications as it is important to have data that represents the actual disturbance 

density. Difficulties associated with producing a reliable inventory vary with the temporal and spatial 

resolution of imagery as well as the knowledge base of the user. Permafrost disturbances have been 

identified using tasselled cap analyses with Landsat images (Brooker et al., 2014), SAR and optical 

imagery (Balser et al., 2014) and by a visual interpretation of IKONOS and aerial photographs (Swanson, 

2012 & 2013). However, the permafrost disturbance inventory created for Cape Bounty (Chapter 2) using 

semi-automatic change detection techniques is the first of its kind.  

The change detection methodology applied in Chapter 2 was not optimized using field-based 

information but instead maintained a semi-automatic detection approach to maximize the applicability of 

the method to locations where field verification was not possible or economical. As a result of limited 

expert knowledge, a number of regions were misclassified as active layer detachments (ALDs), or field-

mapped ALDs were incorrectly identified. Accuracies were limited by the wide range of ALD sizes and 

shapes, making it difficult to successfully discriminate ALDs from some undisturbed regions of the High 

Arctic landscape. The application of expert knowledge obtained from field mapping in the segmentation 

process would have improved the overall classification accuracy of ALDs at Cape Bounty. There is 

however a trade-off: field work is costly, laborious and not always possible. Hence, in regions that are 

inaccessible, the semi-automatic methods presented in Chapter 2 provide a means to cost-effectively 

estimate the spatial distribution of permafrost disturbances for a given area.   
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In this study, the approximate date of disturbance initiation was known based on field 

observations. This contrasts with other cases where disturbance inventories do not include initiation dates, 

limiting the overall utility of the inventory. In regions with consistent spatial and temporal coverage of 

aerial photographs, high spatial resolution satellite imagery or detailed field mapping, the occurrence of 

disturbances can be associated with hydroclimatic factors providing important information on initiation 

triggers (Guzzetti et al., 2012).   

 

 Prediction of Permafrost Disturbance 6.2

The empirical modelling approach examined here represents the first permafrost disturbance 

susceptibility model produced for the Canadian High Arctic. A site-specific GAM model was successfully 

applied to the Sabine Peninsula accurately identifying varying degrees of susceptibility to disturbance 

across the landscape (Chapter 3). The model was developed using intrinsic or static terrain attributes and 

a strong relationship between these variables (i.e., PISR, slope angle, elevation) and disturbance 

susceptibility was observed. A similar modelling approach was completed using a combination of training 

sites from the Sabine and Fosheim Peninsulas to examine the transferability of statistical models. A GAM 

and GLM were developed and subsequently applied to Cape Bounty, an independent validation site 

(Chapter 4). The GLM transferred well to Cape Bounty with the exception of where terrain conditions 

were outside the range of conditions upon which the model was trained. The relevance of the included 

terrain attributes was established by the identification of regional patterns associated with permafrost 

disturbance initiation at all locations (i.e., there was similar agreement between PISR, slope angle and 

elevation for each location).  

The consistent patterns between disturbances, spatial occurrence and terrain attributes that emerged 

from these models at a regional scale provides insight into geomorphic controls over disturbance. An 

interesting spatial control that was identified through susceptibility modelling was the relation between 

disturbance occurrence and PISR. In the site-specific and transferable model, PISR values associated with 
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disturbance are lower than the median value of the landscape and are often associated with north-facing 

slopes. The PISR is likely an indirect variable and represents a proxy for a combination of surface 

processes that are relevant for disturbance initiation such as varying active layer depths related to varying 

solar inputs and soil drainage (Carey and Woo, 1999). Subsequently, shallower active layer depths on 

north-facing slopes appear to increase the likelihood that ground ice may be closer to the surface and 

more accessible to thaw during the melt season. This leads to a positive feedback loop where saturated 

conditions at the onset of freeze-up contributes to ice-aggradation in the active layer and the potential to 

generate excess pore-water pressures during thaw in the following summer (McRoberts and Morgenstern, 

1974). There is strong empirical evidence to support the relation between PISR and disturbance, however, 

detailed process-based research is necessary to confirm this connection. 

Improving our knowledge of the fundamental processes behind the initiation of disturbance is 

highly relevant for developing permafrost mitigation strategies. A number of permafrost disturbance 

susceptibility and permafrost hazard maps have been produced for areas of concern including a proposed 

pipeline route along the Yukon Alaska Highway Corridor (Blais-Stevens et al., 2014) and for several 

communities in the Yukon (Northern Climate ExChange, 2013). The susceptibility map for the proposed 

pipeline was produced using a qualitative heuristic approach where terrain attributes, considered 

important for disturbance initiation, are weighted according to importance using expert knowledge (Blais-

Stevens et al., 2014). Hazard maps designed for Yukon communities were created using a combined 

ranking of terrain properties including surficial material type, landform shape and slope, local hydrology, 

climate regime, and permafrost conditions (Northern Climate ExChange, 2013). While each of these maps 

incorporate similar terrain attributes that were included in the models in Chapters 3 and 4, neither adds to 

our understanding of the physical processes responsible for disturbance. The next step in susceptibility 

modelling is to use the maps to target field research in specific areas in order to determine the processes 

that explain why certain regions are classified as a high, moderate or low susceptibility zone.  

Recent work completed by Holloway et al. (2016 and submitted) uses susceptibility models of 

ALDs and mud ejections (vertical expulsions of pressurized slurries) at Cape Bounty to determine terrain 
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characteristics related to the surface expression of subsurface water pressurization. While both features 

are morphologically different, their processes of formation are believed to be similar: i.e., high pore-water 

pressures caused by rainfall events and/or rapid thawing of ice-lenses at the base of the active layer 

(Zoltai, 1978; Lewkowicz, 2007). Results from Holloway et al. (submitted) show a strong mutual 

exclusivity in space between ALDs and mud ejections that suggest differential responses to pressurization 

across different terrain factors within relatively short distances. This highlights the complexity of the 

distribution of pore-water pressures and landscape response to changing hydroclimatic conditions. It 

would be expected that permafrost disturbances are a result of the intersection of multiple landscape 

variables, all of which influence slope stability and lead to a progressive transformation and movement of 

the active layer. The terrain attributes used in the models in this research may not directly reflect 

mechanistic controls on permafrost disturbance.  However, the selected variables appear to act as proxies 

to the processes or combination of conditions they represent.  

As there are few studies that attempt to describe the physical parameters of ALDs and RTSs 

outside of several site-specific cases (e.g., McRoberts and Morgenstern, 1974; Harris and Lewkowicz, 

2000), it is reasonable to suggest that the relationships between the ALDs and RTSs and the terrain 

attributes may be representative of the physical processes driving their initiation. The observed 

relationships between terrain attributes and disturbances appear to be less site-specific and may reflect 

general landscape patterns that control initiation. This knowledge will aid in establishing further process-

based field investigations improving our understanding on the mechanisms driving disturbance.  

 

 Monitoring Permafrost Disturbance 6.3

The use of DInSAR is quickly gaining acceptance as a means of obtaining ground displacement 

information for permafrost regions. While there have been a number of studies that focus on displacement 

in permafrost regions using DInSAR, the measured subsidence was often a result of natural (i.e., tundra or 

forest fire) or artificial disturbances (i.e., road construction) (Liu et al., 2014; Short et al., 2014). In 
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contrast, results presented in Chapter 5 represent displacement measurements from a relatively stable, 

cold continuous permafrost environment. This was a unique setting to explore the possibilities of DInSAR 

as extensive field work in the area provided a number a datasets that are often not available to other 

DInSAR studies. Moreover, previous studies of permafrost using DInSAR rarely address uplift of the 

ground surface, presumably as a result of ice formation and heave in the active layer during the autumn. 

Analysis of the hydroclimatic conditions at Cape Bounty in 2013 and 2015 in the context of the DInSAR 

results revealed subsidence due to ice thaw within the active layer during the summer and subsequent 

uplift from ice formation in the active layer in the early autumn. These results suggest that long-term 

surface deformation datasets would be useful to detect changes in the active layer-permafrost system and 

provide a better understanding of subsurface ice conditions. For example, melting of ground ice and the 

subsequent outflow of meltwater can result in long-term surface subsidence across a broad range of 

spatial scales that correspond to variations in the spatial distribution of ice-rich permafrost and ground ice. 

While the dataset presented in this thesis is limited, the results support the conclusion that DInSAR 

monitoring is useful for measuring seasonal ice aggradation and degradation, thereby helping to target 

more detailed geophysical investigations.  

Terrain stability is highly correlated with ground ice content, a difficult parameter to measure. 

While subsidence resulting from thawing permafrost is an important trigger for permafrost disturbance, it 

has proven to be a difficult variable to quantify. A potential application for DInSAR displacement data 

may be as input to susceptibility models. Variations in displacement identified through DInSAR provide 

insight into subsurface processes given the relationship between ground ice content and subsidence (Liu 

et al., 2010). Although the dataset presented in this thesis may not sufficiently represent subsurface 

conditions, it would be potentially fruitful to explore how to incorporate DInSAR displacement 

measurements into the susceptibility models as a proxy for subsidence and ground ice content.  

The RADARSAT Constellation that is set to launch in 2018 is a three-satellite mission that will 

improve the operational use of SAR through an increase in the temporal revisit frequency. The four-day 

repeat cycle will minimize both temporal and spatial decorrelation resulting in an increase to InSAR 
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coherence. A short revisit time is ideal for the Arctic where changes in surface scatterers and variations in 

surface dielectric properties from vegetation growth or movement or changing moisture conditions often 

vary over the current 28 day revisit time of RADARSAT-1 and RADARSAT-2. The high temporal and 

spatial resolution of the RADARSAT Constellation will further improve the potential for monitoring 

surface deformation in permafrost environments. 

 

  Mitigation of Permafrost Disturbance 6.4

Climate change is a serious concern and challenge for northern communities and resource 

development operations across the circumpolar Arctic, where the impacts of a warming climate are 

already having considerable effects (Huntington and Weller, 2005). Of particular concern are hazards 

associated with permafrost warming and degradation, coastal erosion, changing water quality and the 

stability and maintenance of transport routes and industrial development/infrastructure (AMAP, 2011). 

The implementation of measures aimed at adapting to the negative impacts of climate change, (e.g., 

thermokarst and permafrost disturbance), will be necessary for all stakeholders to minimize impacts to the 

environment and northern communities. The terms mitigation and adaptation are interpreted differently 

depending on the discipline where they are used. In this research mitigation refers to knowledge of 

hazardous areas and hence avoidance whereas adaptation refers to the ability of communities and sectors 

to cope with hazards resulting from climatic changes.  Mitigation strategies begin with an assessment of 

vulnerability (Ford, 2008; Ford and Smit, 2004). A stakeholder’s climate-related vulnerability is a 

function of its exposure to risk, whereas its mitgative capacity refers to its ability to address, plan for, or 

adapt to risk. Assessments of the current levels of vulnerability are necessary to impart a baseline from 

which to identify future mitigative and adaptive approaches and improve our understanding of 

implications of climate change (Ford et al., 2008).  

Disturbance inventories, susceptibility maps and DInSAR-based permafrost monitoring are all 

valuable tools in the assessment of landscape-scale vulnerability to climate change. As the research 
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completed in this thesis was carried out in regions without infrastructure or communities, the vulnerability 

of the landscape to risk was not assessed. However all three approaches have the potential to integrate 

science into decision-making processes by identifying and classifying permafrost disturbance data into 

easily interpretable representations of current and potentially future hazard potential for any given setting. 

Identifying permafrost disturbance and the subsequent development of disturbance inventories is 

the first step towards the creation of a susceptibility model and map. This approach can be extended to 

create transferable susceptibility models that are an effective means of assessing permafrost slope 

disturbance susceptibility for large regions of the Arctic where there are similar terrain conditions. 

Therefore, susceptibility maps can be used as a mitigation-planning tool, to assist with community 

planning activities aimed at addressing local concerns in regards to infrastructure and the environment. 

They represent first-order assessments of landscape susceptibility and should be used to identify areas that 

may require additional engineering or technical studies or avoidance altogether. Continued monitoring of 

the landscape using DInSAR provides long-term data on permafrost disturbance development as well as 

insight into the impacts of climate change on permafrost and active layer processes.  

The relations between the three primary objectives are linked as results from each have the 

potential to be integrated into one another. A second conceptual model is proposed in Figure 6.2 to 

account for the overlap between the objectives and their varied connections to the overall goal of 

permafrost disturbance mitigation. Results from each objective can be applied directly to mitigation, 

however, results from two or more objectives can have a more direct link to one aspect of mitigation and 

is accounted for by large areas of overlap.  
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Figure 6.2 Conceptual model of the thesis illustrating overlap between objectives and their relation to 

mitigation. 

 

 Conclusions 6.5

The creation of detailed disturbance inventories through semi-automatic change detection 

techniques (Chapter 2) or criteria-specific methods (Chapter 3) provides a framework to begin examining 

the underlying landscape variables (and geomorphic processes) related to disturbance initiation and 

ultimately the development of susceptibility maps (Chapter 3 & 4). Long-term monitoring of permafrost 

landscapes is necessary to provide key ongoing baseline data on changing permafrost environments and to 

further understand the impacts of a changing climate on the landscape (Chapter 5). The contributions 

from this thesis improve our knowledge specific to the interactions among geomorphological processes 

and permafrost dynamics, which are crucial for facilitating mitigation and adaptation to climate change. 
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Appendix A 

R scripts for Chapters 3, 4 & 5 

############################################################################ 

#  Chapter 3: Terrain controls and landscape-scale susceptibility modelling of active layer 

detachments, Sabine Peninsula, Melville Island, Nunavut  

#  Adapted from C. Randin, University Basel, Predictive Modelling Lab 

#  By: Ashley Rudy, Queen’s University 

############################################################################ 

 

# Importing a dataset 

data.cal <- read.csv(file.choose(), header=T) 

 

# Loading libraries 

library(rms) 

library(ade4) 

library(gam) 

library(MASS) 

library(PresenceAbsence) 

library(sperrorest) 

library(MuMIn) 

library(raster) 

library(rgdal) 

library(foreign) 

library(ecospat) # model evaluation functions have now been incorporated into package 

 

# Calculate variance inflation factors 

Z <-cbind(data.cal$tpi, data.cal$pisr, data.cal$sl, data.cal$wi, data.cal$mwat, data.cal$elev) 

corvif(Z) 

 

# Dredge Selection for GLMs and GAMs  

FMQglm <- glm(dist ~ pol(tpi) + pol(pisr) + pol(sl) + pol(wi) + pol(mwat) + pol(elev), family = 

binomial, data = data.cal) 
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FMQgam <- gam(dist ~ s(tpi) + s(pisr) + s(sl) + s(wi) + s(mwat) + s(elev), family = binomial, data = 

data.cal) 

 

dglm <-dredge(FMQglm) 

subset(d, delta<2) 

dgam <-dredge(FMQgam) 

subset(d, delta<2) 

 

#  Final GLM and GAM 

FMQglm <- glm(dist ~ pol(tpi) + pol(pisr) + pol(sl) + pol(wi) + pol(mwat) + pol(elev) + g1, family = 

binomial, data = data.cal) 

FMQgam <- gam(dist ~ s(tpi,k=5) + s(pisr, k=5) + s(sl, k=5) + s(wi, k=5) + s(mwat, k=5) + s(elev, k=5), 

family = binomial, data = data.cal) 

 

# Fitted GLM 

Evalglm <- Evalglm$fitted 

write.csv(Evalglm,file="D:/ Evalglm.csv", row.names=FALSE) 

Evalglm < read.csv("D:/ Evalglm.csv") 

 

# Fitted GAM 

Evalgam <- Evalgam$fitted 

write.csv(Evalgam,file="D:/Evalgam.csv", row.names=FALSE) 

Evalgam < read.csv("D:/Evalgam.csv") 

 

# GLM validation datasets (GLM predictions extracted for validation points) 

glmval <- read.csv("D:/glmval.csv") 

 

# GAM validation datasets (GAM predictions extracted for validation points) 

gamval <- read.csv("D:/gamval.csv") 

 

# Evaluation metrics  

meva.table(EvalGLM$gam, EvalGLM$dist, 0.5) 

meva.table(EvalGAM$gam, EvalGAM$dist, 0.5) 
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# Validation metrics 

meva.table(glmval$glm, glmval$dist, 0.5) 

meva.table(gamval$gam, gamval$dist, 0.5) 

 

# Based on the evaluation and validation metrics the GAM model was selected as it more   

accurately predicted the training data. The following steps only include the GAM model. 

 

# GAM minus one variable 

FMQgamtpi <- gam(dist ~ s(pisr, k=5) + s(sl, k=5) + s(wi, k=5) + s(elev, k=5) + s(mwat, k=5) + g1, 

family = binomial, data = data.cal) 

FMQgampisr <- gam(dist ~ s(tpi, k=5) + s(sl, k=5) + s(wi, k=5) + s(elev, k=5) + s(mwat, k=5) + g1, 

family = binomial, data = data.cal) 

FMQgamsl <- gam(dist ~ s(tpi, k=5) + s(pisr, k=5) + s(wi, k=5) + s(elev, k=5) + s(mwat, k=5) + g1, 

family = binomial, data = data.cal)   

FMQgamwi <- gam(dist ~ s(tpi, k=5) + s(pisr, k=5) + s(sl, k=5) + s(elev, k=5) + s(mwat, k=5) + g1, 

family = binomial, data = data.cal)   

FMQgamelev <- gam(dist ~ s(tpi, k=5) + s(pisr, k=5) + s(sl, k=5) + s(wi, k=5) + s(mwat, k=5) + g1, 

family = binomial, data = data.cal) 

FMQgammwat <-gam(dist ~ s(tpi, k=5) + s(pisr, k=5) + s(sl, k=5) + s(wi, k=5) + s(elev, k=5) + g1, 

family = binomial, data = data.cal)   

 

summary(FMQgamtpi)   

summary(FMQgampisr) 

summary(FMQgamsl) 

summary(FMQgamwi) 

summary(FMQgamelev) 

summary(FMQgamwat) 

 

# Single variable models 

FMQsl <- gam(dist ~ s(sl, k=5), family = binomial, data = data.cal) 

FMQtpi <- gam(dist ~ s(tpi,k=5), family = binomial, data = data.cal) 

FMQwi <- gam(dist ~ s(wi,k=5), family = binomial, data = data.cal) 

FMQpisr <- gam(dist ~ s(pisr,k=5), family = binomial, data = data.cal) 

FMQmwat <- gam(dist ~ s(mwat,k=5), family = binomial, data = data.cal) 

FMQelev <- gam(dist ~ s(elev,k=5), family = binomial, data = data.cal) 
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summary(FMQsl) 

summary(FMQtpi) 

summary(FMQwi) 

summary(FMQpisr) 

summary(FMQmwat) 

summary(FMQelev) 

 

# Wilcox Rank Sign Tests for disturbed and undisturbed samples 

dist_sl <- read.csv("D:/HazMod/All_Models/GLM_GAM_Fits/PredVar_stats/dist_sl.csv") 

undist_sl <- read.csv("D:/HazMod/All_Models/GLM_GAM_Fits/PredVar_stats/undist_sl.csv") 

wilcox.test(dist_sl$sl, undist_sl$sl, paired = TRUE, exact = FALSE, conf.int = TRUE) 

 

dist_tpi <- read.csv("D:/HazMod/All_Models/GLM_GAM_Fits/PredVar_stats/dist_tpi.csv") 

undist_tpi <- read.csv("D:/HazMod/All_Models/GLM_GAM_Fits/PredVar_stats/undist_tpi.csv") 

wilcox.test(dist_tpi$tpi, undist_tpi$tpi, paired = TRUE, exact = FALSE, conf.int = TRUE) 

 

dist_wi <- read.csv("D:/HazMod/All_Models/GLM_GAM_Fits/PredVar_stats/dist_wi.csv") 

undist_wi <- read.csv("D:/HazMod/All_Models/GLM_GAM_Fits/PredVar_stats/undist_wi.csv") 

wilcox.test(dist_wi$wi, undist_wi$wi, paired = TRUE, exact = FALSE, conf.int = TRUE) 

 

dist_pisr <- read.csv("D:/HazMod/All_Models/GLM_GAM_Fits/PredVar_stats/dist_pisr.csv") 

undist_pisr <- read.csv("D:/HazMod/All_Models/GLM_GAM_Fits/PredVar_stats/undist_pisr.csv") 

wilcox.test(dist_pisr$pisr, undist_pisr$pisr, paired = TRUE, exact = FALSE, conf.int = TRUE) 

 

dist_mwat <- read.csv("D:/HazMod/All_Models/GLM_GAM_Fits/PredVar_stats/dist_mwat.csv") 

undist_mwat <- read.csv("D:/HazMod/All_Models/GLM_GAM_Fits/PredVar_stats/undist_mwat.csv") 

wilcox.test(dist_mwat$mwat, undist_mwat$mwat, paired = TRUE, exact = FALSE, conf.int = TRUE) 

 

dist_elev <- read.csv("D:/HazMod/All_Models/GLM_GAM_Fits/PredVar_stats/dist_elev.csv") 

undist_elev <- read.csv("D:/HazMod/All_Models/GLM_GAM_Fits/PredVar_stats/undist_elev.csv") 

wilcox.test(dist_elev$elev, undist_elev$elev, paired = TRUE, exact = FALSE, conf.int = TRUE) 
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# Single variable models 

GAMfitsl <- FMQsl$fitted 

GAMfittpi <-FMQtpi$fitted 

GAMfitwi <- FMQwi$fitted 

GAMfitpisr <-FMQpisr$fitted 

GAMfitmwat <- FMQmwat$fitted 

GAMfitelev <- FMQelev$fitted 

 

write.csv(GAMfitsl,file="D:/GAMfitsl1.csv", row.names=FALSE) 

write.csv(GAMfittpi,file="D:/GAMfittpi1.csv", row.names=FALSE) 

write.csv(GAMfitwi,file="D:/GAMfitwi1.csv", row.names=FALSE) 

write.csv(GAMfitpisr,file="D:/GAMfitpisr1.csv", row.names=FALSE) 

write.csv(GAMfitmwat,file="D:/GAMfitmwat1.csv", row.names=FALSE) 

write.csv(GAMfitg1,file="D:/GAMfitg11.csv", row.names=FALSE) 

write.csv(GAMfitelev,file="D:/GAMfitelev1.csv", row.names=FALSE) 

 

Evalgamsl < read.csv("D:/Evalgamsl.csv") 

Evalgamtpi <- read.csv("D:/Evalgamtpi.csv") 

Evalgamwi <- read.csv("D:/Evalgamwi.csv") 

Evalgampisr <- read.csv("D:/Evalgampisr.csv") 

Evalgammwat <- read.csv("D:/Evalgammwat.csv") 

Evalgamelev <- read.csv("D:/Evalgamelev.csv") 

 

# Single variable validation datasets  

tpifit <- FMQgamtpi$fitted 

slfit <- FMQgamsl$fitted 

pisrfit <- FMQgampisr$fitted 

wifit <- FMQgamwi$fitted 

mwatfit <- FMQgammwat$fitted 

elevfit <- FMQgamelev$fitted 

 

write.csv(tpifit, file="D:/tpifit_mean.csv", row.names=FALSE) 

write.csv(slfit, file="D:/slfit_mean.csv", row.names=FALSE) 

write.csv(pisrfit, file="D:/pisrfit_mean.csv", row.names=FALSE) 
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write.csv(wifit, file="D:/wifit_mean.csv", row.names=FALSE) 

write.csv(mwatfit, file="D:/mwatfit_mean.csv", row.names=FALSE) 

write.csv(elevfit, file="D:/elevfit_mean.csv", row.names=FALSE) 

 

Evaltpi <- read.csv("D:/HazMod/evaltpifit_mean.csv") 

Evalsl <- read.csv("D:/HazMod/evalslfit_mean.csv") 

Evalpisr <- read.csv("D:/HazMod/evalpisrfit_mean.csv") 

Evalwi <- read.csv("D:/HazMod/evalwifit_mean.csv") 

Evalmwat <- read.csv("D:/HazMod/evalmwatfit_mean.csv") 

Evalelev <- read.csv("D:/HazMod/evalelevfit_mean.csv") 

 

# Evaluation single variable models  

meva.table(Evalgamsl$gam, Evalgamsl$dist, 0.5) 

meva.table(Evalgamtpi$gam, Evalgamtpi$dist, 0.5) 

meva.table(Evalgamwi$gam, Evalgamwi$dist, 0.5) 

meva.table(Evalgampisr$gam, Evalgampisr$dist, 0.5) 

meva.table(Evalgammwat$gam, Evalgammwat$dist, 0.5) 

meva.table(Evalgamg1$gam, Evalgamg1$dist, 0.5) 

meva.table(Evalgamelev$gam, Evalgamelev$dist, 0.5) 

 

# ROC plots and Area under the Curve (AUC) 

auc.roc.plot(Evalgam, color=T, legend.cex=1.4, main="", which.model = 1) 

summary(auc.roc.plot)   

auc.roc.plot(valgam, color=T, legend.cex=1.4, main="", which.model = 1) 

summary(auc.roc.plot) 

 

# AUC for single variable models 

auc.roc.plot(Evalgamsl, color=T, legend.cex=1.4, main="", which.model = 1) 

auc.roc.plot(Evalgamtpi, color=T, legend.cex=1.4, main="", which.model = 1) 

auc.roc.plot(Evalgamwi, color=T, legend.cex=1.4, main="", which.model = 1) 

auc.roc.plot(Evalgampisr, color=T, legend.cex=1.4, main="", which.model = 1) 

auc.roc.plot(Evalgammwat, color=T, legend.cex=1.4, main="", which.model = 1) 

auc.roc.plot(Evalgamelev, color=T, legend.cex=1.4, main="", which.model = 1) 
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# AUC for models with one less variable   

auc.roc.plot(Evaltpi, color=T, legend.cex=1.4, main="", which.model = 1)   

auc.roc.plot(Evalsl, color=T, legend.cex=1.4, main="", which.model = 1) 

auc.roc.plot(Evalpisr, color=T, legend.cex=1.4, main="", which.model = 1) 

auc.roc.plot(Evalwi, color=T, legend.cex=1.4, main="", which.model = 1) 

auc.roc.plot(Evalmwat, color=T, legend.cex=1.4, main="", which.model = 1) 

auc.roc.plot(Evalelev, color=T, legend.cex=1.4, main="", which.model = 1) 

 

# Optimizing thresholds  

optimal.thresholds(Evalgam, opt.methods = 1:12) 

 

 

############################################################################## 

# Spatial predictions of the GAM model 

# By: Ashley Rudy, Queen’s University 

############################################################################## 

 

setwd("D:/Research/Sabine/Terrain_Rasters/") 

 

mwat <-raster("./mwat") 

pisr <-raster("./pisr") 

sl <-raster("./sl") 

wi <-raster("./wi") 

tpi <-raster("./tpi") 

elev <-raster("./elev") 

 

# Spatial stack – extents must be the exact same 

FMQgam.stk <- stack (tpi, pisr, sl, wi, elev, mwat) 

plot(test.stk, col=terrain.colors(100), main="test.stk") 

 

# Predict 

Predgam <- predict(FMQgam.stk, FMQgam, type="response",overwrite=T) 

 

# Export to ascii 
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Predgamout <- writeRaster(Predgam, filename="Predgam.asc", format="ascii",datatype="FLT8S", 

overwrite=TRUE) 

 

# Suceptibility Quantiles 

p <- c(50, 75, 90, 95)/100 

Quant <- quantile(Evalgam$gam, p) 

Quant 

 

 

############################################################################## 

# Code for Figures 3.5 & 3.7 

# By: Ashley Rudy, Queen’s University 

############################################################################## 

 

## Prepare data by exporting PISR, slope and aspect data from rasters in ArcGIS. Using  

pivot tables in Excel compile data so that for every combination of slope and aspect the   

average PISR value is calculated and the frequency of slope and aspect combinations is  

counted (i.e only 206 pixels have slopes of 0° and are flat – aspect of 0°).  

 

# Importing a dataset 

data.avg <- read.csv(file.choose(), header=T) 

data.freq <- read.csv(file.choose(), header=T) 

 

# Loading Libraries 

library(ggplot2) 

library(reshape2) 

library(akima) 

library(datasets) 

library(fields) 

 

# Interpolate data.avg and data.freq to fill areas with no PISR value or combination of slope and 

aspect.  

 

fld.avg <- with(data_avg, interp(x = sl, y = asp, z = pisr_avg)) 

fld.freq <- with(data_freq, interp(x = sl, y = asp, z = pisr_freq)) 
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# Change fld.freq and fld.avg dataframes to a matrix 

str(freq <- interp2xyz(fld.freq, data.frame=TRUE)) 

str(avg <- interp2xyz(fld.avg, data.frame=TRUE)) 

 

 

## Figure 3.5 ggplot code: Plotting the full GAM model with disturbances classified by their 

susceptibility zone 

 

## Importing a dataset: Disturbances were classified into Very Low, Low, Moderate, High  

and Very High susceptibility classes. 

 

dist_samp <- read.csv(file.choose(), header=T) 

 

 

# Add factored classes 

all_suscept_zone <- factor(dist_samp$all_suscept_zone, c("VH", "H", "M", "L", "VL")) 

all <- factor(dist_samp$all, c("TP", "FN")) 

 

# ggplot code 

 

ggplot(data = freq, aes(x , y , z )) + 

  geom_tile(aes(fill = z), size = 1) + 

  stat_contour(data = avg, aes(x = x, y = y, z = z), colour="black", size = 1) + 

  geom_point(data = dist_samp1, aes(x = sl, y = asp, z = NULL,  

      colour = factor(all_suscept_zone, c("VH", "H", "M", "L", "VL")),  

      shape = factor(all, c("TP", "FN")))) + 

  scale_colour_manual(values = c("VH" = "red", "H" = "orange", "M"="yellow",  

                      "L"="green", "VL"="darkgreen")) + 

  labs(colour = "") + 

  xlab("Slope") + 

  ylab("Aspect") + 

  scale_fill_gradient(name = "Landscape Cell\nFrequency", low= "gray46", high="azure1",  

                      space="Lab", limits=c(0.99,2600), breaks = c(2, 20, 150, 1500),  

                      labels = c(2, 20, 150,1500), na.value = "transparent", trans = "log") + 

  scale_x_continuous(expand = c(0, 0)) +  

  scale_y_continuous(expand = c(0, 0)) + 

  theme(legend.title = element_text(size = 14), 

        axis.text = element_text(size = 12, colour = "black"), 
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        axis.title.x = element_text(size = 14, vjust = -0.5), 

        axis.title.y = element_text(size = 14, vjust = 0.2), 

        legend.text = element_text(size = 10), 

        legend.position="none", 

        panel.grid.minor = element_blank(),  

        panel.grid.major = element_line(), 

        panel.background = element_rect(fill ="white"),  

        panel.border = element_blank(), 

        axis.line = element_line(color="black")) 

 

 

 

## Figure 3.7 ggplot code: Plotting the modelled predictions of the full GAM model versus the 

PISR only GAM model.  
 

## Importing a dataset: Disturbances were classified as follows and imported as two datasets to more 

easily control plotting  

 

dist_class1 <- read.csv(file.choose(), header=T) # Classes include: FN, both models & TP, PISR model 

only 

dist_class2 <- read.csv(file.choose(), header=T) # Classes include: TP, both models & TP, all model only 

 

#  Add factored classes 

as.factor(dist_class2$Class) 

as.factor(dist_class1$Class2) 

 

dist_class2$Class <-factor(dist_class2$Class, c("TP, both models", "TP, all model only")) 

is.factor(dist_class2$Class) 

levels(dist_class2$Class) 

 

# ggplot code 

ggplot(data = freq, aes(x , y , z )) + 

  geom_tile(aes(fill = z), size = 1) + 

  stat_contour(data = avg, aes(x = x, y = y, z = z), colour="black", size = 1) + 

### Geom point for grey and white points  

  geom_point(data = dist_class2, aes(x=sl, y=asp, z=NULL,  

        colour = factor(Class, c("TP, both models","TP, all model only")),  
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        size = factor(Class), shape = factor(Class))) + 

  ### Geom_point for orange and blue points 

  geom_point(data = dist_class1, aes(x=sl, y=asp, z=NULL,  

        colour = factor(Class2, c("FN, both models","TP, PISR model only")),  

        size = factor(Class2), shape = factor(Class2))) + 

  ### Black outline for grey and white points   

  geom_point(data = dist_class4, aes(x=sl, y=asp, z=NULL, size = factor(Class)), shape = 21,  

             colour = "black", fill = "transparent") + 

  ### Black outline for orange and blue points 

  geom_point(data = dist_class3, aes(x=sl, y=asp, z=NULL, size = factor(Class2)), shape = 21,   

             colour = "black", fill = "transparent") + 

  scale_size_manual(values = c(2,2.8,2,2.8)) + 

  scale_shape_manual(values = c(16,16,16,16)) + 

  scale_colour_manual(values = c("TP, both models" = "grey40",  

                                 "FN, both models" = "white", "TP, all model only" = "cyan2",  

                                 "TP, PISR model only" = "darkorange1")) + 

  labs(colour = "") + 

  xlab("Slope") + 

  ylab("Aspect") + 

   scale_fill_gradient(name = "Landscape Cell\nFrequency", low= "gray46", high="azure1",  

                      space="Lab", limits=c(0.99,2600), breaks = c(2, 20, 150, 1500),  

                      labels = c(2, 20, 150,1500), na.value = "transparent", trans = "log") + 

  scale_x_continuous(expand = c(0, 0)) +  

  scale_y_continuous(expand = c(0, 0)) + 

  theme(legend.title = element_text(size = 14), 

        axis.text = element_text(size = 12, colour = "black"), 

        axis.title.x = element_text(size = 14, vjust = -0.5), 

        axis.title.y = element_text(size = 14, vjust = 0.2), 

        legend.text = element_text(size = 10), 

        legend.position="none", 

        panel.grid.minor = element_blank(),  

        panel.grid.major = element_line(), 

        panel.background = element_rect(fill ="white"),  

        panel.border = element_blank(), 
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        axis.line = element_line(color="black")) 

 

 

############################################################################ 

#  Chapter 4:  Transferability of regional permafrost disturbance susceptibility modelling 

using generalized linear and generalized additive models 

#  Adapted from C. Randin, University Basel, Predictive Modelling Lab 

#  By: Ashley Rudy, Queen’s University 

# Note: Code for 1000 sample size dataset will be shown, steps for all other sample sizes are 

the same (n = 100, 200, 300, 400, 600, 700, and 800) 

############################################################################ 

 

# Loading libraries 

library(rms) 

library(ade4) 

library(gam) 

library(MASS) 

library(PresenceAbsence) 

library(sperrorest) 

library(MuMIn) 

library(raster) 

library(rgdal) 

library(foreign) 

library(ecospat) # model evaluation functions have now been incorporated into package 

 

 

# Importing a dataset 

# Iterations of each sample size were created in excel using the random number function 

gm1000.cal <- read.csv(file.choose(), header=T) 

gm1000_it2.cal <- read.csv(file.choose(), header=T) 

gm1000_it3.cal <- read.csv(file.choose(), header=T) 

gm1000_it4.cal <- read.csv(file.choose(), header=T) 

gm1000_it5.cal <- read.csv(file.choose(), header=T) 
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# Calculate Variance inflation factors: for all sample size, example with gm1000_it2.cal shown 

 

Z <-cbind(gm1000_it2.cal$tpi, gm1000_it2.cal$pisr, gm1000_it2.cal$sl, gm1000_it2.cal$wi, 

gm1000_it2.cal$mwat, gm1000_it2.cal$elev) 

corvif(Z) 

 

# Dredge Selection for GLMs and GAMs  

# Only one iteration of a GLM will be reported 

 

FMQglm_gm1000 <- glm(dist ~ pol(tpi) + pol(pisr) + pol(sl) + pol(wi) + pol(mwat) + pol(elev), family = 

binomial, data = gm1000.cal) 

 

options(na.action=na.fail) 

dd1 <-dredge(FMQglm_gm1000) 

 

#  calculate variable importance weights  

importance(dd1) 

 

# subset models for AIC < 2 

subset(dd1, delta <2) 

 

# Final GLM and GAM model 

glm_gm1000 <- glm(dist ~  pol(pisr) + pol(sl)  + pol(elev) + pol(wi),family = binomial, data = 

gm1000_it.cal) 

gam_gm1000<- gam(dist ~ s(pisr, k=5)  + s(elev, k=5) + s(sl, k=5) + s(wi, k=5), family = binomial, data 

= gm1000_it.cal) 

 

# GLM full model minus one variable 

FMQglmtpi <- glm(dist ~ pol(pisr) + pol(sl) + pol(wi) + pol(elev) + pol(mwat), family = binomial, data = 

gm1000_it.cal) 

FMQglmpisr <- glm(dist ~ pol(tpi) + pol(sl) + pol(wi) + pol(elev) + pol(mwat), family = binomial, data = 

gm1000_it.cal) 
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FMQglmsl <- glm(dist ~ pol(tpi) + pol(pisr) + pol(wi) + pol(elev) + pol(mwat), family = binomial, data = 

gm1000_it.cal)   

FMQglmwi <- glm(dist ~ pol(tpi) + pol(pisr) + pol(sl) + pol(elev) + pol(mwat), family = binomial, data = 

gm1000_it.cal)   

FMQglmelev <- glm(dist ~ pol(tpi) + pol(pisr) + pol(sl) + pol(wi) + pol(mwat), family = binomial, data = 

gm1000_it.cal) 

FMQglmmwat <-glm(dist ~ pol(tpi) + pol(pisr) + pol(sl) + pol(wi) + pol(elev), family = binomial, data = 

gm1000_it.cal)   

 

# GLM single variable model 

FMQglmtpi1 <- glm(dist ~ pol(tpi), family = binomial, data = gm1000_it.cal) 

FMQglmpisr1 <- glm(dist ~ pol(pisr), family = binomial, data = gm1000_it.cal) 

FMQglmsl1 <- glm(dist ~ pol(sl), family = binomial, data = gm1000_it.cal)   

FMQglmwi1 <- glm(dist ~ pol(wi), family = binomial, data = gm1000_it.cal)   

FMQglmelev1 <- glm(dist ~ pol(elev), family = binomial, data = gm1000_it.cal) 

FMQglmmwat1 <-glm(dist ~ pol(mwat), family = binomial, data = gm1000_it.cal) 

 

# Fitted single variable models 

GLMfitsl1 <- FMQglmsl1$fitted 

GLMfittpi1 <-FMQglmtpi1$fitted 

GLMfitwi1 <- FMQglmwi1$fitted 

GLMfitpisr1 <-FMQglmpisr1$fitted 

GLMfitmwat1 <- FMQglmmwat1$fitted 

GLMfitelev1 <- FMQglmelev1$fitted 

 

write.csv(GLMfitsl1, file="D:/GLMfitsl1.csv", row.names=FALSE) 

write.csv(GLMfittpi1, file="D:/GLMfittpi1.csv", row.names=FALSE) 

write.csv(GLMfitwi1, file="D:/GLMfitwi1.csv", row.names=FALSE) 

write.csv(GLMfitpisr1, file="D:/GLMfitpisr1.csv", row.names=FALSE) 

write.csv(GLMfitmwat1, file="D:/GLMfitmwat1.csv", row.names=FALSE) 

write.csv(GLMfitelev1, file="D:/GLMfitelev1.csv", row.names=FALSE) 

 

EvalGLMsl1 <- read.csv("D:/EvalGLMfitsl1.csv") 

EvalGLMtpi1 <- read.csv("D:/EvalGLMfittpi1.csv") 
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EvalGLMwi1 <- read.csv("D:/EvalGLMfitwi1.csv") 

EvalGLMpisr1 <- read.csv("D:/EvalGLMfitpisr1.csv") 

EvalGLMmwat1 <- read.csv("D:/EvalGLMfitmwat1.csv") 

EvalGLMelev1 <- read.csv("D:/EvalGLMfitelev1.csv") 

 

# Single variable model evaluation 

meva.table(EvalGLMsl1$glm, EvalGLMsl1$dist, 0.5) 

meva.table(EvalGLMtpi1$glm, EvalGLMtpi1$dist, 0.5) 

meva.table(EvalGLMwi1$glm, EvalGLMwi1$dist, 0.5) 

meva.table(EvalGLMpisr1$glm, EvalGLMpisr1$dist, 0.5) 

meva.table(EvalGLMmwat1$glm, EvalGLMmwat1$dist, 0.5) 

meva.table(EvalGLMelev1$glm, EvalGLMelev1$dist, 0.5) 

 

# Single variable model area under the curve plots 

auc.roc.plot(EvalGLMsl1, color=T, legend.cex=1.4, main="", which.model = 1) 

auc.roc.plot(EvalGLMtpi1, color=T, legend.cex=1.4, main="", which.model = 1) 

auc.roc.plot(EvalGLMwi1, color=T, legend.cex=1.4, main="", which.model = 1) 

auc.roc.plot(EvalGLMpisr1, color=T, legend.cex=1.4, main="", which.model = 1) 

auc.roc.plot(EvalGLMmwat1, color=T, legend.cex=1.4, main="", which.model = 1) 

auc.roc.plot(EvalGLMelev1, color=T, legend.cex=1.4, main="", which.model = 1) 

 

# Wilcox Rank Sign Tests for disturbed and undisturbed samples. Steps are the same as those for 

Chapter 3 

  

# Evaluation Metrics 

meva.table(Evalglm1000$glm, Evalglm1000$dist, 0.5) 

auc.roc.plot(Evalglm1000, color=T, legend.cex=1.4, main="", which.model = 1) 

 

# Validation datasets 

# Cape Bounty 

valcbglm_1000 < read.csv("D:/valcbglm_1000.csv") 

 

# Fosheim 

valfosglm_1000 < read.csv("D:/valfosglm_1000.csv") 
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# Sabine 

valsabglm_1000 < read.csv("D:/valsabglm_1000.csv") 

 

 

#  Validation metrics 

# Cape Bounty 

meva.table(valcbglm_1000$glm, valcbglm_1000$dist, 0.5) 

auc.roc.plot(valcbglm_1000, color=T, legend.cex=1.4, main="", which.model = 1) 

 

# Fosheim 

meva.table(valfosglm_1000$glm, valfosglm_1000$dist, 0.5) 

auc.roc.plot(valfosglm_1000, color=T, legend.cex=1.4, main="", which.model = 1) 

 

# Sabine 

meva.table(valsabglm_1000$glm, valsabglm_1000$dist, 0.5) 

auc.roc.plot(valsabglm_1000, color=T, legend.cex=1.4, main="", which.model = 1) 

 

 

############################################################################## 

# Spatial predictions of the GLM and GAM model 

# By: Ashley Rudy, Queens University 

############################################################################## 

 

# Run through all steps for one location  

 

# Apply regional model to Cape Bounty 

setwd("D:/Research/CapeBounty/Terrain_Rasters/") 

 

pisr <-raster("./pisr") 

sl <-raster("./sl") 

wi <-raster("./wi") 

elev <-raster("./elev") 
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# Spatial stack – extents must be the exact same 

bounty.stk <- stack(elev, pisr, sl, wi) 

plot(test.stk, col=terrain.colors(100), main="test.stk") 

 

# Predict 

gam_gm1000_cb <-predict(bounty.stk,gam_gm1000, type="response",overwrite=T) 

glm_gm1000_cb <-predict(bounty.stk,glm_gm1000, type="response",overwrite=T) 

 

# Export to ascii 

gam_gm1000_cb.rast<-

writeRaster(gam_gm1000_cb,filename="gam_gm1000_cb.asc",format="ascii",datatype="FLT8S", 

overwrite=TRUE) 

glm_gm1000_cb.rast<- 

writeRaster(glm_gm1000_cb,filename="glm_gm1000_cb.asc",format="ascii",datatype="FLT8S", 

overwrite=TRUE) 

 

 

#  Applying regional model to Fosheim 

setwd("D:/Fosheim_Peninsula /Terrain_Rasters/") 

elev <-raster("./elev") 

pisr <-raster("./pisr") 

sl <-raster("./sl") 

wi <-raster("./wi") 

 

# Spatial stack – extents must be the exact same 

fosh.stk <- stack(elev, pisr, sl, wi) 

plot(test.stk, col=terrain.colors(100), main="test.stk") 

 

# Predict 

gam_gm1000_fos <-predict(fos.stk,gam_gm1000, type="response",overwrite=T) 

glm_gm1000_fos <-predict(fos.stk,glm_gm1000, type="response",overwrite=T) 

 

# Export to ascii 
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gam_gm1000_fos.rast<-

writeRaster(gam_gm1000_fos,filename="gam_gm1000_fos.asc",format="ascii",datatype="FLT8S", 

overwrite=TRUE) 

glm_gm1000_fos.rast<- 

writeRaster(glm_gm1000_fos,filename="glm_gm1000_fos.asc",format="ascii",datatype="FLT8S", 

overwrite=TRUE) 

 

#  Apply regional model to Sabine 

setwd("D:/Sabine /Terrain_Rasters/") 

elev <-raster("./elev") 

pisr <-raster("./pisr") 

sl <-raster("./sl") 

wi <-raster("./wi") 

 

# Spatial stack – extents must be the exact same 

sab.stk <- stack(elev, pisr, sl, wi) 

plot(test.stk, col=terrain.colors(100), main="test.stk") 

 

# Predict 

gam_gm1000_fos <-predict(sab.stk,gam_gm1000, type="response",overwrite=T) 

glm_gm1000_fos <-predict(sab.stk,glm_gm1000, type="response",overwrite=T) 

 

# Export to ascii 

gam_gm1000_sab.rast<-

writeRaster(gam_gm1000_sab,filename="gam_gm1000_sab.asc",format="ascii",datatype="FLT8S", 

overwrite=TRUE) 

glm_gm1000_fos.rast<- 

writeRaster(glm_gm1000_sab,filename="glm_gm1000_sab.asc",format="ascii",datatype="FLT8S", 

overwrite=TRUE) 
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############################################################################ 

#  Chapter 5: DInSAR seasonal and multi-year land surface displacements in a High Arctic 

environment 

#  By: Ashley Rudy, Queen’s University 

############################################################################ 

 

# Loading libraries 

library(raster) 

library(foreign) 

library(maptools) 

library(rgdal) 

library(ggplot2) 

library(e1071) 

library(psych) 

library(dplyr) 

library(ggplot2) 

 

## Extracting DInSAR displacement measurements from raster stacks for analysis in R 

 

# Set working directory 

setwd("D:/ Stacks") 

 

# Import 2013, 2015 and 2013-15 stacks directly to R and convert to dataframe 

# 2013 example 

stack13 <-raster("./stack13 ") 

stack13 <- as.data.frame(stack13) 

stack13 <- na.omit(stack13) 

stack13$type <- "stack13" 

colnames(stack13)[1] <- "displ" 

stack13$conv <- 100 

stack13$disp <- with(stack13, displ * conv) 

stack13$displ <- NULL 

stack13$conv <- NULL 
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# Example of dataset 

# disp = DInSAR displacement measurement 

 

type disp 

stack13 0.42551616 

stack13 0.32388186 

stack13 0.12624189 

 

# Code for Figure 5.5 

stack13.test <- stack13 %>% 

  tbl_df() %>% 

  mutate(cut.stack = cut(.$disp, breaks=c(-8,-6,-4,-2,-1,1,2,4,7), labels=c("-7","-5","-3","- 

1.5","0","1.5","3","5.5"))) %>% 

  group_by(cut.stack) %>% 

  count(cut.stack) %>% 

  ungroup() %>% 

  mutate(total = sum(n), percent = (n/total)*100) %>% 

  filter(is.na(cut.stack)==FALSE) 

 

ggplot(stack13.test, aes(x = cut.stack, y = percent, fill=factor(cut.stack))) + 

  geom_bar(stat = "identity", colour="black", size =0.2)+ 

  scale_y_continuous(limits=c(0,60))+ 

  scale_fill_manual(values=c("#800d0dff","#b01010ff","#c94432ff","#f7a474ff","#ffff91ff", 

"#9eacb5ff","#70869cff","#4c637dff"))+ 

  xlab("")+ 

  ylab("Unit area (%)")+ 

  theme_bw() + 

  theme(panel.border = element_rect(colour = "black"))+ 

  theme(panel.grid.major = element_line(colour = "grey"))+ 

  theme(panel.grid.minor = element_line(colour = "grey"))+ 

  theme(axis.title.x = element_text(size = 14, vjust = 0.5), axis.text.x=element_text(size = 12)) + 

  theme(axis.title.y = element_text(size= 14, vjust = 1), axis.text.y = element_text(size = 12))+ 

  theme(legend.position = "none")+ 

  theme(legend.background = element_blank()) 
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## Extracting DInSAR displacement measurements from each vegetation class for analysis in 

R 

 

# Set working directory 

setwd("D:/veg") 

 

#  2013 stack and vegetation  

# Import rasters to R and convert to dataframe 

 

# Polar semi-desert 

pd13 <-raster("./pd13") 

pd13 <- as.data.frame(pd13) 

pd13 <- na.omit(pd13) 

pd13$type <- "pd" 

pd13$conv <- 100 

colnames(pd13)[1] <- "displ" 

pd13$disp <- with(pd13, displ * conv) 

pd13$displ <- NULL 

pd13$conv <- NULL 

pd13$year <- 2013 

 

# Mesic tundra 

mt13 <-raster("./mt13") 

mt13 <- as.data.frame(mt13) 

mt13 <- na.omit(mt13) 

mt13$type <- "mt" 

colnames(mt13)[1] <- "displ" 

mt13$conv <- 100 

mt13$disp <- with(mt13, displ * conv) 

mt13$displ <- NULL 

mt13$conv <- NULL 

mt13$year <- 2013 
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# Wet sedge 

ws13 <-raster("./ws13") 

ws13 <- as.data.frame(ws13) 

ws13 <- na.omit(ws13) 

ws13$type <- "ws" 

colnames(ws13)[1] <- "displ" 

ws13$conv <- 100 

ws13$disp <- with(ws13, displ * conv) 

ws13$displ <- NULL 

ws13$conv <- NULL 

ws13$year <- 2013 

 

# Bare surface 

br13 <-raster("./br13") 

br13 <- as.data.frame(br13) 

br13 <- na.omit(br13) 

br13$type <- "br" 

colnames(br13)[1] <- "displ" 

br13$conv <- 100 

br13$disp <- with(br13, displ * conv) 

br13$displ <- NULL 

br13$conv <- NULL 

br13$year <- 2013 

 

# Statistics for polar semi-desert from 2013  

pd13_1 <- sample_n(pd13,500,replace=FALSE) 

pd13_2 <- sample_n(pd13,500,replace=FALSE) 

pd13_3 <- sample_n(pd13,500,replace=FALSE) 

pd13_4 <- sample_n(pd13,500,replace=FALSE) 

pd13_5 <- sample_n(pd13,500,replace=FALSE) 

pd13_6 <- sample_n(pd13,500,replace=FALSE) 

pd13_7 <- sample_n(pd13,500,replace=FALSE) 

pd13_8 <- sample_n(pd13,500,replace=FALSE) 

pd13_9 <- sample_n(pd13,500,replace=FALSE) 
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pd13_10 <- sample_n(pd13,500,replace=FALSE) 

 

wilcox.test(pd13_1$disp, pd15_1$disp, paired = TRUE, exact = FALSE, conf.int = TRUE) 

wilcox.test(pd13_2$disp, pd15_2$disp, paired = TRUE, exact = FALSE, conf.int = TRUE) 

wilcox.test(pd13_3$disp, pd15_3$disp, paired = TRUE, exact = FALSE, conf.int = TRUE) 

wilcox.test(pd13_4$disp, pd15_4$disp, paired = TRUE, exact = FALSE, conf.int = TRUE) 

wilcox.test(pd13_5$disp, pd15_5$disp, paired = TRUE, exact = FALSE, conf.int = TRUE) 

wilcox.test(pd13_6$disp, pd15_6$disp, paired = TRUE, exact = FALSE, conf.int = TRUE) 

wilcox.test(pd13_7$disp, pd15_7$disp, paired = TRUE, exact = FALSE, conf.int = TRUE) 

wilcox.test(pd13_8$disp, pd15_8$disp, paired = TRUE, exact = FALSE, conf.int = TRUE) 

wilcox.test(pd13_9$disp, pd15_9$disp, paired = TRUE, exact = FALSE, conf.int = TRUE) 

wilcox.test(pd13_10$disp, pd15_10$disp, paired = TRUE, exact = FALSE, conf.int = TRUE) 

 

#  Merge years together 

pd1 <- rbind(pd13, pd15) 

 

# Plot DInSAR displacements from 2013 and 2015 for polar semi-desert 

pd11 <- ggplot(pd1, aes(x=disp)) + 

  stat_bin(data=subset(pd1,year==2015),aes(y=..count../sum(..count..)), binwidth=1, geom="step", 

colour="red")+ 

  stat_bin(data=subset(pd1,year==2013),aes(y=..count../sum(..count..)), binwidth=1, geom="Step", 

colour="black")+ 

  scale_y_continuous(limits = c(0, 0.40))+ 

  xlab("pd")+ 

  theme_bw() + 

  theme(panel.border = element_rect(colour = "black"))+ 

  theme(axis.title.x = element_text(size = 14, vjust = 0.5), axis.text.x=element_text(size = 14)) + 

  theme(axis.title.y = element_text(size= 14, vjust = 1), axis.text.y = element_text(size = 14)) 

pd11 
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Appendix B 

GPS Coordinates of Permafrost Disturbances from the Sabine Peninsula, Fosheim 

Peninsulas and Cape Bounty 

 

Sabine Peninsula – WGS 84 UTM Zone 12N 

Fosheim Peninsula – WGS 84 UTM Zone 16N 

Cape Bounty – WGS 84 UTM Zone 12N 

 

Location ID x_coord y_coord 

Sabine 1 549794.87 8501232.47 

Sabine 2 550217.07 8501181.81 

Sabine 3 550228.62 8501656.08 

Sabine 4 550911.71 8501010.31 

Sabine 5 551517.70 8501201.30 

Sabine 6 551104.01 8501039.97 

Sabine 7 550553.12 8501343.95 

Sabine 8 550790.93 8501112.31 

Sabine 9 550790.74 8500335.32 

Sabine 10 551627.35 8499639.61 

Sabine 11 551816.53 8499858.22 

Sabine 12 552437.63 8500810.10 

Sabine 13 552885.02 8501327.04 

Sabine 14 552965.14 8501608.63 

Sabine 15 553770.66 8501335.15 

Sabine 16 553829.20 8501307.04 

Sabine 17 553878.15 8501333.83 

Sabine 18 553485.16 8500552.57 

Sabine 19 552025.85 8498269.56 

Sabine 20 551773.88 8498255.54 

Sabine 21 552186.29 8496365.47 

Sabine 22 553076.12 8496413.38 

Sabine 23 552385.47 8494726.79 

Sabine 24 552290.00 8494026.71 

Sabine 25 551420.62 8493473.02 

Sabine 26 550827.27 8489842.13 

Sabine 27 550675.34 8489618.97 

Sabine 28 550650.36 8488714.76 

Sabine 29 550802.02 8488467.05 

Sabine 30 550874.51 8488434.77 

Sabine 31 551148.67 8485898.03 

Sabine 32 551090.36 8485834.07 

Sabine 33 551077.20 8485951.37 

Sabine 34 551304.68 8486021.18 

Sabine 35 551269.49 8485941.80 

Sabine 36 551309.19 8485524.23 

Sabine 37 551280.20 8485526.56 

Sabine 38 551201.03 8485335.22 

Sabine 39 551349.55 8484242.52    
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Sabine 40 551980.84 8484557.43 

 

Sabine 41 552267.12 8484819.30 

Sabine 42 552368.98 8484793.11 

Sabine 43 552633.30 8484968.79 

Sabine 44 551608.19 8484050.72 

Sabine 45 551511.09 8483919.49 

Sabine 46 551331.39 8483820.06 

Sabine 47 552179.03 8483779.36 

Sabine 48 552140.99 8483739.01 

Sabine 49 552039.51 8484015.35 

Sabine 50 552632.87 8483619.86 

Sabine 51 552298.57 8484512.42 

Sabine 52 551944.76 8486646.35 

Sabine 53 551947.30 8486614.44 

Sabine 54 552288.37 8486856.57 

Sabine 55 552292.18 8486823.12 

Sabine 56 552638.66 8486994.05 

Sabine 57 552700.63 8486540.71 

Sabine 58 552942.89 8486350.94 

Sabine 59 552192.18 8487395.62 

Sabine 60 552198.13 8487508.73 

Sabine 61 551907.00 8487462.94 

Sabine 62 552132.27 8488250.54 

Sabine 63 551883.81 8488633.76 

Sabine 64 551776.99 8488625.82 

Sabine 65 551749.20 8488647.98 

Sabine 66 551784.92 8488681.39 

Sabine 67 551921.65 8488566.89 

Sabine 68 551823.38 8488742.33 

Sabine 69 552271.83 8488741.24 

Sabine 70 552009.23 8488938.82 

Sabine 71 551970.87 8488986.12 

Sabine 72 552193.12 8488994.71 

Sabine 73 553396.61 8497606.34 

Sabine 74 553640.56 8497893.17 

Sabine 75 553898.21 8499207.55 

Sabine 76 554135.39 8500179.29 

Sabine 77 554158.14 8500202.57 

Sabine 78 554050.69 8502571.86 

Sabine 79 553818.91 8502833.01 

Sabine 80 553916.54 8503429.12 

Sabine 81 554287.72 8504001.75 

Sabine 82 554570.79 8502993.49 

Sabine 83 554627.67 8502927.34 

Sabine 84 554707.71 8502853.26 

Sabine 85 554996.11 8502986.87 

Sabine 86 555054.98 8502967.03 

Sabine 87 555176.69 8502953.80 

Sabine 88 554755.16 8502843.83 

Sabine 89 555102.29 8502814.20 

Sabine 90 555352.77 8501799.58 

Sabine 91 555307.13 8501316.19 
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Sabine 92 555600.02 8501329.37 

Sabine 93 555701.23 8501263.48 

Sabine 94 555744.09 8501326.85 

Sabine 95 556510.32 8502074.09 

Sabine 96 556817.25 8499585.22 

Sabine 97 555241.35 8498636.55 

Sabine 98 555123.61 8498651.11 

Sabine 99 554957.59 8498715.27 

Sabine 100 554898.05 8498663.67 

Sabine 101 554888.13 8498588.93 

Sabine 102 554866.04 8497969.63 

Sabine 103 554559.29 8495719.53 

Sabine 104 555203.65 8495566.96 

Sabine 105 556476.99 8494255.92 

Sabine 106 553656.76 8489913.31 

Sabine 107 553560.24 8487740.69 

Sabine 108 553177.03 8487315.16 

Sabine 109 553892.41 8487083.33 

Sabine 110 553928.18 8487125.82 

Sabine 111 553784.25 8487382.04 

Sabine 112 553230.12 8485439.18 

Sabine 113 553198.37 8485238.62 

Sabine 114 553507.40 8485043.40 

Sabine 115 553594.19 8484977.25 

Sabine 116 553628.05 8484815.33 

Sabine 117 554509.57 8484971.79 

Sabine 118 554672.53 8484852.49 

Sabine 119 554297.92 8484555.49 

Sabine 120 554224.37 8484243.28 

Sabine 121 553985.22 8483945.44 

Sabine 122 554581.06 8484051.54 

Sabine 123 555028.59 8485315.23 

Sabine 124 555053.99 8485350.95 

Sabine 125 555401.65 8485583.52 

Sabine 126 555506.43 8485685.12 

Sabine 127 555459.86 8485287.02 

Sabine 128 555857.39 8485738.12 

Sabine 129 555562.91 8485800.03 

Sabine 130 555672.34 8485763.15 

Sabine 131 555374.54 8485865.26 

Sabine 132 555660.02 8485973.11 

Sabine 133 555680.66 8485991.63 

Sabine 134 555732.26 8485965.44 

Sabine 135 555773.00 8485924.95 

Sabine 136 556249.45 8485581.13 

Sabine 137 556825.62 8485069.91 

Sabine 138 556558.33 8486158.09 

Sabine 139 556704.91 8486232.97 

Sabine 140 556593.79 8486226.62 

Sabine 141 557242.46 8486068.07 

Sabine 142 557095.94 8486032.35 

Sabine 143 557535.82 8486172.91 

Sabine 144 557451.15 8486180.85 
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Sabine 145 557423.04 8486142.15 

Sabine 146 557549.38 8486246.07 

Sabine 147 557800.25 8486224.41 

Sabine 148 557338.72 8485731.89 

Sabine 149 557536.57 8485587.57 

Sabine 150 557974.24 8485425.93 

Sabine 151 557988.21 8485360.10 

Sabine 152 558018.69 8485364.55 

Sabine 153 558051.92 8485332.16 

Sabine 154 558094.89 8485400.96 

Sabine 155 558145.53 8485342.61 

Sabine 156 558230.46 8485299.69 

Sabine 157 557431.71 8486654.36 

Sabine 158 557237.27 8486924.16 

Sabine 159 558014.92 8486949.64 

Sabine 160 558335.73 8487007.10 

Sabine 161 558391.29 8487050.43 

Sabine 162 558366.40 8486522.32 

Sabine 163 558415.61 8486513.59 

Sabine 164 558627.81 8486391.88 

Sabine 165 558993.65 8486915.39 

Sabine 166 558891.12 8487008.00 

Sabine 167 558819.02 8487059.59 

Sabine 168 559507.74 8487307.94 

Sabine 169 559398.60 8487079.08 

Sabine 170 558609.81 8487500.15 

Sabine 171 558234.13 8488145.03 

Sabine 172 558488.13 8488055.29 

Sabine 173 555772.41 8486335.63 

Sabine 174 555450.15 8486519.25 

Sabine 175 555224.32 8486442.39 

Sabine 176 554929.04 8487052.88 

Sabine 177 554782.99 8486929.06 

Sabine 178 554986.72 8486886.20 

Sabine 179 555005.24 8486865.03 

Sabine 180 554832.73 8486932.76 

Sabine 181 554490.63 8487028.32 

Sabine 182 554368.52 8487613.18 

Sabine 183 554247.89 8487686.91 

Sabine 184 556004.06 8486754.26 

Sabine 185 555840.94 8486987.70 

Sabine 186 556120.87 8487171.46 

Sabine 187 556171.41 8487152.67 

Sabine 188 556529.79 8487196.53 

Sabine 189 556309.96 8487339.36 

Sabine 190 555816.69 8487393.22 

Sabine 191 555926.83 8487423.31 

Sabine 192 555770.88 8489914.40 

Sabine 193 555556.86 8489971.71 

Sabine 194 556203.49 8490034.71 

Sabine 195 556223.40 8490294.25 

Sabine 196 557577.20 8489847.88 

Sabine 197 557467.83 8489844.18 
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Sabine 198 557426.82 8489899.74 

Sabine 199 554955.80 8490179.31 

Sabine 200 555095.09 8490923.87 

Sabine 201 559745.58 8489167.30 

Sabine 202 559844.41 8489279.22 

Sabine 203 559761.46 8489065.38 

Sabine 204 559836.07 8489023.98 

Sabine 205 559632.83 8489295.76 

Sabine 206 559894.25 8489310.17 

Sabine 207 560000.71 8489530.04 

Sabine 208 560051.31 8489560.47 

Sabine 209 560406.71 8489108.61 

Sabine 210 560339.16 8489096.86 

Sabine 211 560323.60 8489102.74 

Sabine 212 560303.92 8489072.57 

Sabine 213 560965.02 8489179.75 

Sabine 214 561037.45 8489298.68 

Sabine 215 560792.47 8489696.14 

Sabine 216 558240.93 8489449.27 

Sabine 217 557566.37 8490563.60 

Sabine 218 557773.83 8490871.71 

Sabine 219 558101.81 8491016.77 

Sabine 220 558428.71 8490748.88 

Sabine 221 558471.18 8490755.62 

Sabine 222 559278.75 8490505.17 

Sabine 223 559297.48 8490997.36 

Sabine 224 559249.43 8490988.47 

Sabine 225 559409.45 8491010.06 

Sabine 226 559740.96 8490984.17 

Sabine 227 559973.76 8491152.67 

Sabine 228 560119.28 8491059.80 

Sabine 229 560204.17 8491242.29 

Sabine 230 560484.37 8491221.33 

Sabine 231 560498.06 8491380.34 

Sabine 232 560460.02 8491423.00 

Sabine 233 560242.80 8491715.36 

Sabine 234 560426.69 8491707.16 

Sabine 235 560498.65 8491715.10 

Sabine 236 560739.16 8491522.90 

Sabine 237 559351.93 8491316.28 

Sabine 238 558953.85 8491277.54 

Sabine 239 559190.53 8491564.22 

Sabine 240 559218.31 8491533.79 

Sabine 241 559169.29 8491834.37 

Sabine 242 559037.94 8492465.73 

Sabine 243 559051.83 8492506.74 

Sabine 244 559074.98 8492643.00 

Sabine 245 559442.62 8492692.50 

Sabine 246 559373.50 8492790.26 

Sabine 247 559845.00 8492859.78 

Sabine 248 559704.77 8492964.02 

Sabine 249 559914.80 8493046.18 

Sabine 250 560277.96 8492275.82 
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Sabine 251 561858.78 8493496.23 

Sabine 252 561791.84 8493485.38 

Sabine 253 561974.16 8493094.10 

Sabine 254 562220.75 8492919.31 

Sabine 255 562174.71 8493166.25 

Sabine 256 561805.62 8492231.52 

Sabine 257 561860.78 8492225.96 

Sabine 258 561479.01 8491983.59 

Sabine 259 561235.26 8491992.52 

Sabine 260 561242.90 8491430.75 

Sabine 261 561193.42 8491415.94 

Sabine 262 561256.02 8490931.87 

Sabine 263 561349.29 8490917.58 

Sabine 264 561175.06 8490969.97 

Sabine 265 561161.56 8490875.91 

Sabine 266 561111.16 8490881.46 

Sabine 267 561012.74 8490901.70 

Sabine 268 561204.75 8490733.15 

Sabine 269 561038.06 8490677.92 

Sabine 270 561119.41 8490635.11 

Sabine 271 561147.19 8490614.15 

Sabine 272 561721.09 8490576.98 

Sabine 273 561565.93 8490507.15 

Sabine 274 561596.20 8490419.31 

Sabine 275 561524.44 8490410.72 

Sabine 276 561518.94 8490338.84 

Sabine 277 561372.81 8490610.47 

Sabine 278 561411.75 8490585.70 

Sabine 279 561049.38 8490510.80 

Sabine 280 561027.22 8490512.12 

Sabine 281 560971.33 8490511.46 

Sabine 282 560930.65 8490560.34 

Sabine 283 560880.25 8490153.41 

Sabine 284 561200.00 8490256.23 

Sabine 285 561244.45 8490224.88 

Sabine 286 561271.04 8490134.79 

Sabine 287 561339.30 8490119.31 

Sabine 288 560137.46 8490551.44 

Sabine 289 560065.45 8489930.43 

Sabine 290 559425.24 8488280.38 

Sabine 291 559212.91 8487990.66 

Sabine 292 559470.92 8487797.35 

Sabine 293 559347.49 8487839.82 

Sabine 294 559762.82 8488410.88 

Sabine 295 559873.28 8488224.35 

Sabine 296 559777.04 8488163.63 

Sabine 297 559881.22 8487871.40 

Sabine 298 560191.44 8487919.35 

Sabine 299 560104.13 8488014.93 

Sabine 300 560044.93 8487815.17 

Sabine 301 560084.95 8487782.10 

Sabine 302 559147.67 8485413.06 

Sabine 303 561196.11 8485169.96 
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Sabine 304 561236.15 8484998.51 

Sabine 305 561353.49 8484958.17 

Sabine 306 560928.95 8485376.13 

Sabine 307 561204.38 8485518.21 

Sabine 308 560996.23 8485730.56 

Sabine 309 560986.18 8486046.09 

Sabine 310 560731.78 8486153.72 

Sabine 311 561358.24 8485856.35 

Sabine 312 561352.95 8485622.46 

Sabine 313 561813.65 8485629.60 

Sabine 314 561958.59 8485232.76 

Sabine 315 563449.05 8485421.99 

Sabine 316 562806.67 8486365.37 

Sabine 317 562851.12 8486404.53 

Sabine 318 562819.90 8486653.24 

Sabine 319 563143.91 8486534.97 

Sabine 320 563331.11 8486626.25 

Sabine 321 562661.88 8486730.38 

Sabine 322 563447.15 8486667.77 

Sabine 323 563493.72 8486902.72 

Sabine 324 563432.86 8486952.46 

Sabine 325 563051.80 8486949.51 

Sabine 326 562875.41 8487433.22 

Sabine 327 562959.94 8487528.08 

Sabine 328 563006.38 8487539.19 

Sabine 329 562272.65 8487098.81 

Sabine 330 563118.22 8487623.71 

Sabine 331 562949.94 8487613.33 

Sabine 332 562509.39 8488127.82 

Sabine 333 561678.16 8488417.98 

Sabine 334 561698.80 8488310.42 

Sabine 335 560977.88 8488368.96 

Sabine 336 561017.96 8488392.78 

Sabine 337 561507.43 8488705.12 

Sabine 338 561376.59 8488547.69 

Sabine 339 561334.52 8488642.94 

Sabine 340 561240.86 8488666.75 

Sabine 341 561256.74 8488704.46 

Sabine 342 561759.84 8489235.29 

Sabine 343 562240.30 8488702.52 

Sabine 344 562302.48 8488671.70 

Sabine 345 562661.19 8488626.65 

Sabine 346 562251.00 8488963.73 

Sabine 347 562491.24 8489092.58 

Sabine 348 562877.19 8489040.72 

Sabine 349 563000.04 8489225.18 

Sabine 350 562817.48 8489309.18 

Sabine 351 562428.21 8489378.96 

Sabine 352 562554.15 8489430.29 

Sabine 353 562461.02 8489568.94 

Sabine 354 562360.05 8489640.37 

Sabine 355 562383.86 8489703.21 

Sabine 356 562139.50 8489846.93 
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Sabine 357 562513.95 8489972.99 

Sabine 358 562682.75 8489982.52 

Sabine 359 562173.69 8490112.16 

Sabine 360 562846.51 8490364.82 

Sabine 361 562754.59 8490306.82 

Sabine 362 561767.62 8494052.63 

Sabine 363 560713.68 8493877.44 

Sabine 364 559454.39 8493538.59 

Sabine 365 559844.50 8493829.80 

Sabine 366 558504.71 8491254.27 

Sabine 367 557730.84 8491728.50 

Sabine 368 557342.23 8491602.16 

Sabine 369 557320.08 8491592.57 

Sabine 370 561551.95 8494599.93 

Sabine 371 561382.09 8494673.75 

Sabine 372 560498.64 8494899.17 

Sabine 373 559463.84 8494701.52 

Sabine 374 558274.36 8495141.01 

Sabine 375 558830.74 8495484.34 

Sabine 376 559437.16 8495283.78 

Sabine 377 559299.47 8495404.96 

Sabine 378 560439.14 8495573.78 

Sabine 379 561510.57 8496545.28 

Sabine 380 561215.70 8496434.95 

Sabine 381 561315.31 8496527.03 

Sabine 382 558243.59 8496347.80 

Sabine 383 558973.07 8496926.81 

Sabine 384 560630.61 8497407.03 

Sabine 385 561382.56 8497510.75 

Sabine 386 559056.25 8502575.10 

Sabine 387 559145.55 8502671.01 

Sabine 388 559207.53 8502672.57 

Sabine 389 559268.01 8502674.26 

Sabine 390 559124.73 8502838.26 

Sabine 391 559146.96 8502831.70 

Sabine 392 559164.10 8502814.13 

Sabine 393 559262.19 8502866.39 

Sabine 394 560218.94 8503438.29 

Sabine 395 559893.51 8503426.64 

Sabine 396 560505.22 8503459.45 

Sabine 397 558922.18 8503842.04 

Sabine 398 558895.46 8503996.16 

Sabine 399 559038.73 8504072.43 

Sabine 400 557783.21 8500306.65 

Sabine 401 555794.86 8502897.00 

Sabine 402 555877.35 8502952.37 

Sabine 403 555938.86 8502978.50 

Sabine 404 555965.65 8502993.05 

Sabine 405 556004.35 8503004.29 

Sabine 406 556112.80 8503115.21 

Sabine 407 556297.64 8503188.76 

Sabine 408 556459.32 8503375.27 

Sabine 409 556461.30 8503458.91 
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Sabine 410 556617.08 8503664.62 

Sabine 411 556873.73 8503949.27 

Sabine 412 556136.73 8503786.54 

Sabine 413 555896.36 8503687.32 

Sabine 414 555793.54 8503604.77 

Sabine 415 555598.79 8503594.80 

Sabine 416 555309.39 8503712.87 

Sabine 417 555341.78 8503706.20 

Sabine 418 555774.49 8504494.01 

Sabine 419 556643.39 8504194.15 

Sabine 420 556536.63 8504246.14 

Sabine 421 556780.31 8504225.50 

Sabine 422 556802.14 8504274.32 

Sabine 423 556830.32 8504267.17 

Sabine 424 556618.04 8504310.30 

Sabine 425 556553.06 8504305.64 

Sabine 426 556926.58 8504373.09 

Sabine 427 556976.33 8504497.06 

Sabine 428 557007.82 8504565.58 

Sabine 429 557136.40 8504590.72 

Sabine 430 557272.28 8504629.45 

Sabine 431 557364.47 8504660.99 

Sabine 432 556602.45 8504579.83 

Sabine 433 557415.88 8505151.62 

Sabine 434 557305.95 8505333.39 

Sabine 435 556887.46 8505298.62 

Sabine 436 556679.39 8505190.67 

Sabine 437 555048.80 8499209.83 

Sabine 438 555168.39 8499272.27 

Sabine 439 554959.07 8502667.12 

Sabine 440 554790.79 8502393.65 

Sabine 441 555108.09 8502386.21 

Sabine 442 555101.15 8502274.56 

Sabine 443 555045.58 8502182.28 

Sabine 444 555017.80 8502092.46 

Sabine 445 554966.21 8502020.16 

Sabine 446 554945.70 8502000.31 

Sabine 447 554897.09 8501971.87 

Sabine 448 554773.72 8501914.59 

Sabine 449 554838.37 8500657.10 

Sabine 450 554674.44 8500463.20 

Sabine 451 555171.21 8500758.58 

Sabine 452 555251.01 8500643.26 

Sabine 453 555010.35 8500294.53 

Sabine 454 555086.15 8500308.02 

Sabine 455 555421.65 8500129.02 

Sabine 456 554872.54 8499741.56 

Sabine 457 554936.30 8499747.38 

Sabine 458 554956.67 8499722.24 

Sabine 459 555639.94 8500489.27 

Sabine 460 555820.39 8500537.43 

Sabine 461 556606.71 8496360.82 

Sabine 462 556970.91 8496311.22 
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Sabine 463 557065.36 8496281.85 

Sabine 464 556659.76 8495515.41 

Sabine 465 556832.79 8495585.26 

Sabine 466 556488.31 8495971.02 

Sabine 467 555959.87 8495505.62 

Sabine 468 554358.16 8488021.99 

Sabine 469 554615.62 8488274.89 

Sabine 470 554679.12 8488341.96 

Sabine 471 555037.82 8487906.17 

Sabine 472 555157.41 8488120.20 

Sabine 473 555482.72 8488403.57 

Sabine 474 555927.12 8488211.48 

Sabine 475 556591.02 8487689.62 

Sabine 476 557233.97 8488277.71 

Sabine 477 557114.51 8488389.23 

Sabine 478 557097.84 8488390.82 

Sabine 479 557047.83 8488399.95 

Sabine 480 557024.02 8488399.16 

Sabine 481 557172.85 8488560.29 

Sabine 482 556796.45 8488533.62 

Sabine 483 556744.07 8488502.93 

Sabine 484 556675.27 8488511.92 

Sabine 485 556634.53 8488696.07 

Sabine 486 556655.16 8488703.48 

Sabine 487 556320.78 8488778.09 

Sabine 488 556692.19 8488885.05 

Sabine 489 556645.89 8488982.62 

Sabine 490 556644.90 8489007.75 

Sabine 491 556806.63 8489089.44 

Sabine 492 556012.24 8489258.25 

Sabine 493 555640.31 8489570.64 

Sabine 494 556618.45 8489498.69 

Sabine 495 556515.26 8489497.63 

Sabine 496 556546.49 8489560.07 

Sabine 497 557397.60 8489003.13 

Sabine 498 557258.69 8489249.72 

Sabine 499 557171.25 8489378.54 

Sabine 500 557126.92 8489334.71 

Sabine 501 558817.67 8488870.12 

Sabine 502 558982.26 8488909.83 

Sabine 503 558658.34 8489308.69 

Sabine 504 559077.84 8489094.41 

Sabine 505 559211.46 8489117.82 

Sabine 506 559086.44 8489154.54 

Sabine 507 559344.74 8489122.06 

Sabine 508 559384.03 8489127.22 

Sabine 509 559478.88 8489118.49 

Sabine 510 559597.15 8489080.39 

Sabine 511 558859.36 8489589.76 

Sabine 512 558824.44 8489587.65 

Sabine 513 558865.71 8489679.19 

Sabine 514 558617.94 8489865.14 

Sabine 515 558734.23 8489847.28 
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Sabine 516 558751.69 8489824.26 

Sabine 517 560621.70 8492301.24 

Sabine 518 560668.93 8492450.86 

Sabine 519 560764.63 8492404.85 

Sabine 520 560952.49 8492670.09 

Sabine 521 561145.97 8492605.85 

Sabine 522 561315.50 8492724.72 

Sabine 523 561912.40 8492800.49 

Sabine 524 561645.70 8492849.18 

Sabine 525 561594.11 8493125.03 

Sabine 526 561315.59 8493621.80 

Sabine 527 561148.44 8493250.03 

Sabine 528 561623.68 8493899.17 

Sabine 529 558858.13 8494602.37 

Sabine 530 559022.43 8494847.88 

Sabine 531 558610.08 8494778.03 

Sabine 532 558387.83 8494633.25 

Sabine 533 550962.19 8500383.74 

Sabine 534 550837.97 8500368.26 

Sabine 535 551270.80 8500533.07 

Sabine 536 551999.94 8500561.72 

Sabine 537 552029.04 8500570.19 

Sabine 538 552053.39 8500588.98 

Sabine 539 552963.20 8501300.85 

Sabine 540 552995.31 8501636.01 

Sabine 541 553560.10 8501302.38 

Sabine 542 553610.70 8501358.60 

Sabine 543 553897.00 8501334.49 

Sabine 544 553338.25 8501016.02 

Sabine 545 550875.71 8488782.86 

Sabine 546 551507.79 8487750.46 

Sabine 547 550945.39 8486849.47 

Sabine 548 551030.07 8485921.99 

Sabine 549 551284.85 8485344.11 

Sabine 550 551220.76 8484677.08 

Sabine 551 551804.25 8484436.35 

Sabine 552 552079.40 8484577.94 

Sabine 553 552976.60 8485116.03 

Sabine 554 552266.57 8486737.53 

Sabine 555 552265.51 8486906.73 

Sabine 556 552353.78 8486829.05 

Sabine 557 552468.43 8486935.39 

Sabine 558 552664.70 8486992.14 

Sabine 559 552678.51 8487030.15 

Sabine 560 552696.98 8486584.05 

Sabine 561 552653.01 8486583.57 

Sabine 562 552415.24 8488075.44 

Sabine 563 552074.33 8488409.29 

Sabine 564 551685.53 8488719.57 

Sabine 565 552138.88 8488851.11 

Sabine 566 551774.68 8489021.06 

Sabine 567 553382.85 8497707.94 

Sabine 568 553651.80 8497908.38 
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Sabine 569 553810.12 8500091.64 

Sabine 570 554081.67 8500164.21 

Sabine 571 553879.24 8503179.08 

Sabine 572 554807.26 8504583.63 

Sabine 573 554811.28 8504681.00 

Sabine 574 554912.67 8504578.98 

Sabine 575 554869.15 8503792.70 

Sabine 576 554944.95 8503788.73 

Sabine 577 555091.36 8502957.11 

Sabine 578 555524.22 8501559.63 

Sabine 579 555455.96 8501374.93 

Sabine 580 556026.90 8500675.93 

Sabine 581 556812.09 8499699.92 

Sabine 582 554393.10 8497939.20 

Sabine 583 555213.22 8497088.72 

Sabine 584 555963.82 8497305.28 

Sabine 585 556016.21 8497293.64 

Sabine 586 556581.95 8496925.75 

Sabine 587 553853.62 8493820.46 

Sabine 588 556297.60 8494268.10 

Sabine 589 553439.38 8491001.15 

Sabine 590 553507.32 8487782.49 

Sabine 591 553764.88 8486952.10 

Sabine 592 553358.41 8485826.26 

Sabine 593 553065.02 8485197.35 

Sabine 594 553533.33 8484993.13 

Sabine 595 553661.12 8484855.28 

Sabine 596 553409.76 8484805.27 

Sabine 597 553672.58 8483815.76 

Sabine 598 556271.00 8484869.73 

Sabine 599 555838.34 8485711.53 

Sabine 600 556775.87 8485070.44 

Sabine 601 557228.84 8485165.16 

Sabine 602 556630.85 8485612.09 

Sabine 603 556667.23 8485608.79 

Sabine 604 557243.45 8485971.83 

Sabine 605 557967.01 8485388.02 

Sabine 606 557730.16 8486995.31 

Sabine 607 558180.95 8488145.29 

Sabine 608 558601.85 8488325.37 

Sabine 609 558589.15 8488250.36 

Sabine 610 558796.72 8488453.08 

Sabine 611 555790.40 8486307.05 

Sabine 612 555083.10 8486992.23 

Sabine 613 554814.21 8487040.18 

Sabine 614 555014.24 8486838.57 

Sabine 615 554218.78 8487701.46 

Sabine 616 556264.21 8487157.50 

Sabine 617 556482.47 8487592.45 

Sabine 618 556418.64 8487553.10 

Sabine 619 555822.08 8489748.90 

Sabine 620 555462.88 8490600.52 

Sabine 621 558575.84 8488725.02 
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Sabine 622 559858.30 8489135.55 

Sabine 623 559787.39 8489063.66 

Sabine 624 559657.18 8489299.57 

Sabine 625 559949.51 8489234.42 

Sabine 626 560381.39 8489086.38 

Sabine 627 560940.10 8489708.31 

Sabine 628 560654.88 8489552.74 

Sabine 629 561393.60 8489596.13 

Sabine 630 558251.64 8489364.74 

Sabine 631 558731.13 8490787.37 

Sabine 632 559542.80 8490947.83 

Sabine 633 559689.95 8490930.83 

Sabine 634 559870.05 8491109.38 

Sabine 635 559943.60 8491174.89 

Sabine 636 560059.31 8491051.79 

Sabine 637 560177.98 8491204.19 

Sabine 638 560322.44 8491240.30 

Sabine 639 560377.47 8491659.27 

Sabine 640 558931.36 8491369.09 

Sabine 641 559304.04 8492704.07 

Sabine 642 560421.89 8492332.44 

Sabine 643 561951.91 8493411.30 

Sabine 644 561374.13 8491541.88 

Sabine 645 561171.72 8491400.64 

Sabine 646 561332.22 8491208.49 

Sabine 647 561003.67 8490677.92 

Sabine 648 561109.50 8490632.61 

Sabine 649 561096.39 8490641.14 

Sabine 650 561728.51 8491117.58 

Sabine 651 561091.05 8490458.54 

Sabine 652 560906.18 8490173.78 

Sabine 653 561283.34 8490145.90 

Sabine 654 561435.34 8490033.19 

Sabine 655 560194.01 8490743.53 

Sabine 656 559932.87 8490292.78 

Sabine 657 559351.16 8488674.88 

Sabine 658 559733.38 8488216.74 

Sabine 659 559792.94 8488317.07 

Sabine 660 561239.59 8485120.36 

Sabine 661 561124.61 8485632.51 

Sabine 662 560771.60 8485911.31 

Sabine 663 560935.78 8485997.27 

Sabine 664 560598.83 8486055.30 

Sabine 665 561455.60 8485698.84 

Sabine 666 561740.23 8485591.89 

Sabine 667 561717.43 8486244.92 

Sabine 668 562874.37 8485256.86 

Sabine 669 563290.30 8485278.80 

Sabine 670 563223.29 8486576.64 

Sabine 671 562894.06 8487526.89 

Sabine 672 563084.57 8487648.00 

Sabine 673 562411.19 8488380.01 

Sabine 674 561754.76 8488380.27 
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Sabine 675 561623.00 8488429.49 

Sabine 676 561538.07 8488283.04 

Sabine 677 561264.82 8488351.10 

Sabine 678 561490.10 8488683.42 

Sabine 679 561442.08 8488592.54 

Sabine 680 561632.05 8488948.19 

Sabine 681 562394.67 8489008.44 

Sabine 682 562655.73 8489085.57 

Sabine 683 562981.97 8489019.69 

Sabine 684 562414.98 8489478.98 

Sabine 685 562443.82 8489603.97 

Sabine 686 562373.25 8489916.76 

Sabine 687 562786.34 8490322.96 

Sabine 688 562512.23 8490268.46 

Sabine 689 560205.65 8493807.97 

Sabine 690 557747.38 8491711.30 

Sabine 691 560768.78 8494864.38 

Sabine 692 560864.43 8494830.25 

Sabine 693 558819.33 8495228.07 

Sabine 694 559321.28 8495440.94 

Sabine 695 560306.85 8495599.71 

Sabine 696 561302.81 8497916.68 

Sabine 697 560633.42 8498260.74 

Sabine 698 560354.22 8498750.64 

Sabine 699 559089.66 8502659.77 

Sabine 700 559113.80 8502658.11 

Sabine 701 559199.70 8502686.97 

Sabine 702 559298.07 8502688.65 

Sabine 703 559277.40 8502824.38 

Sabine 704 559161.65 8502894.17 

Sabine 705 559095.12 8503988.34 

Sabine 706 558943.88 8504005.95 

Sabine 707 558833.04 8503961.64 

Sabine 708 559295.08 8504159.95 

Sabine 709 559235.12 8504100.94 

Sabine 710 559023.06 8504453.32 

Sabine 711 558983.77 8504626.75 

Sabine 712 557260.56 8503000.24 

Sabine 713 556084.71 8503045.30 

Sabine 714 556234.64 8503583.72 

Sabine 715 556706.51 8503904.82 

Sabine 716 555853.28 8504218.32 

Sabine 717 555734.06 8504483.43 

Sabine 718 556641.80 8504083.82 

Sabine 719 556875.31 8504281.87 

Sabine 720 557036.65 8504557.64 

Sabine 721 557309.71 8504633.58 

Sabine 722 557213.13 8504599.18 

Sabine 723 555126.28 8502555.47 

Sabine 724 554754.81 8502580.45 

Sabine 725 554855.75 8502149.14 

Sabine 726 554648.88 8500490.34 

Sabine 727 555161.05 8500774.03 
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Sabine 728 555222.16 8500039.06 

Sabine 729 555713.91 8500759.83 

Sabine 730 555613.08 8496185.46 

Sabine 731 554877.56 8488205.44 

Sabine 732 555026.97 8487789.75 

Sabine 733 555177.26 8487929.71 

Sabine 734 555062.03 8488276.24 

Sabine 735 555035.24 8488419.11 

Sabine 736 557153.01 8488341.21 

Sabine 737 557123.64 8488374.15 

Sabine 738 557066.09 8488392.01 

Sabine 739 556860.48 8488673.85 

Sabine 740 556705.97 8488772.27 

Sabine 741 556158.33 8488886.04 

Sabine 742 556620.76 8488946.24 

Sabine 743 556588.01 8488981.29 

Sabine 744 556797.03 8489191.97 

Sabine 745 556237.47 8489208.97 

Sabine 746 556078.76 8489322.25 

Sabine 747 555978.51 8489276.90 

Sabine 748 556657.08 8489496.04 

Sabine 749 557182.82 8489421.20 

Sabine 750 558863.70 8488943.14 

Sabine 751 559007.06 8488923.72 

Sabine 752 558710.07 8489153.58 

Sabine 753 559535.64 8489187.94 

Sabine 754 559590.80 8489216.91 

Sabine 755 558748.77 8489397.68 

Sabine 756 558950.64 8489700.32 

Sabine 757 558905.00 8489735.71 

Sabine 758 558585.80 8489851.65 

Sabine 759 560905.19 8492587.08 

Sabine 760 561384.29 8492830.02 

Sabine 761 560399.48 8493556.10 

Sabine 762 558791.45 8494507.12 

Cape Bounty 1 542428.94 8313409.37 

Cape Bounty 2 542622.87 8313527.66 

Cape Bounty 3 542614.46 8313786.67 

Cape Bounty 4 541107.67 8314146.78 

Cape Bounty 5 539561.97 8314252.95 

Cape Bounty 6 539670.36 8314258.60 

Cape Bounty 7 540520.41 8314297.37 

Cape Bounty 8 541319.29 8314370.83 

Cape Bounty 9 539586.10 8314559.21 

Cape Bounty 10 541268.06 8314608.61 

Cape Bounty 11 541588.11 8314610.47 

Cape Bounty 12 540893.72 8314692.27 

Cape Bounty 13 540459.86 8314749.57 

Cape Bounty 14 540537.25 8314800.16 

Cape Bounty 15 539685.65 8314926.92 

Cape Bounty 16 539849.13 8314930.06 

Cape Bounty 17 539739.14 8314983.13 

Cape Bounty 18 539523.50 8315005.08 
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Cape Bounty 19 539841.75 8315014.12 

Cape Bounty 20 539915.09 8315063.45 

Cape Bounty 21 539964.42 8315082.01 

Cape Bounty 22 540663.09 8315131.35 

Cape Bounty 23 542840.77 8315210.56 

Cape Bounty 24 540540.74 8315280.88 

Cape Bounty 25 543043.53 8315295.94 

Cape Bounty 26 541262.22 8315304.89 

Cape Bounty 27 539564.02 8315269.38 

Cape Bounty 28 543448.84 8315339.49 

Cape Bounty 29 539738.03 8315250.01 

Cape Bounty 30 541145.90 8315311.01 

Cape Bounty 31 540484.92 8315405.37 

Cape Bounty 32 540347.99 8315376.83 

Cape Bounty 33 539770.94 8315367.77 

Cape Bounty 34 540052.11 8315430.90 

Cape Bounty 35 542803.49 8315524.71 

Cape Bounty 36 542954.08 8315621.22 

Cape Bounty 37 540298.88 8315687.25 

Cape Bounty 38 539892.02 8315750.08 

Cape Bounty 39 540252.88 8315774.56 

Cape Bounty 40 540167.85 8315882.94 

Cape Bounty 41 543676.57 8316102.53 

Cape Bounty 42 540507.17 8316179.44 

Cape Bounty 43 539942.65 8316238.63 

Cape Bounty 44 540146.79 8316299.70 

Cape Bounty 45 540144.85 8316326.36 

Cape Bounty 46 540538.74 8316401.82 

Cape Bounty 47 539964.24 8316484.15 

Cape Bounty 48 540572.72 8316541.44 

Cape Bounty 49 542291.77 8316666.90 

Cape Bounty 50 542453.20 8309868.64 

Cape Bounty 51 542518.67 8309980.70 

Cape Bounty 52 542202.44 8309206.03 

Cape Bounty 53 542366.37 8309165.75 

Cape Bounty 54 542370.27 8309456.30 

Cape Bounty 55 542654.35 8310375.56 

Cape Bounty 56 542419.26 8310274.28 

Cape Bounty 57 542071.77 8310321.19 

Cape Bounty 58 541988.66 8310303.64 

Cape Bounty 59 542029.75 8310331.35 

Cape Bounty 60 542093.22 8310182.51 

Cape Bounty 61 541999.27 8310221.90 

Cape Bounty 62 541922.07 8310209.80 

Cape Bounty 63 541802.40 8310406.10 

Cape Bounty 64 542329.97 8310724.42 

Cape Bounty 65 541507.83 8310718.30 

Cape Bounty 66 541369.31 8310690.99 

Cape Bounty 67 541379.41 8310463.07 

Cape Bounty 68 541268.39 8310526.21 

Cape Bounty 69 541240.34 8310506.23 

Cape Bounty 70 541159.47 8310398.16 

Cape Bounty 71 541239.18 8310317.40 
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Cape Bounty 72 541191.30 8310192.58 

Cape Bounty 73 543735.51 8310826.55 

Cape Bounty 74 543734.69 8310592.07 

Cape Bounty 75 543863.00 8310755.61 

Cape Bounty 76 543789.14 8310787.68 

Cape Bounty 77 543709.18 8310704.24 

Cape Bounty 78 543609.11 8310813.84 

Cape Bounty 79 543493.91 8310869.48 

Cape Bounty 80 543334.72 8311118.44 

Cape Bounty 81 543347.79 8310750.66 

Cape Bounty 82 543344.23 8311541.29 

Cape Bounty 83 543374.10 8313350.62 

Cape Bounty 84 543463.09 8313408.69 

Cape Bounty 85 543682.78 8313646.23 

Cape Bounty 86 543628.64 8313632.34 

Cape Bounty 87 543497.81 8313447.93 

Cape Bounty 88 542895.76 8313436.59 

Cape Bounty 89 546197.84 8318558.16 

Cape Bounty 90 546259.41 8318573.78 

Cape Bounty 91 545984.36 8318531.04 

Cape Bounty 92 545888.86 8318410.49 

Cape Bounty 93 545837.22 8318592.83 

Cape Bounty 94 545733.50 8318595.36 

Cape Bounty 95 545329.57 8317811.38 

Cape Bounty 96 545350.25 8317571.16 

Cape Bounty 97 545540.27 8317585.22 

Cape Bounty 98 543691.31 8316820.84 

Cape Bounty 99 537399.83 8315469.99 

Cape Bounty 100 537462.38 8315418.88 

Cape Bounty 101 537349.96 8315290.12 

Cape Bounty 102 537404.61 8315347.97 

Cape Bounty 103 537603.99 8315251.67 

Cape Bounty 104 537642.00 8315297.42 

Cape Bounty 105 537436.57 8315358.16 

Cape Bounty 106 538207.86 8311288.17 

Cape Bounty 107 538291.96 8311336.73 

Cape Bounty 108 538258.07 8311263.77 

Cape Bounty 109 538297.83 8311274.04 

Cape Bounty 110 538297.00 8311231.62 

Cape Bounty 111 538356.10 8311331.65 

Cape Bounty 112 538408.96 8311281.05 

Cape Bounty 113 538332.94 8311208.65 

Cape Bounty 114 538397.63 8311133.80 

Cape Bounty 115 538409.21 8311122.51 

Cape Bounty 116 538455.45 8311107.00 

Cape Bounty 117 538468.81 8311187.81 

Cape Bounty 118 538529.16 8311203.50 

Cape Bounty 119 538727.32 8310911.94 

Cape Bounty 120 538735.94 8310973.60 

Cape Bounty 121 538655.16 8311012.06 

Cape Bounty 122 538648.52 8311088.30 

Cape Bounty 123 538625.25 8311174.60 

Cape Bounty 124 538972.72 8311194.36 
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Cape Bounty 125 538886.91 8310834.48 

Cape Bounty 126 538760.48 8310874.05 

Cape Bounty 127 538612.43 8314399.66 

Cape Bounty 128 538634.51 8314426.66 

Cape Bounty 129 538669.17 8314619.63 

Cape Bounty 130 538810.67 8315267.09 

Cape Bounty 131 538655.98 8312990.69 

Cape Bounty 132 539160.34 8312623.63 

Cape Bounty 133 539003.78 8312559.41 

Cape Bounty 134 539798.14 8312580.53 

Cape Bounty 135 541132.75 8309352.08 

Cape Bounty 136 540925.48 8309366.02 

Cape Bounty 137 540840.19 8309487.35 

Cape Bounty 138 540983.74 8309568.27 

Cape Bounty 139 540985.27 8310297.37 

Cape Bounty 140 542608.12 8308983.60 

Cape Bounty 141 542643.61 8308991.81 

Cape Bounty 142 542568.35 8308962.54 

Cape Bounty 143 543829.39 8318245.80 

Cape Bounty 144 543891.96 8318329.72 

Cape Bounty 145 538668.44 8310940.49 

Cape Bounty 146 538547.83 8310914.90 

Cape Bounty 147 538576.86 8310662.85 

Fosheim 1 555264.05 8880604.22 

Fosheim 2 555276.28 8880485.31 

Fosheim 3 555219.53 8880743.82 

Fosheim 4 555135.10 8880953.00 

Fosheim 5 554747.04 8880836.29 

Fosheim 6 555514.30 8881059.65 

Fosheim 7 555105.04 8881117.84 

Fosheim 8 555124.70 8881147.47 

Fosheim 9 555155.10 8881215.38 

Fosheim 10 555007.65 8881216.92 

Fosheim 11 555032.26 8881215.87 

Fosheim 12 554926.38 8881228.28 

Fosheim 13 555025.93 8881372.06 

Fosheim 14 554942.58 8881485.91 

Fosheim 15 554889.30 8881519.35 

Fosheim 16 555102.69 8881636.08 

Fosheim 17 555149.22 8881596.87 

Fosheim 18 555551.90 8881515.87 

Fosheim 19 555621.63 8881466.85 

Fosheim 20 555793.40 8881347.12 

Fosheim 21 555864.45 8880771.06 

Fosheim 22 556012.98 8881008.80 

Fosheim 23 556130.54 8880990.35 

Fosheim 24 555981.92 8880775.82 

Fosheim 25 556067.32 8880744.12 

Fosheim 26 555897.17 8880691.05 

Fosheim 27 556098.80 8880683.19 

Fosheim 28 555753.41 8880583.68 

Fosheim 29 555703.80 8880483.81 

Fosheim 30 555785.93 8880264.55 
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Fosheim 31 555761.40 8880208.45 

Fosheim 32 555683.86 8880159.90 

Fosheim 33 555706.14 8880378.61 

Fosheim 34 555606.54 8880378.31 

Fosheim 35 555496.18 8880286.14 

Fosheim 36 555463.92 8880349.71 

Fosheim 37 555296.68 8880382.36 

Fosheim 38 555351.79 8880275.23 

Fosheim 39 555370.58 8880229.31 

Fosheim 40 549886.44 8879266.89 

Fosheim 41 549959.02 8879446.66 

Fosheim 42 554064.89 8880898.98 

Fosheim 43 553153.72 8880823.73 

Fosheim 44 553101.24 8880660.77 

Fosheim 45 553091.08 8880712.33 

Fosheim 46 553135.66 8880504.41 

Fosheim 47 553373.40 8880148.82 

Fosheim 48 553355.86 8879945.05 

Fosheim 49 553212.48 8879737.29 

Fosheim 50 553155.51 8879705.98 

Fosheim 51 553610.04 8879475.22 

Fosheim 52 553667.12 8879398.00 

Fosheim 53 553566.21 8879332.40 

Fosheim 54 553326.19 8879316.70 

Fosheim 55 553312.33 8879222.13 

Fosheim 56 553202.40 8879378.37 

Fosheim 57 553321.98 8879487.33 

Fosheim 58 552977.97 8879582.27 

Fosheim 59 552997.55 8879486.15 

Fosheim 60 552569.43 8878971.32 

Fosheim 61 551864.59 8879150.01 

Fosheim 62 551781.85 8879137.01 

Fosheim 63 551845.61 8879301.90 

Fosheim 64 551826.68 8879339.26 

Fosheim 65 551844.44 8879352.42 

Fosheim 66 551846.24 8879389.84 

Fosheim 67 551905.99 8879407.69 

Fosheim 68 551973.82 8879535.28 

Fosheim 69 552055.78 8879438.02 

Fosheim 70 552070.32 8879708.23 

Fosheim 71 552033.16 8879641.25 

Fosheim 72 552292.87 8879828.87 

Fosheim 73 552341.39 8879834.16 

Fosheim 74 552580.19 8879700.03 

Fosheim 75 555848.02 8882849.09 

Fosheim 76 556761.95 8881880.47 

Fosheim 77 556460.09 8879426.97 

Fosheim 78 556423.54 8878958.40 

Fosheim 79 556729.04 8878888.30 

Fosheim 80 556757.72 8878897.60 

Fosheim 81 549549.35 8879129.70 

Fosheim 82 556236.87 8881260.49 

Fosheim 83 557038.40 8884780.07 
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Fosheim 84 557184.47 8884830.84 

Fosheim 85 549587.79 8881907.06 

Fosheim 86 548846.24 8882842.42 

Fosheim 87 549028.04 8882815.13 

Fosheim 88 548685.13 8883619.96 

Fosheim 89 548846.53 8883717.55 

Fosheim 90 548710.24 8883746.89 

Fosheim 91 549040.43 8882302.65 

Fosheim 92 548454.81 8881067.44 

Fosheim 93 548890.84 8880005.51 

Fosheim 94 551274.08 8879443.15 

Fosheim 95 551520.93 8879125.49 

Fosheim 96 552470.48 8879563.20 

Fosheim 97 552444.20 8879534.87 

Fosheim 98 552508.74 8879890.46 

Fosheim 99 550372.04 8881555.32 

Fosheim 100 548767.04 8883043.65 

Fosheim 101 549510.65 8881951.26 
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Appendix C 

2013 and 2015 Monthly DInSAR pairs 

July 16 – August 8, 2013 
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August 8 – September 2, 2013 
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July 30 – August 23, 2015 
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August 23 – Sept 16, 2015 
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Appendix D 

Ground Control Point Locations from Cape Bounty and Fosheim Peninsula 

Name Location GPS_Height Vert_Prec Horz_Prec Std_Dev Northing Easting 

cr_ne - top of cr Cape Bounty 117.825 0.7 0.6 0.000070 8316613.476 543874.898 

CR_extra 4_1  Cape Bounty 82.477 0.7 0.6 0.000117 8316113.131 542358.514 

CR_C - top of 

cr Cape Bounty 73.472 0.7 0.6 0.000068 8315256.952 541849.289 

cr_nw Cape Bounty 81.452 0.7 0.5 0.000036 8316203.414 539656.966 

cr_extra 1_1  Cape Bounty 100.134 0.7 0.6 0.000073 8316971.606 541555.704 

cr extra 2_1 Cape Bounty 71.561 0.7 0.5 0.000123 8313819.175 542021.175 

cr_extra 3_1 Cape Bounty 71.441 0.7 0.5 0.000143 8314963.777 544345.253 

gcp near t2 Fosheim 119.312 0.8 0.5 0.238021 8879699.251 552989.958 

fosh camp Fosheim 126.666 0.9 0.5 0.299124 8880109.187 552460.240 

gcp Fosheim 175.581 0.8 0.5 0.088614 8885563.932 551244.464 

gcp 3  Fosheim 174.544 0.6 0.5 0.142358 8885563.676 551244.608 

gcp rock Fosheim 159.342 0.7 0.4 0.154082 8884586.636 551283.005 

gcp5 Fosheim 124.897 0.8 0.5 0.129669 8880947.643 556210.542 

gcp6 Fosheim 124.727 0.6 0.4 0.060821 8878947.169 556388.034 

test Fosheim 125.943 0.7 0.5 0.028200 8880122.626 552461.561 

tower2 Fosheim 94.926 0.7 0.5 0.096624 8879596.638 553247.166 

gcp7 Fosheim 123.403 0.7 0.4 0.111336 8881722.561 548988.007 

gcp8 Fosheim 172.724 0.7 0.4 0.077432 8883673.413 554040.006 

tower1 Fosheim 105.250 0.8 0.6 0.100129 8879686.597 552138.825 

 

Note: GCPs were used to make the DEMs at the Cape Bounty and the Fosheim Peninsula. 

PhotoSat completed processing of the Sabine DEM and used a proprietary stereo image 

matching process and no GCPs were provided. 
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Appendix E 

Polar Data Catalogue 

Polar Data Catalogue (PDC) is a database of metadata and data that provides access to data sets generated 

across the Arctic and Antarctic. The PDC can be searched using the CCIN Ref No. to find more 

information on data sets collected at the study areas including the Cape Bounty climate data that can be 

downloaded. 

 

CCIN Ref No. Title Time Period Location 

11616 2012 Worldview-2 

Satellite Imagery, Cape 

Bounty 

2012-07-11 to 2012-

07-11 

74.9, 74.9, -109.5, -

109.5 

11605 Cape Bounty, Melville 

Island, NU, Air and 

Ground Temperature 

Sensors 

2011-08-08 to 2014-

07-26 

74.9, 74.9, -109.5, -

109.5 

9884 2009 GeoEye-1 satellite 

images, Cape Bounty 

2009-07-21 to 2009-

08-22 

74.9, 74.9, -109.5, -

109.5 

9886 2008-2010 Ikonos Satellite 

Imagery and Derivatives, 

Cape Bounty 

2008-07-04 to 2010-

07-11 

74.9, 74.9, -109.5, -

109.5 

9883 2003-2015 Climate Data, 

West Station, Cape 

Bounty, Nunavut 

2003-06-10 to 2015-

08-20 

74.9, 74.9, -109.5, -

109.5 

 

 

 

 


